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50 YEARS OF THE USSR

JESSICA SMITH

Editorial Introduction
rIHIS SPECIAL issue marks the Fiftieth Anniyersary of the forma-
r tion of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, December 30,

1972. There is no better way to celebrate this historic event, than by
providing information on how the USSR has handled the complex
problem of creating a uniffed multinational state in a land of over a
hundred nationalities of widely diverse conditions and traditions. This
subiect has special relevance for the people of our country in the
struggle against racist oppression of Black and other minority peoples.

In addition to ffrsthand impressions of US and other observers,
we are Presenting articles by Soviet experts on the theoretical aspects
of the Leninist national policy and its practical application, with its
problems and difficulties as well as brilliant achievements. Inter-
spersed are poems and lyrical pieces by sorne of the native writers,
who express love both of their native area and their common Soviet
motherland, which has made possible the fulffllment of their creative
potential.

The transcendent fact emerges that the unity and strength of the
USSR today is due not to suppression of unique ethnic characteristics,
not to the merging and melting of peoples, but to encouragement and
development of their national identities and cultures, parallel with
their common membership in the Soviet family of nations.

We could not here encompass the complete story of the Soviet
peoples. The huge RSFSR, 'first among equals," covers the greatest
land mass, and is itself a federated multinational republic with numer-
ous autonomous republics and regions and national areas. To know
the USSR one must know also the fourteen other Republics and peo-
ples: the highly developed Ukraine, Byelorussia and the Baltic Repub-
lics; Transcaucasia, containing the variegated Georgian, Azerbaidzhan-
ian and Armenian Republics; the reborn Central Asian Republics, the
great stretches of Kazakhstan, all the formerly most backward and
exploited areas where the darker skinned Asian peoples live, and the
others.

Not only their geography and unique national characteristics must
be lnown, but the many facets of socialist society integral to the life
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of the Soviet peoples. The framework holding the multinational sec-

tions of Soviet society together is of course the Government of the
USSR and the Union Republics' Governments, from the Supreme
Soviet to the local Soviets, and the Communist Party which plays the
Ieading role in Soviet society. Party and government, with the help
of all the Soviet working people, the collective farmers and the intel-
ligentsia, brought into being the thriving, mafure socialist society of
today, embracing the 240 million Soviet people.

Abolition of the exploitation of one nation by another, as in the
tsarist "prison-house of nations," goes hand in hand wi& abolition of
exploitation of man by man. The people of all nationalities in each
union republic share on equal terms both in the construction and the
fruiB of the great projects that have brought new life to every section
of the Soviet Union. Under social ownership of ,means of production
and natural resources, they work not for bosses but for themselves.
The results of their labor go into the improvement of their own living
standards, their own republic, the well-being of the state as a whole,
not for the enrichment of any individual or group.

Party and government work together in drawing up and fulfflling
the successive ffve-year plans, through central economic planning
which involves as well all local bodies and general public discussion
in all the republics. On the basis of carefully estimated resources and
labor, national goals are set for industrial and agricultural produc-
tion. Improved methods of management under the economic reform
have brought greater returns, which mean greater revenues to the
state and its enterprises and special bonuses to those who produce
the most. Revenues from state enterprises ffnance such programs as

the universal free education system and training the vast number of
specialists in science and technology needed by the economy in this
computer age, and the free health system and social welfare programs
beneffting all the Soviet peoples. Planning has made possible the mass

housing construction, with monthly rents only three to eight per cent
of income, insured full employment for everyone for over forty years

and universal opportunities for enjoyment of culture and creative
activity. Industrial produetion has increased 321 times in the past
50 years. The emphasis on heavy industry over the years has pro-
vided the means for the current ninth ffve-year plan to concentrate
equally on consumer needs, with the improvement of people's living
standards the main goal.

Foremost of the mass organizations playing a powerful role in
Soviet society is the 90-million-strong trade union movement, headed
by the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions, which includes
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INTRODUCTION

END THE INDOCHINA WAR!
The long agony of the Vietnamese people goes on. US bombs continue

their slaughter frorn the skies and the ruthless devastations'of hornes and
eities and villages and farmfields-of a whole land. We write before tho
elections, with the October 3l deadline for signing the peace agreement
already past, and no indication that the Nixon Administration intended
anything more than once again deceiving the peopleo arousing false hopes
in ord'er to gain votee by optimistic talk that peace was in sight.

During Henry Kissingerts prolonged secret talks rvith representatives of
the Provigional Revolutionary Goverzrment of South Yietnam and the DBV
Government, the Yietnamese sideo October B, made new proposalg that led
to agreement. The agreed terms, in briefo provided for an immediat€ cease-
tEre in place in South Yietnamo cessation of all US bombing and miningo
total withdrawal of all US and Allied troops, prisoner exchange, and eeparate
cease-fires to be negotiated in Laos and Cambodia. Meantime, a tripartite
National Council of National Reconciliation and Concord, with leprerenta.
tives of the PRG' the Thieu regime and a neutralist body, would organize
a new political order and general elections.

Using the violent denunciations by Thieu as a pretextr the US reneged
on its agreement and sought to drag out the negotiations, insisting on mone
talks at Paris and with Thieu. Obviously the US puppet need be no obstacle
if the US would withdraw support instead of rushing rnore military supplies
to him. The fraudulent issues raised by the US to sabotage the agreement
raise the greatest dangers that after the US elections the war will again
be escalated and its savagery be continued endleesly.

There must be unremitting demands by the people and by all peace
organizations that the agreement restoring peace be sigrred and the war
in Yietnam and throughout Indochina ended at once and forever.

the central unions covering all working people of the USSR-indus-
trial, agricultural, cultural, scientiffc-of all nationalities. In each fac-
tory and enterpise, the unions, through collective agreements,
concern themselves with increasing production as well as insuring
better conditions of labor and living. The unions administer the vast
social insurance system ffnanced by the state. (The Soviet social
security system, whose beneffts add some 88 per cent to regular
wages, is the most comprehensive in the world. ) The workers them-
selves participate in management through regular production con-
ferences, and can force replacement of a director who does not heed
their interests.

Youth of course should have special mention. The youth of all
the Soviet peoples, with the Komsomol in the leadership, have been
in the forefront of the great construction projects that have built up
the more developed sections of the country and brought new life to
the distant, formerly neglected areas. The mammoth hydroelectric
stations at Bratsk, Krasnoyarsk, Ust Ilym and elsewhere were built
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mainly by youth under incredibly difficult conditions. New cities,
Komsomolsk-on-tfre-Amur, Sumgait on the Caspian Sea and others
have come into being because of the energy and devotion of youth.

Several articles deal with women in Soviet Asia, whose advances
are most spectacular of all, since their situation was the most desper-
ate in the past. But all Soviet women have beneffted from the com-
plete equality with men proclaimed by the Revolution and the
Constitution, and from the far-reaching child-care system and the
love and care bestowed by Soviet society on children. At the same
time the struggle goes on for woment more complete liberation from
the sense of superiority instilled in men through the centuries, and a
more complete sharing of household burdens-problems which still
persist under socialism. There are constant efforts to solve them
through more housekeeping aids and extension of child-care facilities,
so that women can more fully enjoy their equal role in work and
society and family life as well.

From history and literature the Tsarist policy of colonial oppres-
sion of smaller peoples by the Great Russians is well known. Anti-
Soviet propaganda would have it that this has not changed.

There is a clear and simple answer in the fascinating book Tlw
Siberiarw, by Canadian writer Farley Mowat, who describes the mar-
vels being accomplished by peoples of Siberia and the Far East,
some of whom were dying out before the advent of Soviet power. He
talked with the remarkable Yakut woman, Alexandra Yakovlevna
Ovchinnikova, President of the Yakut Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic, the vast 200,000-square mile area in the etemal frost zone
of the RSFSR, which encompasses the coldest spots on earth. Mowat
asked provocatively whether European Russia was exploiting Yakutia
in the same way Eskimos and similar peoples were exploited in Can-
ada and Alaska. She replied:

The Soviet Union is many countries, but it is also one country. In the past
some parts were t'ich and others very poor. It would still be that way if the
people from the various parts had not leamed to help one another. Yakutian
diamonds and gold, for instance, help the whole people of the Union; in re-
fum, we have received the help we needed to become a strong and happy
nation in this modem world. No one is exploiting us . . . It may even be the
other way around . . . but dot't tell that to the Moscow people pleasel

As the Soviet peoples share with each other, they share with other
socialist nations, and former colonial countries, which owe their
freedom most of all to the Russian Revolution. Over 50 nations of
Africa, Asia and Latin America receive assistance without strings
from the USSR, and enjoy advantageous trade relations. Most of the
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aid goes toward industrialization, the working up of their own raw
materials, blocked in the past by the colonialist exploiters. The USSR
also helps the under-developed countries in modernizing agriculture,
in education, science and health projects, both through training native
peoples and sending their own specialists. The Soviet people have
sacriffced greatly, lived ttrrough many lean years, suffered through
World War II, and have never ceased to help others too.

The Soviet Union has struggled unceasingly, within the UN and
in its relations with other nations, to end colonialism in all its forms.
It gives constant support and help to national liberation movements,
such as those in Mozambique, Angola and Guinea Bissau. It aided
the Bangladesh independence struggle and was one of the ffrst to
help that country restore its ravaged economy.

Above all, the USSR, along with other socialist countries, has
given massive aid to tfie people of Vietnam in their ffght against US
aggression. It is generally estimated that 80 per cent or more of the
sophisticated weaponry supplied North Vietram, especially for anti-
aircraft defense, has come from the Soviet Government, which also
provides tremendous economic aid. In addition, the Soviet people
carry on numerous activities to raise funds for medical and other aid.
Workers have volunteered overtime work to help. ]une was a 'Month
of Friendship with the Vietnamese People," with meetings in all the
Soviet Republics. Soviet leaders have continually demanded an end
to US aggression and a peaceful settlement, leaving the Vietnamese
to manage their own affairs.

The proclamation of peace was the ffrst international act of the
Soviet Government in 1917. In 1922, when the Union of Soviet Social-
ist Republics was formed, the policy of peace was built into its
foundation as the ffrst essential in building a better life. No groups
or peoples within this multinational socialist society could profft from
war. The policy of peace and friendship among the peoples within
the USSR is reflected in the Soviet foreign policy of peace among
the nations.

The Soviet peace program reached new heights at the 24th CPSU
Congress in March-April 1971. General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev,
reporting for the Central Committee, presented the most sweeping
peace program the world has ever known. It called for universal dis-
armament, especially in nuclear weapons, and every possible step
toward ending the arms race; wiping out all hotbeds of war as in
Southeast Asia and the Middle East; repudiation of the use or threat
of force in international relations, dismanding of all foreign military
bases and numerous other specffic measures. (contirrued on. page 760)



YADGAR NASRIDDINOVA

Family of Soviet Nations:

A Beacon for Our Epoch

Yadgar Nasriil.d.i,nooa is Chairman of the Sor:iet of Nationalities ol tlw
USSR Supreme Sooret, one of the highest posts in the land. Nothing could.
ba more symbolic of the full equality achieaed by oll the Sooiet peoples

and especially by the roomon ol Sooiet Central Asia.
Born in tlzbekistan in 1920, Mme, Nasriddinasa uas orphaned in infancg

by the death of her father, fieldhand of a rich landloil, and forced mar'
riage soon aftor (before Soaiet poaer was fully establisheil) of her oidoued
mother, still in her teens, to a man who dnsisted the little giil be aban-
doneil. Raised, and educated in an orphanage, Yadgar roas graduated as a
cwil engineer from th.e Tashkent Engineering lnstitute. She played a lead-
lng role i.n the construction of the Creat Ferghana Canal, the nero cwlfields
and othd proiects oitol to the upbuilding of Uzbekistan.

As secretary of the republic's Communist youth organization, Nastid'
dirwsa mailz an important contribution to her country's d,eferae against
the Nazi inoaders. After the war, uhen her high intelligerwe, abilities and
uarm hutnan qualities had become roidely knoutn to her people, she rcse

to top posts in the {Jzbek Goaernment Ministries in the frelds of corwtrw'
tion and tran$port and in 1959 was elected Presiderrt of the Uzbek Sooiet
Sociali* Republic. Reelected troice, shc held this post tmtil luly 7970,
uhen she was elected Chairman of tho Soaiet of Natiorwlitdes, orne of the
two equal howes of the USSR Supreme Sotsiet,

Iadgar Nasiildinoaa has traoelled widely in Europe, Africa, Asia and,

Latin Amprica on important missions, including a Parliammtary del,egation
to tlw tlnited States, Her son is a math gradrnte, her il.aughter is studydng
a.rchitecture at the, Tashkent Polgtechnical lrwtitute.

CONOMIC achievements o{ten serve as the main criterion in
! ;"dgirg a state. From this point of view, the transformation of
the Soviet Union from a backrvard agrarian country into a leading
world industrial power is unquestionably an outstanding phenome-
non. But when I think of my counuy's record in the last half century,
I see its greatest achievement not in its indisputable economic attain-
ments but in the great moral contribution of the USSR to the complex
system of human relations. For the first time in history, the age-old
problem of relations among nationalities has been resolved on a
scientiffc foundation and with maximum justice, in a state containing

trAMILY OF NATIONS

over a hundred nationalities and various races, languages and religions.
The multinational USSR is now a fraternal union of peoples brought
together by their cornmon goal-the construction of communism.

This contribution of t}le Soviet Union is particularly important in
our time, when national, racial and religious dissent and prejudice
are shattering many industrially advanced states.

Laying the foundations of the world's ffrst socialist state, Lenin
worked for the creation of a voluntary union of nations ,based on
complete confidence and fraternal unity.

It was not possible, of course, to build such a union overnight.
Relations among people of difierent races and nationalities involve
subtle psychological sentiments and ancient traditions. Great tact was
needed, as the distrust and alienation accumulated through many
generations were particularly tenacious in this sphere. The USSR
was built with the efforts of all the Soviet peoples. Chauvinism, with
its national conceit and contempt for other peoples, and national
egoism, with its alienation from other nations and mistrust of them,
were being overcome step by step.

The victory of the Revolution in 1917, which abolished the old
order based on national discrimination and proclaimed and ensured
by law the complete equality of peoples in all spheres of economic,
sociopolitical and cultural life, was the decisive prerequisite for re-
solving the national question, setting up a new type of relations
among peoples and changing the sociopolitical aspect of nations
themselves.

Leninist Principles ol National State Deoelopment

[MMEDIATELY after the Revolution, the young Soviet state beganr to implement the principles of national-state development worked
out by Lenin. These Leninist principles, of tremendous international
importance, have a number of important features.

Firsf, the guarantee of the sovereignty and actual equality of all
the nations. On November 16, 1917, the Declaration of Rights of the
Peoples of Russia was adopted. That document proclaimed the equal-
ity and sovereignty of the peoples of Russia, their right to free self-
determination right down to secession and formation of an inde-
pendent state; abolition of all national and national-religious privileges
and restrictions; free development of the national minorities and ethnic
groups inhabiting the tenitory of Russia. The principle of ensuring
the sovereignty and actual equality of all the peoples is embodied
in the present constitutional guarantees, taking into account both the
will of a people and objective conditions, and providing equal rep-
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resentation ( corresponding with forms of national statehood ) in the
highest organs of power.

Second, the Declaration proclaimed the principle of voluntary
uniffcation and free development of the peoples. Lenin pointed out
repeatedly that only socialism provides the possibility of satisfying
people's real spiritual and material requirements and aspirations. "We
want" Lenin said, "a voluntary union of nations-a union which
precludes any coercion of one nation by another-a union founded
on complete confidence, on clear recognition of brotherly unity, on
absolute voluntary consent."

This guarantee of the right of free secession was implemented
when on December 6, Lgl7, the Finnish Diet decided to secede from
Russia. The Finnish delegation visited Lenin soon after that and, on
the eve of the year 1918, the Council of People's Commissars of the
Russian Federation recognized the independence of Finland.* The
other peoples of the former Russian empire did not express a desire
to secede.

Third, the building up of their own statehood in one form or
another by all the peoples. By the end of 1922, the Bokhara and
Khorezm people's Soviet republics were already in existence, together
with the independent socialist republics-the RSFSR, the Ul<rainian
SSR, the Byelorussian SSR and the Transcaucasian Socialist Federa-
Live Soviet Republic (including Azerbaidzhan, Armenia and Georgia).
The Bashkir,Tatar, Karelian, Udmurt, Chuvash, Daghestan and Yakut
Autonomous Republics were formed within the Russian Federation,
and other autonomous entities appeared after that. At present, the
Soviet Union comprises 15 sovereign Union Republics which include
20 Autonomous Republics, 8 Autonomous Regions and 10 National
Areas.

The multinational composition of our Union is reflected in the
structure of the highest organ of state power. One of the chambers
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR-the Soviet of Nationalities-is
elected by Soviet citizens voting by Union and Autonomous Republics,
Autonomous Regions and National Areas. All 53 national-state forma-

* The case of Poland was difierent. More recently absorbed than Finland by
the Tsarist Empire, it sufiered new partitions and over a century of occupation
by the latter. Soviet Russia renounced all claims over Poland in March 1918, and
the Polish Republic was proclaimed, after liberation from Austro-German oc-
cupation in World War I, in November 1918. Subsequently the Entente used
Poland as a battering ram in its counter-revolutionary assault against the young
Soviet Republic and in 1919 Poland seized part of the Ukraine and Byelorussia.
Poland was driven back and the Sghting was ended by a peace treaty in March
1921, with mutual recognition of sovereignty.-Ed.
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tions are represented in the USSR Supreme Soviet. Deputies of 62
nationalities were elected to the Eighth Supreme Soviet in 1972.

Fourth, democratic centralism, refecting the unity and harmoni-
ous combination of international and national interests of every re-
public and of the entire multinational state as a whole, is a major
organizational-political principle of state development. The essence

of democratic centralism lies in the unity of two interconnected
aspects: centraU$n, based on the socialist nature of production with
its inherent principles of planning and management of the national
economy, carried out under single guidance from central authorities,
which precludes anarchistic decentralization of production; and democ-
racy,based on extensive development of initiative, self-sufficiency and
activity of the local bodies, with proper consideration for national
distinguishing features and conditions. The USSR protects the sov-
ereign rights of the Union Republics. Every Union Republic exer-
cises state authority independently; its sovereignty is restricted only
to the degree in which it has voluntarily ceded part of its rights,
specially stipulated in the USSR Constitution, to the iurisdiction of
the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics. Every Union Republic
has its own Constitution, its highest organs of state power and ad-
minishation and its legislation; it also endorses its own plan and
budget.

The formation of a single multinational state of workers and pea-
sants-the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-by the First All-Union
Congress of Soviets, December 30, L922, was prompted by the entire
course of the country's historical development. By 1922, with the
Civil War and foreign armed intervention of 14 nations just ended,
the international position of the Soviet republics was tense and com-
plicated. The danger of fresh military gambles of counterrevoluUon
and the imperialist states was still great. The need to build up a
reliable front of all the Soviet republics to safeguard their military
security was a compelling reason for the formation of the USSR.

Another reason was the need to restore the war-ravaged economy
and ensure the economic development of the Soviet republics. It was
clear to all the peoples at the time that such a complex economic
task could be solved only on the basis of fraternal aid from the more
industrially and culturally developed republics, ffrst of all the RSFSR.

The third reason for the formation of the USSR stemmed from
the very international nature of Soviet power, in the practical im-
plementation of the Leninist idea of the fraternal cooperation of the
working people of all the republics and their uniffcation within a
close-knit socialist family.
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Soviet federation rafically difiers from bourgeois federation whi&
is based on the oppression of smaller, weaker and less economically
developed nations by one ruling bourgeois nation. Soviet federation
is a union of equal peoples led by the Communist Parly. It provides
the necessary state forms and o'ffers most favorable conditions for
attracting all nations and nationalities of the USSR to the common
cause of socialist construction. This is the main, class, distinction,
one of the most important speciffc features of Soviet federation.

Soviet federation has made it possible to take into account-in
the course of socialist construction and the working out of national
economic plans of the countuy and its budget-both the interests,
speci0c needs and national features of the Union and Autonomous
Regions and National Areas, and the common interests of the Union
as a whole. The riches of each republic are used to promote both
its own interest and those of the country as a whole.

There are other essential di$erences between the USSR and bour-
geois types of federation. For example, the teritory of a Union
Republic may not be altered without its consent, the right to secede
freely from the USSR is reserved to the Union Republics, and they
exercise state power independently, except in ffelds deffned in the
USSR constitution.

Fruits ol Sooiat Natiannl Policy-Wom&n't Emancipation

fN THE past 50 years, profound socioeconomic changes have oc-r cuned in all the Union Republics; national cadres have grown up;
the cultue of the peoples has progressed; the working people of all
nationalities have been provided with everything necessary for active
participation in the development of science, engineering and culture.

In the economic sphere, the tackling of the national question was
started with the elimination of the actual inequality inherited from
capitalism. The evening up of economic, social aud cultural standards
is a general characteristic of the period of transition from capitalism
to socialism in all multinational socialist states. This stems from the
very nature of the socialist relations of production based 'on the
mutual assistance and cooperation of peoples free of exploitation,
and from the economic law of planned and balanced development.
Fratemal assistance to previously backward peoples by advanced na-
tions is also determined by a complete identity of the vital interests
and aims of the nations which have taken the road to socialism.
The tremendous complexity of this problem in the conditions of
Russia sprang from the great unevenness in socioeconomic and cul-
tural standards. It required the most strenuous work by the party
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and the entire people in overcoming economic, technical and cul-
tural backwardness.

In the liquidation of the inequality of the formerly backward
peoples a special role was played by the Russian people whose revo-
lutionary energy, selflessness, industriousness and profound interna-
tionalism have earned them the sincere respect of all the natrons
of our socialist country.

The following ffgures indicate the high rate of industrial develop-
ment in the formerly backward national areas. In the period between
1918 and 1940, the increase in the gross output of large-scale industry
was l2-fold on the average for the USSR as a whole; 22.6-fold for
the Armenian SSR; 19.6-fold for the Kazakh SSR; 153-fold for the
Kirghiz SSR; and 277-fold for the Tadzhik SSR.

The socialist transformation of agriculture was highly important
for the elimination of the actual inequality of the peoples. Many
nomadic peoples took up a settled way of life and organized collective
farms. Previously waste tracts of land are now being used rationally;
new highly productive lines of agriculture, new crops, and extensive
mechanization have been introduced.

The assistance of the developed nations to the previously backward
peoples in all ffelds of economic and cultural life must not be regarded
as "overlordship" or "guardianship." One-sided assistance very soon
turned into the mutual assistance of all the Soviet peoples, because
under socialism, selfless assistance is necessarily combined with the
ertensive creative activity of the formerly oppressed peoples them-
selves in the socialist transformation of life.

Developing various branches of industry and agriculture in accor-
dance with their natural resources and other conditions, every one of
the Union and Autonomous Republics, Autonomous Regions and Na-
tional Areas makes its important contribution to the common cause
of communist construction. Bvery republic works for the whole coun-
try, while the whole country works for every one of the republics.

Almost three-fourths of the Soviet population were illiterate before
the Revolution, and illiteracy among many nationalities was close to
100 per cent. More than 40 peoples of the Soviet land acquired a

written language and literature of their own after the Revolution.
About 80,000,000 Soviet people now go in for one or another form

of studies. Specialists in all ftelds of economy and culture are trained
at 800-odd colleges and more than 4,200 specialized secondary estab-
lishments in all Union Republics. Every fourth scientist in the world
is a Soviet scientist. And there are representatives of all nationalities
among Soviet scientists.

11
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Illiteracy and even semi-literacy receded into the past long ago
in the Central Asian republics, as indeed in all the other republics.
There are, f,or example, 189 students per every 10,000 of population
in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic; 154 in Byelorussia; 161 in
,Kirghizia; 152 in Kazakhstan; and 131 in Turkmenia. And yet there
was not a single college in these republics before the revolution.

The emancipation of women, particularly in the Central Asian
republics, is a major gain of the Soviet people. One has to think of
the past with its ruthless oppression, humiliation, ignorance and
poverty. In Central Asia, for example, women were separated from
the other part of humanity by the black veil they were forced to
wear; they were looked upon as inferior beings whorn one could kill
without fear of punishment or sell like an inanimate thing. Protest
often meant death.

After the Revolution, monstrous laws on the inequality of women
were annulled in the Soviet Union. The decrees on the protection of
the mother and child, on equal pay to women for equal work with
men, on the equality of men and women in family relations and
many other legislative acts, promulgated in the very ffrst year of
Soviet power, were evidence of t}e tremendous concern of the Com-
munist Party and the Soviet Government for working women, for
drawing them to creative activity, to socio-political life.

There are 46.3 women among Soviet MPs today. Women account
for almost 46 per eent of the deputies to the local Soviets. We, Soviet
women, have attained these summits due to the leadership of the
Communist Party, to the socialist social system, to the fdsldship and
fraternity of all the peoples of our country. 'Women, who lacked
every right in the past, are taking an active part on a par with men
in all the diversified, busy activity of the land.

The 24th CPSU Congress, held in the spring of 1971, outlined new
impressive prospects for the construction of communism. It pointed
out that in guiding the further development of national relations
the CPSU will continue to encourage the obiective tendencies-the
all-round flowering and gradual drawing together of the nations, per-
mitting neither hostility nor isolation. This is possible only on the
basis of the permanent close relationship among the free socialist
nations in the process of the construction of a communist society.
The drawing closer together of nations is not a simple mechanical
merger. It is expressed in the strengthening of the mutual influence
and mutual enrichment of the peoples. This is why both tendencies
are inseverable aspects of a single process of the development of
national relations under socialism.
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This new historic community-the Soviet people-is not a supra-
national but a multinational community. Its emergence and develop-
ment are a result of the victory of socialism, the solution of the
national question, the drawing together and the close alliance of all
the classes, social groups, nations and nationalities and the political
and moral unity of the Soviet society.

The 24th CPSU Congress paid special attention to the necessity
of strengthening the friendship of the peoples of the Soviet land and
intensifying the education of the working people in the spirit of inter-
nationalism. "The Party," Leonid I. Brezhnev said at the Congress,
thall continue to educate all the working people in the spirit of
socialist internationalism, intolerance of nationalism, chauvinism, na-
tional narrowness and conceit in any form, in a spirit of profound
respect for all nations and nationalities."

Years will go by, followed by decades. Mankind will be inevitably
getting nearer the attainment of its ideal-the world brotherhood of
peoples. Generations of people to come will always remember the
diversiffed social experience of the Soviet Union, the pioneer who
had paved the right way to the friendship and unity of nations. The
emergence of the USSR is the triumph of the socio-political ideals
of the multimillion masses of working people, an event of major
importance in the history of social progress.

BERDYNAZAR KHUDAINAZAROV

The Burning Steppe

Excerpts from a poem about the builders of the
Karakum Canal

Dry d.esert su.nnnar,
Sleepless night of toil:
Then, like a mira.cl,a, created by us,
Water fills the Karakuml

It flows nuo in a sparkling stre(nn,
Spl.ashing about eoerywlwe.
Thn singing rush of uater co.m,e

Like the fulfillment of a hope.

Brnpwazan Knuoanrazanov is a well-}nown Turkmenian poet.
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Fa.reuell, trees of Lebab,
Nightingales of midnig\* gardens!
Farther and, farthu usestu;aril
My heroes are marching.

Abooe them, the clutdless dome
Spreads, clear and high,
Beneath their feet, hot as burning coals,
Stretches the crurwhing, rolling sand,.

We dig into the hills of san"d,

A desert of dust swirls up.
Drinking water brings no else,
The suseat carmot be ui.ped auay.

The motors drone, throbbing angrilg,
And our leader, usatching closelg,
Sees a high gush of uater
Spouting steadily from the mnin pump.

Theg pass, one after another,
The blizzards, the heat, the cold,;
And thpn, the miracLe, created bg, us:
Water fills the Karakum.

We gaze on it in roond.er,
Touch it roith ow lwnds,
Thus it usas enoisioned, in our dreams,
Thus it uas gioen li,fe bg our toil.

Wi,nter does not linger long,
Drioen auay by the residual heat.
And I anx sorrA for one roho h.asnlt seen
My Karakum in the spri,ng!

He has not seen those magic colors,
Thei.r maroelous dioersity,
Nor plucked the gold.en tulips-
Those flouers of gellow flame,

Thera are derodrops on the poppies,
The swan spreod.c its utings in flight,
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The most callDus hearts
I stnear, milst melt, like ice,

The burning sards lw:enit cooled,
Th.e sun bl.aaes on, o$ oht>a4s,

Yet, brcaking tlw lau of the desefi,
The usater flous irrto Kalalatrnl

And in the front linas,
As in the stiL recent d.ags of war,
Th,o.t glori"ous generution toilad-
My country's Comnwnist youth,

Accept our unxtseroing challenge,
Burning steppe, until the oery end.!

Communist youth roill not yial.il.
Tlwir hearts usill aluags be steadfa*,

Translated by Mernmw Kenel.r
with the editorial assistance of
Nars Bnevrcn

HENRY VINSTON
National Chairman, Corntnunist Party, USA

THE ESTABLISHMENT of the worlds ffrst socialist multinaUonal state

in December 1922 was a historic event, graphically demonstrating the
power of the idea of proletarian internationalism and the vitality of the
Leninist national policy,

In the joint struggle of the peoples who overthrew the former Russian

empire and gained their social emancipatiorr, the national preiudices _and
mutual distrust of the past were temoved and new relations based on

friendship, cooperation and mutual assistance began to take shape-. The

abolition of the exploiter classes, the establishment of pubhc ownership of
the means of production, constifuted the socioeconomic basis of the
formation of an international community unprecedented in history' This
resulted in a community of Soviet people voluntarily uniteil in a single
state based on the principles of full equality, with common aims and
interests which united more than 100 nationalities, big and small. The
consistent application of the Leninist national policy has mlde it possible

for the peoplis of the USSR, including those who lived i1 the past under
the confutions of a feudal and even primitive communal system, to rise

to the level of highly developed nations that are marching today in the
van of world progress.



GEORGE B. MURPHYO JR'

National Liberation in the USSR,

Yiewed by " Black American

1[)NE OF MY DEEPEST concerns in visiting the Soviet Union withv a mainly Black delegation in the summer of 1971, was to see the
actual working out in practice of the Soviet national policy. The full
flowering of this policy was brought home to us especially in our
visits to the two Soviet Socialist Republics of Uzbekistan and Tad-
zhikistan. It was a great delight for all of us to be among these dark-
er peoples, who in the past have known only the slave-like conditions
of a feudal society and have now leaped over the era of capitalism
directly into a socialist society, where exploitation of man by man
has been abolished. We saw in this the clear meaning of Soviet pow-
er, which had accomplished this tremendous advance through the
application in life of scientiffc socialism, the ideology of Marxism-
Leninism. We noted particularly how the women of these two social-
ist republics, who had been slaves to the men of their families as
well as to the emirs and landlords, were walking now in freedom and
dignitn their beautiful faces open and unveiled.

In these two Central Asian republics, as well as throughout our
tour of the Soviet Union, what we saw of the liberation and full
equality of both men and women of the darker skinned peoples made
us feel that there is hope for us in our own freedom struggle.

In addition to the great economic advances which have trans-
formed these formerly backward areas into modern states, utilizing
the latest achievements in science and technology in both factories
and farms, we were impressed with the respect and love shown by
people of all races and nationalities and colors for their writers and

Gponcs B. Munrrr, Jn. is a member of the staff of the Afro-American news-
papers, He is a Board Member of the National Council of American-soviet
Friendship and of Nsw Wonlo Rsvrsw and a contributing editor of. Freed.om-
roays. The ffrst report of his trip, "Black Delegation Visits the USSR," appeared
in NWR #4, 1972. A series of ten articles on this bip was published in the Afro-

fmerigln papers, and a com_prehensive account of tlre trip is leing prepared
for publication rn book ferm by Mr. Murphy,
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poets, and the rich opportunities for creative writing the latter enjoy.
With the aid of thousands of teachers, experts in philology and

linguistics, the USSR has opened up a completely new life for mil-
lions of people, enabling them to experience for the ftrst time the joy
of learning and spealcing and writing in their own language. New
poets, writers and composers are discovered each year among the
many nationalities. Their works, published both in their own lan-
guage and in other languages of the USSR, are a major unifying force
in the drawing together of nations and the enrichment of Soviet
culture.

In discussions with members of the Union of Soviet Writers and
tlre editorial staff of the magazine Friendship of the Peoples, we
learned that Soviet writers deeply appreciate the writings of W. E. B.
Du Bois, Langston Hughes and others of the older generation, and
want to know more about the younger Black poets, playwrights and
authors on the US literary scene today.

In every republic the national language is the oficial language
with Russian, the second language, almost as universally known. New
talents are constantly being sought among all the Soviet people. We
learned that the Nivkhi people living on Sakhalin Island, where the
population is only 8,800, already have a poet of their own whose fame
has spread over the Soviet Union.

fN TASHKENT, capital of the Uzbek Republic, we learned that the
I Urb"lo, a dar\ swarthy-skinned people, constitute 67 per cent of
its 13 million population, the Russians 13 per cent. Numerous other
peoples make up the remaining 20 per cent, including 107,000 Jews,
living mainly in Tashkent. While there are some native jews in
Bokhara, most of those in Tashkent, and their families, are among
those the Soviet Government hefued to escape from Hitler's invading
armies in 1941. They were given refuge in Uzbekistan and other re-
publics. There have been many intermarriages between Jewish and
other peoples, in fact among all the various nationalities.

Touring the beautiful city we saw the vast rebuilding effort which
had followed the severe 1966 earthquake, when all the Soviet peo-
ples came to their aid. It included hundreds of handsome new apart-
ment buildings, the largest deparbnent store in Central Asia, hospitals,
schools, libraries, cultural centers, parks, broad tree-lined boulevards,
many named after famous Uzbe-k poets, philosophers and scientists

whose names reach far back in history. We also saw a mosque, about
to be refurbished. While the majority of the citizens of this Moslem

aountry h6ve given up the practice of the Islam religion, those who
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have retained their religious faith are still summoned to prayer from
the mosque's minaret, si:rce the practice of their religion, as of other
religions, is protected by both the USSR and the Uzbek Constitutions.

Wherever we went in Uzbekistan, in Tashkent, fabled Samarkand,
visiting collective farms and the great irrigation project transforming
the Hungry Steppe, we found ourselves, as Black people, surrounded
with special love and afiection by people who reached out to touch
and embrace us. And everywhere Angela Davis buttons brought smiles

of recognition and anxious questions about the prospects for her
freedom*since won with the help of these same people and many
others of socialist and other lands.

fN DUSHAMBE, capital of the neighboring Tadzhik Soviet Social-
.a ist Republic, we saw again, as we had in Uzbekistan, the rich
colors of Soviet Central Asia blending harmoniously with more mod-

em Western architecture. Tadzhikistan is one of the most fascinating
of the smaller Soviet Republics. It has a population of about three
million, 76 per cent of whom are Tadzhiks and Uzbels, the rest of
many other nationalities.

In Tadzhikistan nature has formed a Permanent monument to our

own Paul Robeson. The Soviet peoples have named one of the
highest peaks of the Pamirs, ,among th_e lol,V ranges_ running
thiough Tadzhikistan, "Mt. PauI Robeson," in honor of his great

contributions to world peace and friendship among peoples. The
Tadzhik people, like peoples all over the Soviet Union, remember

Paul's rich baritone voice speaking and singing in many languages,

linking the freedom struggles of our people to th9 liberation- struggles

of the peoples of Asia, Africa, Latin Ameriba and the Caribbean.
Mrne. N. Zaripova, Deputy Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of

Tadzhikistan, welcoming us to their capitol building, said: "The doors

of the Tadzhik people are always open to friends' You are seeing

with your own eyes our new society, and why all Soviet peoples

want peace." The struggle for peace was emphasized in everything
we heard and saw.

We saw in Tadzhikistan many people and institutions that showed

us vividly the accomplishments of the Soviet national policy in this

"r"r, 
orr"" among the most backward sections of the Soviet Union,

and learned some signiffcant overall facts. To date more than 400

industries have been established. The Republic stands ffrst not only
in the number of mothers with 5 to 12 children, but ffrst in the
production of ffne-thread cotton and refrigerators, second in produc-
kon of aluminum and electric Power, fourth in the building of huge
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hydroelectric power stations to irrigate the land. Development in
marble, lead, gold, and other minerals is racing with the development
of new oil and gas discoveries.

Visiting the impressive Firdousi Public Library, named after the
famous Tadzhik poet, philosopher and mathematician, we leamed
that among its nearly two million volumes are 2,000 rare and priceless
manuscripts, including a copy of the Koran from the tenth century.
Hundreds of people come daily to the library-the large reading room
was crowded. We were witnessing a phenomenon common to every
republic of the USSR, millions of people eagerly learning and devour-
ing their rich and ancient classics. The working people of Uzbekistan,
Tadzhikistan and other republics are discovering their ancient history
and culture through magnificent museums rich with constantly
growing archeological displays.

Since ancient times silkworms have been bred in Tadzhikistan.
We visited a silk factory with 2,500 workers, mostly women, and all
the modern amenities for workers' well-being and child care. The
factory manager told us that during the ffve-year plan period the
factory would be modemized still more, with the introduction of
highly automated machinery. We were surprised to learn that this
plant is unprofitable and has to be subsidized by the government, and
asked: 'Why not produce nylon then?" He smiled as he answered:
"Our scientists have found that nylon does not permit the body to
to breathe properly. Silk does, so we produce silk because in our
countuy the health and well-being of the working people comes
ffrst." In a few words he had given us the difference in aims between
socialism and capitalism. We got the message loud and clear.

ftNE OF the most soul-stirring experiences of our trip was meeting
v the diplomatic representatives of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of Vietnam
(South) in Moscow. In spite of the indescribable suffering and death
that has distorted the orderly development of their lives for more
than a quarter of a century, these wonderful people wear their four
thousand years of Vietnamese culture with dignity and grace. Only
poets can reveal the secret of this people's fortitude in the face of
death-dealing, winged engines of destruction from the skies. Only
poets can give us an understanding of the seeds of strength bound
up in the brown beauty of the Vietnamese people.

During our talks the Vietnamese told us of their profound under-
standing of the struggles of American Black people, learned from
their revered Ho Qhi Minh who spent some years in the United States.
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On our part there were tears expressing our deep affection for
the brave men, women and children of Vietnam, teats that made
clear the oneness of their struggles and of their victory, which will
be a victory of all the world's peoples fighting for peace, against
imperialist aggression. All of us expressed our anger, horror and
shame at the murderous deeds of our govemment against the peoples
of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. We pledged to continue our efiorts
to stop the carnage, and to ffnd a way, when the war is over, to help
repair the terrible damage.

A sudden decision to go to Moscow with the delegation of the
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship to the Intemational
Meeting of Friendship Societies prevents me from further expansion of
this article, but will enable me to carry direct greetings to the Soviet
people on this anniversary, and gratitude for their determined struggle
for the freedom of peoples and against racism, repression and geno-
cidal war.

RUBEN YAI\TYES

The Goah Create the New Man

fT IS no easy task to describe in just a few words the great variety
r of impressions received during my recent short, but extremely
eventful visit to the USSR. I would not like this difficulty to reduce
my story to a simple enumeration of the amazing successes which
one sees at every step and which testify to the tremendous achieve-

ments of the Soviet people. I wish to share my impressions not of time
spent in Moscow, Leningrad and Yerevan, but to express my ideas

regarding one of the most colossal achievements which explains all
the other successes scored by the USSR; I have in mind-Soviet man.

The creation of the new Soviet man was the great goal of the
October Revolution and t}is now constitutes the real sum total of the
fffty-year experience cunently observed by all mankind.

Having seen with my own eyes the life of Soviet people, I have
come to the conclusion that the slogans of peace and proletarian
internationalism are not purely theoretical, but have turned into a

way of life for a whole nation, into a real perspective for all humanity.
The new Soviet man is to be found throughout the vast territory of
the Soviet Union, because there is no corner where the liberating

RuarN YAl.rvrs is Professor of Philosophy at the Uruguay National University,
and Vice-President of the Uruguay-Soviet Institute of Cultural Relatioqs,
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force of Lenin's ideas has not penetrated. This force has given birth
not to uniformity, but has brought to life creative and life-giving
activity in all its national diversity. In this sense the USSR constitutes
the highest stage in the embodiment of humanism, a humanism
expressed in the high estimation of labor, the purryose of which lies
not only in the satisfaction of the needs of Soviet people, but in
helping all the other peoples of the world striving for liberation. This
humanism not only brought to life the highest culture in the worl{
but has made it serve all the people.

I met and became acquainted with rnany Soviet people. Among
them were Armenian collective farmers and Moscow workers, actors
of the Gorky Drama Theater in Leningrad and the directors of the
Moacow Art Theater, painters of Yerevan and Armenian experts in
ancient manuscripts, schoolteachers and university rectors, as well as
my colleagues-teachers and professors in philosophy faculties. Their
human simplicity and unaffectedness, calm pride in their people
and conffdence in the achievement of the targets they have set seemed
to be today's incarnation of the image of the man who was called
Lenin.

JAMES ALDRIDGE

From Romance to Reality
HEN I was a boy living in an Australian country town there
used to be an old aboriginal woman who would sometimes

come in from the bush on Saturday, market day, and wander along
the crowded main sheets ftlled with farmers and townspeople and
youth. She would be trying to sell a remarkable foral totem rarhich
she had made out of parrot feathers. It was something to do with
her native art and almost certainly with her tribal rituals. It was very
beautiful, delicate and perfectly made.

The old lady was Inown in the town as Queen Aggie because
she was supposed to be the last "queen" of the original tribe who
had once lived in that area, and had long ago been expelled or
wiped out by white settlers. Aggie was usually dressed in rags, wore

J"** Ar-.-cn is a distinguished British novelist and non-ffction writer. Born
in Australia, of British parents, he .is widely traveled, a frequent visitor to the
USSR, Iived in Cairo for many years and now lives in London. Among his best
known books are The Diplomat, Heroes of the Empty Vi.eo and Cairo, Biography
of a CW.
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a man's hat, and when she finally sold her totem fower to some

amused farmer, she would buy a few small bags of flour and
sugar and simply disappear again.

She wasn't really a queen, and the legend was a sort of joke.

So we never discovered what was the real significance of the feathered
flower. We never learned from her what she was, or what had hap
pened to her tribe. We knew nothing in that town, because there was

little awareness that the white settler had simply annihilated another
eulture, another art, another people-however primitive,

I suppose that was my ffrst lesson in what the conquest of
Australia had done to its indigenous people. I think the ffrst thing
I ever had published was a bitter poem attacking the way the Aus-
tralian aborigine was treated, which my father published in his
paper.

Now, of course, the treatment of minority peoples in Australia,
the US, South Africa, and Rhodesia are part of the popular cause of
all intelligent Western youth. There wasnt any great movement
against apartheid in Britain fffty years ago. Until two or three years

ago there were some clubs in Britain run by thelocal Labor-Parties
tliat would not admit a Black man if they could help it. So the atti-
tude on racialism and other cultures is not something that many
people in the West have been aware of for long. Before the war
anybody who spoke up for the Black man was automatically a "com-
munist."

About all that we were officially offered in those days was fie
teaching of Christ, which was "civilizing' Africa. But even as chil-
dren we discovered that missionary work and trade had exploited
colonial countries together. There was no more salvation in Christi-
anity for Africa or India or Malaya or Arabia than there was in the
gunboat and the airplane and the bomb.

Inevitably when one became a socialist, one began to look for
the socialist solution to the problems of mixed communities, of race
and varied cultures. From the outset this was one of the clearest
lessons that the young USSR was teaching the world, and from the
outset the Soviet attitude to its minorities, to its incredible number
of difierent cultures, was one of the most appealing aspects of the
society, even to a non-communist.

Not everybody understood at ffrst the incredible problem the
USSR was facing in its attempts to organize one community, and
at the same time to maintain the cultural and national difierences of
so many difierent nationalities. Obviously the real problem was the
difierence in existing social and economic conditions. So how did
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socialism deal with the diference? Was the socialism that built the
Dnieper dam in the Ukraine the same kind of socialism that was
dealing with the Yakuts who hunted fur in the arctic tundra? Where
was the link? What was the common denominator?

Sometimes I used to look down the lists of the autonomous regions
and wonder what sort of people they all were. How did they live?
What was their historyP Who were the Bashkirs, the Daghestanis,
the Kabardinians, the Komis, the Maris, the Mordovians, the Os-
setians, the Adzhars, tle Udmurt, Chuvash and other peoples? In
fact every one of them became a romantic name to me because I
felt like a man looking at the moon and h:owing what it looked
like, but aware that I would never walk on it. I knew that I would
never see all the different republics of the USSR, and would never
know anything about the culture of even a fraction of them. It was
not for want of trying. It was simply humanly impossible to be able
to understand all of them.

So how did socialism cope with the enornous variety and dif-
ference? I used to puz.zle about this a great deal until it dawned on
me one day that in fact it is inherent in socialism that difierent
people will emerge difierently in their own way.

I have always been interested in hunting people like the Nenets.
I think the Nenets were down to 20CI people in 1918, and it is quite
clear that the socialist revolution saved them from utter exUnction.
But what happened when these people, who were starving and
dying out as nomads, became fish canners and collective ffsh farmers?
Or what happened to their society when their hunters were orga-
nized into socialist collectves, and their reindeer herds became part
of a collective farm system?

In some societies a written language itself was an innovation,
the Kaza}hs, for example. In others, electricity. In others regular
communication was a miracle. Most people in the Soviet Union are
taught that it is the duty of the advanced societies to give every-
thing possible to the less advanced.

In Australia today there is still a remnant of the aboriginal
people left, but even as I write they are about to have some of
their last hunting grounds taken away from them and handed over
to American mineral ,interests. That example is typical of hundreds
of others in our world. Look at West Africa, for instance. Or the
rich farmlands of Rhodesia. The tragedy of impoverishment and ex-
ploitation is being written every day in these countries, which is
why the success achieved in the multirrational republics of the USSR
is so important. The old aboriginal woman i, *y Australian country
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town had never heard of the USSR, but today the young Africa
has heard of it as well as millions of suppressed people the world
over. That is the kind of life they aim at and whieh some day they
will achieve.

KURBANYCHBEK \WALIKOY

Inoitation to Kirghizstan
The time lws come to tell peopb in many countries
Where ue're bei.ng maligned and defarneil:
Come to Kirghizstan-
Hatse a look at us usith gour oun eyes!

Walk through this land of oalleys and mountains,
Listen to tohat the streams are singing,
Listen to the gardens and the cornfrelds
Commanicating u:ith the blue-eyed and boundless sky.

Gl.adly, we'll shaut you hou ue lioe, in true colors,
Be bol.il, start on your ioumey, cost aside your doubtsl
ln any Kirghiz mourrtai.n oillnge you uill be uselcomed,
As our lnnd has uelcomed guests from time im.memarial,
With heartfelt hospitality, ue uill spread the tabl,eclath,
Pour koumiss and cold sour milk ifio your bowls,
Cook Kirghiz hmb and noodle steus for your dinrwr . . .

Drop into the home of a miner, a shepherd,
A constructi,on toorker, poet or wgar-beet grooer . . .

Why, the ushole toorld knows that
Without getting to knou a people,
Yoire not going to knou their country.

Look irto eaerything . . ,

We haxe no secrets,

We carry no hidden moti,oe in oul hearts.
If you li.ke-we'll go to a Kirghiz $nntner pasture;
lf you like-u:dll go to the balla.

Look all around.
Really you cait escope the truth:

KunreNvcnssr Mer.rrov is People's Poet of Kirghizia.
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Here is our Acad,emE of Sciences . . .

Here the clinic where an expert surgeon
Reanimates a lifeless heart.

The ttsorld has heard much about us,
They knua of us in near and far-off lnnds,
ln Englnnd and in lndia.
The uords of Slnkespeare
Harse often sounded from our Kirghiz stage.

Small toonder tllat eoerything you sa;o todag
ls mined, up uith uhA they'ae drummed into you.
They said my people uere in cha'rns,
La.nguishing in hopeless darkness.
While here they o.re on top of & $tnny summit.

Frofr orw end of our land to the other,
No mntter uhere you cast Aour eAe,

Eoeryrohere there is an unheard-of snseep of uork . . .

Frce labor,
A foyous life,
The sun of our iust rule,
The happiness tDon after struggles,
And the radiant roa.d to Communism.

No mntter hou you may curb the racing uind,
We will not be destroyed by lies or guns,
We are foreoer united in our Union,
ln our tried. and tested Leninist friendship.

So, look,
Look all around!
We ilo not need to borou the roealtlt, of others,
Our uealth is the saued u:ork of our hands,
The fruit of equality and fratemity.

Look at a people u,;ho recognize no limits
To their ktbor, their daring deeds, their discooeries-
Eoerything of u,hich ue, the Kirghiz people, are proud
ls in full oiew
Look, do!
LooH Translated by BunNeno KorrN,

with the editorial assistance of NaN Bneyurn.
Slightly abridged for reasons of space.
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AUGUSTA STRONG

Angela Davis

In the Soviet Union

66ITHERE IS a saying in the Orient . . . what is more powerful than
r ffre . . . what is stronger than stone? And the answer is tle

friendship of peoples. . . ."
These were among the words of greeting extended by Mikhail

Ceorgadze, Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR, to the heroic young Black Communist Angela Davis, as she

began a spectacular journey through the Soviet Union to thank the
millions of Soviet citizens who had supported the worldwide move-
ment for her freedom. While he spoke of the fraternal ties that bind
the many nationalities which comprise the Soviet Union, he referred
as well to the proletarian internationalism which has aided so many
victims of imperialism.

This friendship poured forth in a joyous food of welcome to
Angela from men, women and children in the streets, from officials,
from youth and students, from industrial and rural workers t}le length
and breadth of the Soviet Union, wherever she went, from the "Hero
City'' Leningrad to the ancient, legendary Samarkand.

The Soviet people had followed the course of her ordeal with
warm admiration and love, seeing in her an example of the fight of
oppressed people of all races for complete economic and political
freedom. They expressed their feelings in many gifts and honors.
She was awarded the Lenin Jubilee Medal by the USSR Supreme
Soviet; the Medal of Honor of the Lenin Komsomol (the ffrst time
the Communist Youth organization had so honored a foreigner).
While Komsomol leaders saluted her as "the best representative of
the young generation," Angela spoke feelingly of "the tremendous
organization of young people in my defense" as "the highest example
of proletarian internationalism." She was awarded an honorary pro-

Aucusre SrnoNe has long been active in the Black liberation movement. A writer
and former teacher, she is a conbibuting editor of Freedoratsays magazine. She
is preparing for her doctorate in linguistics. She is at present in Moscow, where
her husband, ]oseph North, is correspondent of the Datly Woflil, and she will
[s sending further artides to Nll{R.
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fessorship at Moscow University, and an honorary doctorate at
Tashkent University in the Uzbek Republic. The City of Samarkand
made her an honorary citizen. The 80,000 workers of the vast Kirov
machine-building and metallurgical plant in Leningrad elected her an
honorary worker. Amid hundreds of children at the Moscow Young
Pioneer Palace, she was made a honorary member of their organiza-
tion-telling them in response that in her days of solitary conffne-
ment in prison, "I never felt alone because of all the thousands and
thousands of letters with messages of sympathy and love which came
from the children of the Soviet lfnion."

Invited as the guest of the Central Committee of the CFSU (she
is a member of the Central Committee of the CPUSA) and by the
Soviet Women s Committee, Angela's visit from August 27 to Sep-

tember 10, was the ffrst stage of a trip that included the German
Democratic Republic, Bulgaria, Cuba and Chile, all of which had
launched national movements on her behalf. Accompanying her were
Franklin Alexander, National Coordinator of the Angela Defense

Committee, and Kendra Alexander, aq. active organizer of the de-
fense movement. Again and again in Moscow, in Ulyanovsk (the city
of Lenin's birth), in Leningrad, and in the Uzbek Republic, Angela
returned to the central theme of her visit:

"The Soviet Union is the ffrst stop in our iourney to socialist
countries, not only because the ffrst socialist revolution was waged
here, but in the sense that it is the bastion of socialism throughout
the world. Not only did the Soviet Union play a central role in or-
ganizing support for my freedom . . . but it gives material and moral
support to the freedom of countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America
who are ffghting the aggression of US imperialism. It is the
defender of all victims of capitalist greed and injustice. . .

"During the long months of my imprisonment and during my trial,
your many thousands of messages were a constant source of strength
and courage. Your countless protest actions-from the statements by
distinguished Soviet scientists to the cards sent by the youngest
children-had a profound impact on the government of my country.
Together with other peoples of the world socialist commumty, you
decisively influenced the outcome of my trial. If not for your practice
of proletarian internationalism, I might still be behind prison walls
today."

The yearwas a particularly timely one for such a visit, for
throughout the Soviet Union the people are celebrating a grand
national fete in observance of the 50th anniversary of the formatio,n
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, joining in a single union-
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where all are equal-European with Asian and Middle Eastern peoples,
who had known only exploitation and degradation under the Tsarist
regimes.

The full signiffcance of that day, some fffty years ago, came vividly
to life many times during the visit of the Americans, beginning with
the moment when Mme. Yadgar Nasriddinova, Chairman of the
Council of Nationalities of the Supreme Soviet, welcomed Angela
at the reception in which she received the Lenin jubilee Medal.
Mme. Nasriddinova, exemplifying in her own person the stirring
tnrths of the equality of women and of national minorities, told how
before the Revolution women were sequestered from the world,
symbolically and actually, by the veils which concealed &eir faces,
but are today engaged in all aspects of the economic, political, social
and cultural life of their communities.

She described how friendship, equality and common interest
among its more than 100 nationalities made possible social, economic,
and cultural advances for each of the components of the Soviet
Union. Since the Revolution, the national income of the Russian
Federation, a region once'favored above the other, has increased
92 times; but it has multiplied a miraculous 2000 times in many of
the national areas. More than 4O nationalities, she said, whose speee,h
and traditious had been handed down for centuries by woid of
mouth, now have developed their own a$habets and a written
Ianguage; and their poems and their sagas have become part of
the cultural life of the world, as well as of the Soviet Union which
pu,blishes boola in 89 of the national languages of its peoples.

Only a few days later, visiting Uzbekistan, Angela saw with her
own eyes the mammoth changes which had taken place since the
Revolution. One of the most impressive sights was the beautiful
new city of Tashkent, reconstructed by manpower and materials
liberally and spontaneously contributed by sister republics of the
Soviet Union, the national governmen! and the Communist Parly,
after an earthquake in April 1966 destroyed almost half the city.
Workers from each of the 14 other national republics streamed in,
working shoulder to shoulder as they had in repelling tle fascists in
World War II-in affirmation of life, in the socialist spirit of "all for
one-one for all."

There in Uzbekistan, Angela visited a vast textile mill, probably
one of the largest in the world, staffed primarily by women, from its
directors down to the newest young trainee. She met women trade
union, party, and government leaders, whose mothers a generation
ago gathered in a public ceremony to burn the veils that had hidden
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them from the world and been the badge of their inferior rank. She

met with leading scientists and educators who are continuing the
scholarly tradition of the renowned 15th century humanist, mathema-
tician, and astronomer, Ulug-bek, when Samarkand was once the
capital of a vast empire and a center of learning and culture. She

spoke before hundreds of cheering students at the University of
Tashkent, whose student body of 15,000 includes many young Black
men and women from African nations, with which the Uzbek Re-

public maintains cordial relations. The same enthusiasm greeted
Angela and her friends in Samarkand, where the Uzbek socialist
regime has restored the storied beauty of its ancient monuments and
built, as well, a gleaming modern city for today's inhabitants, with
every requisite for work, health, and leisure.

Accepting the honorary degree of doctor, she told the teachers
and students of the University of Tashkent:

'I stand with you forever for a science, an education, for life and
not for death.

"I stand with you in this great 50th year of the formation of the
USSR for the full liberation and equality of all states and peoples.

'I accept this award with the pledge that I shall do all in my
power to help create a world of peaceful coexistence so that our two
people can live together without wars or threats of wars. And with
the further pledge that I shall do all in my power to end the racism
in my country, as I have seen it ended in yours, so that our children,
like yours, of all colors and nationalities, can sit and study together,
equals in any schools they attend, friends and comrades."

She saw socialism in action, transforming a half million acres of
once unproductive desert land into a great man-made oasis, covered
with vast ffelds of bursting cotton bolls, being harvested and piled into
snowy mountains by mechanized cotton pickers, driven by the skilled
hands of young Uzbek men and women. In the area known as the
"Hungryr Steppe," Uzbekistan plans to reclaim even more of the two
million acres of wasteland, creating more and more the material
means for the care and comfort of its people.

'The slogan, hational in form and socialist in content,' has ac-

quired a new meaning for me," Angela told her audiences many times.
'TVe were deeply concerned to see the answer to the national ques-
tion in action. . We saw that it is wholly possible to maintain
national identity, and at the same time build a supreme unity, and
to move toward a Communist society."

Wherever she traveled, Angela sought information on how women
were faring under socialism. Valentina Nikolayeva-Tereshkova, the
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only woman astronaut who has explored outer spaee, as-Chairman of
tha Womens Committee of the Soviet Union, was her frequent
companion. Angela had met leading women in government, trade

unions and mass organizations, in the communist Part/, in universities

and schools. She learned that in addition to the 463 women deputies

to the Supreme Soviet, hundreds of thousands of women fflled lesser

positions ln local government throughout the Soviet Union.- 
She also heard that one of the major concerns of the Communist

Party at its 24th Congress last year had been the creation of the
optimum conditions for the full freedom of women, and that further
udvances were part of the recently adopted Ninth Five-Year Plan
(1971-1975) which would make it possible for housewives as well as

working women to combine their responsibilities as citizens, mothers,

and public ffgures.
Among thl goals set was a tremendous expansion of pesonal

services zuch as public catering, laundry, cleaning, and other house-

keeping aids as a maior branch of Soviet industry; -provision 
for

,ooihei two million preschool chil&en in nurseries and kindergartens,

in addition to the 9.5 million who now attend; the building of new

apartments for 11 million people annually-for the next ffve-years; the
riritaing of additional Pioneer camps and other facilities for school-

age children, as well as new rest homes for mothers with children.- The children, Angela was told, "are the only privileged class in
our society." She found the children beautiful and unforgettable'
Speaking of the children of the poor and from the ghettos in her
nitive land, Angela noted that "the real signiffcance of your achieve-

ments can be rJad on the faces of your children . . . children of all
colors, of all nationalities and facial features. This is really symbolic

of what Jose Marti said, that children are the hope of humanity."
She met Soviet children by the hundreds at t}eir Pioneer palaces,

vast, well-equipped community centers provided for children in their
neighborhoods. Angela saw them engaged in dozens of leisure-time

actilvities, from simple play for the very youngest to the serious

pursuit of suoh hobbies as music, ballet and dance, model ship

and airplane building, botany and physics, and an introduction to
space travel training among the teenagers. Thousands upon drousands

o1 l"tt"rr had been written by the Soviet children in behalf of
Angela's freedom; and each child knew her name, her face, and her
heroism. "I never felt alone," Angela told the children, ". . . in my
small, bare cell, I was never alone because of all the messages of
sympathy and love I received from children, especially the many
thousands of letters from the Soviet Union."
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Everywhere crowds of working men and women came to meet her,

bearing armfuls of fowers in token of the welcome that beamed in
their iniles and fashed on fie colorful banners they carried with
welcoming slogans. In Moscow she spoke ibefore the workers of the
Likhachev Auio Plant, where 70,000 of them had participated in
the campaign for her freedorn, and in Leningrad at the century-old
Kirov machine-building and metallurgical plant, another giant enter-
prise, where some 80,000 workers, proud of their great revolutionary
tradition, had ioined the "Free Angela" defense movement.

Crowds sprang up whenever she appeared in the streets, with
parents holding little' children above their heads so they could see

Angela and wave to her. She was told that many women were

o"*irrg their newborn daughters after her. Poems about her by
leading poets were read at some of the meetings she attended. Her
,"""pti,on was especially memorable among t!e_ Somso-mol youth,

who in Moscow ilone had held meetings attended by half a million
youths during her incarceration, and at Moscgy-University, where

itudents jammed the corridors and stairs, the lobbies and the audi-

torium to applaud her in the name of proletarian intemationalism.
Perhaps the most personally moving climax of her days in Moscow

for Angela and her companions was the afternoon spent at-Lumumba
Univeriity, the remarkable Soviet institution named for the African
marlyr assassinated in the Congo by colonialist reactionaries. Its
student body is composed primarily of young men and women from
87 countries of Africa, Asia, the fuabic naUons of the Middle East,

and Latin America.
At their assembly, in an atrnosphere of emotional silence, students

sat totally absorbed, their faces at times expressing-wonder, sorrow, or
joy, as they listened to their own spokesmen-and later Angela herself

-ialk about her experiences. They rose as one to second the words
of a young African woman, a student of history and philosophy: "We
welcome you on behalf of African women and all African students.

We are grateful for your visit. You have become an example of the
ffght of all oppressed people for complete economic and political
freedom. In the world, reactionaries persecute revolutionaries-but
there is unity of revolutionaries. We are with you in your ffght against
reactionary imperialism and racism." This theme was repeated by a

medical student from Bangladesh, a mathematics and physics student
from Chile, a Lebanese student in agriculture, and a woman philolog;t
major, representing Soviet students at the University, who concluded:
"Your ffght was not only a ffght for your own liberation. It gave
impetus to the ffght for the freedom of all political prisoners and
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impetus to the struggle for socialism and peace in the United States."
In her ffnal appearance before the Soviet public, on a national

television program, heard, it is estimated, by some 100 million viewers,
Angela told how deeply she had been moved by the overwhelmingly
warm reception she and her colleagues had met everywhere, and
expressed gratitude both on her own behalf and that of the Commu-
nist Party of the United States, and on behalf of the many Americans
who had worked for her release. She pledged to ,bring back to the
United States the story of Soviet achievement and the meaning
socialism holds for the youth, the poor, the oppressed minorities,
and the working men and women of America.

Earlier, in a personal reference to some of the influences that
had shaped her life, she had told her listeners: "Once one experiences
life in the United States, especially the racism and exploitation which
is so blatant, especially in Southern states-particularly if four of
one's young friends, four young girls are slaughtered by racists. . .-.g,. "

If against this background you are learning something about Marxisffi-
Leninism, it is impossible not to understand that socialism is the
only answer to all this madness."

In an exclusive interview with the US National Black News
Service, following her tour of Tashkent, Angela said: "Brown-skinned
fuians were all around and white Europeans were by their side "dffi,'nobody shunned one another ':*,{.{

'ft never occurred. to them to speak about the color of the skin.
Only the merits and personal qualities make the value of a'person.
All this arouses a feeling of profound satisfaction with us Black US
citizens, since the problem of the relations of whites and Blacks is
the most acute and vital of all the present-day probtrems of our state."

* Angela's reference here was to the tragic circumstance when four chil&en,
attending the First Baptist Church in Birmingham, were victims of a bomb
planted by white racists. Angela, a child herself at the time, had been a play-
mate of the murdered little girls.

ROCKWELL KENT
Iarnous Atnerican afiist; tormer Chahrnan (7957.77),

National Council ol American Sooiet Ffienilship
Wr ArusmceNs should be grateful to the Soviet people for giving an
example of how a great and strong nation can live and prosper, peacefully
coexisting with the rest of humanity and ffgtrting for the preservation and
strengthening of world peace, The Soviet people have already contributed
very much, and will contribute much, to bringing happiness to the
whole of mankind.
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The Soviet Peace Poliey:

For Detente and Disarmament

E! VER SINCE the earliest days after the October Revolution, the
! Soviet Government has put the struggle for peace in the fore-
front of its policy. Practically the ffrst act of the young revolutionary
government was the proclamation of the decree on peace, and con-
sistently throughout the years a policy of peace coupled with dis-
armament has been followed by the USSR.

After 40 years I can still recall the sensation aroused when the
Soviet delegation outlined its policy at the World Conference on
Disarmament in 1932. They proposed a complete abolition of arma-
ments. The shock that reverberated around the chancelleries of the
world could not have been greater if their representatives had uttered
a string of four-letter words. If they could not achieve total and
complete disarmament, then they proposed partial methods such as

the abolition of the bombing airplane, a proposal which was also
haughtily reiected. Speaking in parliament a little later, the United
Kingdom Minister for Air, Lord Londonderry, preened himself on his
sagacity in resisting this outrageous proposal which would, he said,
have deprived the Royal Air Force of its most prized weapon which
was absolutely essential to keep the peace by bombing the villages
of the tribesmen on the Northwest frontier of India. Forty years
later the people of Guernica, Rotterdam, Coventry, London, Dresden,
Hamburg, Tokyo, Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Vietrnam, must have a
different estimate of his morality, if not his sagacity.

But already the Weimar Republic was tottering, Hitler and his
storm troopers were on the move. A new danger threatened the
Western democracies and the Soviet Union alike. The Soviet Gov-

Pnor. Enrc Hpxny SroNrr-sv Bunrron, leailing British atomic and nuclear physi-
cist, has held the Chair of Physics in University College, London, for many
years. He is chairman of the World Federation of Scientiffc Workers. An out-
standing ffghter for peace, and especially nuclear disarmament, he is a member
of the Presidium of the World Peace Council. He was awarded the Frederic
]oliot-Curie Peace Medal of the World Peace Council in 1966, and the Inter-
national Lenin Peace Prize "For the Promotion of Peace among Nations" for
1970-71.
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emment responded by joining the League of Nations and its tal-
ented and inspiring foreign minister, Maxim Litvinov, led the cam-
paign for collective security. ?eace is Indivisible" was the slogan
that swept round the world.

But the response of the West was prevarication and appeasement.
One by one the bastions of Central Europe that could have been
defended were surrendered without a ffght. The rape of Czechlo-
slovakia was followed by the Munich pact. Even after Hitler had
torn it to shreds the Westem attitude toward the call for collective
security was iresolute and equivocal. Finally at the last possible
moment, when it was clear that the Western powers had no serious
intention of reaching an agreement for joint action with the Soviet
Union, the latter decided that every country had to look after its
own defense. To gain time they concluded the Ribbentrop-Molotov
agreement. It was a time of deepest gloom and despair for anti-
Fascist ffghters but in retrospect it is difficult to see any altemative
which would not have ended in a Nazi attack on the Soviet Union
with at least the support and most probably the actual participation
in some form of the Western powers.

The inevitable Nazi attack om the Soviet Union cost her over 20
million lives, including some of her most talented and devoted young
people. Even with Britain and America as allies it was one of the
hardest and bitterest stnrggles in history.

One could have hoped that when victory came it would have
been possible for the Soviet state to relax its preoccupation with
defense and turn to the almost superhuman task of rebuilding its
shattered economy. But there was no respite. During the war its
Western allies had been developing, under conditions of the greatest
secrecy, in the US and Canada, a tremendously destructive new
weapon, the atomic bomb, many thousands of times as explosive
weight for weight as any previous weapon. It made use of the dis-
covery of the proc€ss of nuclear ffssion by two German scientists in
1988 which enabled nuclear energy, the source from which the
sun draws its heat, to be harnessed on earth and used in a bomb.

The development of the atomic bomb and its repercussions have
prevented until this day the establishment of real peace. Agreements
were made between the Allies which were to be the blueprints for
the postwar world and which formed the background to the meet-
ings in San Francisco in 1945 where the United Nations came into
existenee. These agreements envisaged continued cooperation be-
tween the wartime allies, but they had been worked out before the
ffrst successful test of an atomic bomb. The successful demonstration
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of the test explosion at Alamogordo, N.M. in July 1945, quickly
followed by the nuclear holocausts at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
made the US and British military leaders and their less scrupulous
and farsighted politicians feel dizzy with success.

The British however were soon pushed aside. This was to be the
American century. There was no need to guide the postwar world
in a way that respected the views and vital interests of allies. The
British and some others would sometimes be tolerated so long as

they lnew their place and did not stand in the way of US aims. But
the great new power of nuclear energy would enable the US to
maintain the system of imperialism over rnost of the world, would
prevent the spread of socialist ideas and the emergence of genuine
natiohalist movements in the colonial world. The US would be in a
position to skike a mortal pre-emptive blow with the new weapons
against the Soviet Union if she should interfere. In fact there was
a strong body of US opinion which advocated doing this anyhow,
just in case. The cold war against the Soviet Union and the new
popular democracies on its borders had begun and threatened to
erupt at any time into a new nuclear war.

This was the situation faced by the Soviet Union when it emerged
from its victorious but cripplingly hard struggle against Nazi Ger-
many. The wave of horror that went round the world at news of the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki led to a demand from
many sides for the banning of these new weapons. In this situation,
in 1946, the US came forward with proposals, not for banning but
for international control of nuclear weapons, the so-called Baruch
plan. At the same time plans for producing ffssile material would be
distributed throughout the world and managed by an international
consortium. On the face of it the US Government seemed to be
ofiering to share its own nuclear capacity with the rest of the world
on condition no other nation should independently try to develop
such a capacity. The Soviet Covernment saw it differently however.
To them it seemed clear that the Baruch plan would only serve to
maintain the US monopoly because the US and its friends would
have a permanent maiority on any control or management authority.
When to this was added the demand for almost unlimited inspection
powers and the abrogation of the unanimity rule of the five major
powers, which was the unalterable basis on which the Soviet Union
had agreed to ioin in establishing the United Nations, the Baruch
plan appeared to the Soviet Government as a blueprint not only for
the American century but for the American millenium.

Soviet foreign policy had to face its most severe test. Undoubtedly
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the world could not be secure until nuclear weapons were brought
under control and outlawed. The Baruch plan was ostensibly directed
towards controlling ttrem and so had a specious appeal to many
liberals.

The Soviet Union responded by demanding that all nuclear
weapons must be destroyed, their use outlawed. No more must be
built. Nuclear energy must be developed exclusively for peaceful
pulposes. At the same time, realizing that their own weak position
vis-a-vis the bomb made it unlikely that their call for the destruction
of existing stoc$iles and the cessation of the production of further
bombs would be aceepted, they decided immediately to proceed
with great speed to develop their own nuclear weapons.

This decision was a sad one for the Soviet Government to have
to make. Tremendous tasks of reconstruction faced them. Yet they
had to divert very large technical resources of material and man-
power to the unpalatable task of nuclear weapon development. It
was also a decision involving great danger. In the US and even in
Britain, some people, bemused by the apparently absolute power
conferred by the bomb, were calling for a pre-emptive strike to
deshoy Soviet power before it could develop the bomb. It was a
criminally mad program, unrealistic and based on a gross overesti-
mation of US power even at that time. Nevertheless not a few intel-
lectuals who should have known better went along with this demand.
Even Bertrand Russell lent the weight of his great prestige to this
campaign at that time although later he came to understand the
wickedness and folly of it and played a most important role in the
campaign for nuclear disarmament.

Fortunately there was wide popular opposition to any such policy.
Perhaps the most critical time was in the early part of the Korean
war in 1950 after the Korean people, assisted by the Chinese vol-
unteers, had driven the US forces almost out of Korea and it ap-
peared that President Truman was contemplating unleashing the
bomb. The pressure in Britain against this policy was now so great
that Premier Attlee few to Washington to try to dissuade him from
such a disastrous course. The crisis passed without use of the bomb.

With the development of the Soviet bomb, and in 1954 with the
almost simultaneous development of the US and Soviet hydrogen
bombs, the possibilrty of a US pre-emptive strike without fear of
retaliation in kind had passed. The danger from nuclear war, if it
should break out, however, was greatly increased. The development
of the hydrogen bomb represented another thousand-fold increase
in the destructiveness of the weapon.
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Following the submission of the Baruch proposars and co,nter
proposals submitted by Mr. Gromyko for the soviet Governrnent,
negotiations were continued in the Atomic Energy commission and
various other committees 

_set up by the UN security council. prog-
ress was very slow on the problem of the elimination of nucleir
weapons. Roughly the positions of the two sides could be summarized
by saying the us wanted much inspection and rittre nucrear disarma-
ment, while the ussR wanted minimum inspection and maximum
nuclear disarmament. By 1955, however, wheir questions of nuclear
disarmament were linked with disarmament in conventional weapons,
agreement seemed close. Both the us and uK delegates conftimed
that the-policy of their govemments was for 'tlre total prohibition
of manufacture-, possession and use of nuclear weapons." Trie western
delegates put forward proposals fo_r reduction of 

-conventional 
weap-

ons and military forces to speciffc Ievels, the proportionate reduction
of nuclear stockpiles as a step toward their lotai abolition, and the
setting up of an international organ for inspection and control. In
an historic paper 9f May I0, 1955, the SovGt delegate, Mr. yakov
Mali( put forward a Draft Resolution on Disarmairent and Inter-
national control which, in the words of Mr. philip Noel-Baker, *were
a far-reaching acceptance of the major polici"r'*hi"h the festern
delegate had urged."*

The western delegates gave a favorable reeeption to the soviet
$a{ ana interpreted it as iccepting the western^ proposals. Against
the soviet wishes, however, the meeting of the sirb-iommittee dis-
cussing these problems adjourned for 816 months. when it reassembled
the us delegate stated ". . . the united states does now place a
reservation upon all of its pre-Geneva substantive positioni taken
in this sub-cornmittee or in the Disarmament commiision, or in the
united Nations on these questions in rerationship to levels of arma-
ments, 

-pending the outcome of our study, ioinily or separately, of
in-spection metLods and control 

"rr"rg"*urrtsi, 
In ttfru, ,,Jorar, *h"o,

after years of discussion the soviet union had come round. to accept-
ing the Western 

-proposals, 
including inspection and control, and

agreement seemed within grasp, the Western powers reneged on
*"T oyl proposals- No_wonder many peopl", ,rd not only"in the
soviet union, concluded that the wert"* proposars had been a
ffurl hgy,_ put forward to deceive_public opirrio", never expecting
the soviet union to accept them. whin the soviet union did'accept
them, tJre blufi was called and the proposars withdrawn. Memories-aW-er^ 

Race, by philip Noel-Baker. Alexander Boolcs, London, lg5g,
p. 218.
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of people are all too short. Otherwise they would have not so quickly
foqgottin t}tis cynical trifing with one of the most serious problems
thai has ever faced mankind. Never since that time have we been
so close to apparent agreement on real measures of disarmament.
Never since have the Western delegates rendered even lip service

to the cornplete abolition of nuclear weaPons. On the contrary,
"strategic" nuclear weapons are considered the keystone of their
policy of deterrence to keep the peace generally, "tactical" nuclear
weapons the keystone of their policy of graduated response to keep
the peace in Europe. The Soviet Government has never ceased to
struggle for the complete abolition of nuclear weapons, and all pos-

sible steps in this direction.
Negotiations have been continued and some progress has been

made. The Limited Test Ban Treaty, concluded in 1963, prohibits
nuclear explosives in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water,
but still permits an unlimited number of underground test explosions.
Unfortunately two of the nuclear powers, France and China, have
not signed this treaty.

The Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weaPons, signed
in 1968, prevents the transfer of nuclear weapon production capacity
from nuclear to non-nuclear powers and provides safeguards to pre-
vent diversion of ffssile materials from peacetime to weapons use.

Other agreements prohibit nuclear weapons being put on the
moon or other celestial bodies, in orbit round the earth, in Antarctica,
in Latin America, or on the sea-bed.

None of these agreements calls for any reduction of armaments.

They may serve to reduce the rate of expansion of nuclear armaments
and so prevent a bad situation becoming worse.

The one fteld in which actual agreement on disarmament has

been reached and is being implemented is that of biological weapons.

The "Convention on the prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling of bacteriological (biological) and toxic weapons

and on their destruction," represents a total ban on biological weaP-

ons under all conditions. (The Soviet Union has long pressed for
a ban on the use of chemical weapons of war, such as those used to
kill and poison in Vietnam, but the US has thus far refused. )

It would be wrong to underestimate the value of these limited
agreements. They have helped to create an atmosphere of greater
conftdence in which progress toward real steps of nuclear disarma-
ment is possible. President Kennedy, in announcing the conclusion
of the Limited Test Ban Treaty, quoted the Chinese proverb "A
journey of one thousand miles starts with a single step."
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Nevertheless it would be wrong to overestimate their importance.
All the time these discussions have been taking place the arms race
has continued. At a time when many more resources are needed to
deal with the problems of poverty at home and under-development
abroad, astronomical sums are being devoted to sustaining the arms
race. Nevertheless in the 1960's, particularly after the Cuba crisis
in 1962, a certain stability in the arms race was reached. This was
based on the development by both the USSR and the US of the
so-called "second-strike capacity." This means that ei&er side could
absorb a pre-emptive ffrst strike attack from the other side and still
maintain sufficient retaliatory power in the form of hard underground-
based missiles or submarine-based missiles, to mount a retaliatory
stri\e o{ crippling and unacceptable capacity on its antagonist. This
is the doctrine of the maintenance of peace through mutual terror.
If either side should miscalculate, tJre results of their folly would
appear in the form of hundreds of millions of dead in the countries
directly concerned and probably many more millions of casualties

lmong nations not directly involved, as a result of secondary efiects
from radioactive fallout. To maintain this quasi-stability basei on the
second strike capacity, neither side must develop so-called *ffrst

s$ke" capacity. This means that neither side should develop such
ofiensive power that it could destroy the "hardened" landl-based
missfle sites or the missile-carrying submarines of the other. At the
same tirne the defenses of the cities and industrial areas should not
be mad-e so impregnable that they could withstand the weight of
the retaliatory attack of the victim of a ffrst strike. In the 

"rarl 
logSc

of the balance of terror any system that increases the deiensive
capacity of the populated or industrial centers is bad, while a system
that increases the defensive capacities of the missile launchlrs is
good and stabilizing.

In recent years technical developments appear capable of destroy-
ing this- quasi-stabili?. O" tlle one hand these include the develop-
ment of so-called MIRV (multiple, independently-targeted re-entry
vehicle) sy_stems. In_these, at a certain stage the misiile breaks up
into a number of independent (some say up to 10) smaller missilei
each carrying a nuclear warhead and each independently and accu-
rately guided on_to a different target. Thus a single missile could
pick-out accurately_ten missile sites and destroy them. The capacity
of the side ffrst developing MIRV could then be so augm^entei
that-it wo-uld 1* o1ly bu 

"b.l: !o wipe out all the retaliatoryLpacrty
of the other side, but would have suficient warheads leit over to
threaten the complete destruction of the cities and the indushial
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areas of the otler. The possibility of a pre-emptive ffrst strike would
again become credible.

On the other hand recent years have seen the possibility of the
development of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems. These involve
sophisticated developments in radar, rocketry and nuclear weapon
technology. Large and very sensitive radar arrays detect on-coming
missiles when they are still many thousands of miles away from their
target and plot their course. The information is fed to launchers of
large missiles armed with powerful nuclear warheads. These inter-
ceptor missiles are fired so that they will pass within less than about
one mile of the on-coming offensive rnissile. At the point of closest
approach this nuclear warhead is detonated and the intense radia-
tions generated destroy tJre sensitive detonation mechanism of the
on-coming missile, efiectually defusing its nuclear warhead. This
long-range interception will occur many hundreds of miles above
the earth and generally over the territory of some other country. The
very fine radioactive particles from the nuclear explosion will con-
taminate the high atmosphere and gradually fall out over a number
of years and on countries all around the world.

If the long-range interception fails there still remain a number of
local interception systems to fall back on. These consist bf a large
number of much less powerful local radars linked with missiles armed
with smaller nuclear warheads which can intercept and destroy the
oncoming nuclear weapon much closer to its target. These will inter-
cept at a much lower altitude and will produce local radioactive
fallout.

Estimates of the likely effectiveness of ABM systems vary from
a few per cent success to about ninety per cent success. None can
guarantee complete security so that the reaction to the development
of an ABM system by one side would certainly be the development
of more numerous, more powerful and more sophisticated ofiensive
missiles by the other side, in order to penetrate it. The rising spiral
of the arms race would take another upward turn. Mr. Robert Mac-
Namara, the former US Defense Secretary, who was certainly no
dove, once commented that by going ahead with the deployment
of ABM and associated MIRV systems they were likely to increase
the arms bill by a factor of about ten and at the end would have
bought less security.

It was against this background of the crazy escalation of the
nuclear arrns race that the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
have been taking place between US and Soviet representatives over
the past several years. The ffrst fruits of these talks was the agree-
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ment concluded between tle two govemments on the occasion of
President Nixon's visit to Moscow in May of this year. According
to 'tis agreement each side agrees to limit their AbM deploymeni
to-the protection of two areas each of approximately J.^00 miles
radius. one of these areas on each side will incrude washington

1nd. ftoscglv respecUv-ely. The other will include an assemblagE of
land-based launchers for inter-continental ballistic rnissiles ( ICEM ).
- This treaty limits defensive systems against nuclear attacl. It has
been found much more diffic-ult to agrJe on limiting development
of ofiensive nuclear weapons. The two- sides howev"r""or"lrrd"d ,r,
interim agreement not to start building new ffxed land-based ICBM
launchers after-July L, 1w2, and not t6 convert existing ICBM's into
la,nchers-capable of putting up heavier (presumabry"MlRV) mis-
siles. Nothing was said about lind-based IrtIRVr, either existing or
under construction. with regard to su,bmarine-launchers the total
number is to be limited to the number at present operational or
under construction but no agreement *ur ,"i.h"d prihibiting the
conversion of existing types to make them capabl6 of hunihing
MIRVs. However the two cvuntries agreed to c6ntinue negotiations
aimed at limiting strategic ofiensive irms.

Previous attempts, even at more limited agreements than the
pre-sent, have foundered on the rock of inspec[ion. only "national
technical means of veriffcation" are called fbr in the treatv. such
means no doubt include the use of so-called "spy satellites'i and it
is remarkable how far this kind of technology hai-advanced to make
the familiar argument of yesteryea, ro oribf d"t".

One has- only to sp-e! 9ut _the provisions of the new treaty to
realize its limitations. Mankind desperately needs a decisive turn
toward disarmament so that the tremendous amount of natural re-
sources wasted in the arms race can be devoted to the abolition of
pove-rty a-n{ the increase of human wealth and well-being; so that
the knowledg! and ingenuity of scientists and technologijs can be
turned toward the solution of all the pressing problems" of modern
life: the environment,. the population explosio-n,-the development of
new substitute materials. The present tieaty is not a disirmament
treaty. Its aim is to make the "deterrent" method of preventing nu-
clear war more likely to succeed in the period immidiately ahead
and to prevent a catastrophic increase tu ;h; ;;;;ti. 

*"-' "

Nevertheless it is quite 
-wrong _to write this treaty off, as some

commentators try, as valueless and of no signiffcance. It is surely
a matter of some importance that the two most powerful nations
have jointly affirrned their intention not only to avoid situations

lt
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likely to carry the risk of nuclear confrontation, but also to work
for general and complete disarrnament.

The true magnitude of the adyance will only be assessed after
the next stage of talks when it is seen whether agreement is possible
also on offensive weapons. The present interim agreement on such
weapons leaves some alarming loopholes. There is no limitation on
qualitative improvement of the weapons that will be deployed from
existing launchers. During recent years there has been a great im-
provement in the accuracy with which missiles can be guided on
to their-target. This increased accruacy together with the develop-
ment of MIRV leaves open the possibility that even within the
framework of the interim agreement on offensive weapons concluded
in Moscow, it may be possible for one or the other side to develop
pre-emptive ffrst-strike capacity. The implications of this can be
judged by the fact that military strategists in the US are already
discussing the idea of "launch on warning." This idea discounts th-e
po_ssibility of defending missile sites by ABM and proposes that the
only- sure_ way of surviving a pre-emptive attack is by liunching some
of the ICBM's before all of them are destroyed on the ground.

The meaning of this kind of thinking is frightening. We are back
to the days of the campaign for pre-emptive ffrst strike, of accidental
war tlrough misinteqlretation of indications on a radar screen. But
it is a situation where the consequences of mistake are far greater
and-more,threatening than ten years ago. There is clearly urgent
need for the major nuclear powers to hasten their discussion so that
the second stage of the SALT discussions may soon be concluded
and the loopholes left after the Nixon-Brezhnev agreements of May
1972 plugged, so that the further qualitative improvement of nuclear
weapons which might again make pre-emptive attack credible, is
prevented.

However, although agreement between the maior nuclear powers
is very important it is not sufficient. Disarmament is not a problem
of the USA and USSR alone. Nuelear weapons are not only to be
evaluated in terms of their role as a deterent. Nuclear weapons
have also been developed by less powerful nations-United Kingdom,
France, China-presumably {or political reasons and to support their
foreign policy, which is certainly of concern to many non-nuclear
nations. We have seen in Vietnam how non-nuclear weapons of a
most sophisticated and terrible character such as defoliants, napalm,
anti-personnel weapons, cratering explosives, electronic battleffeld,
can be used. Wars of a oconventional" type can continue even under
a nuclear interdiction.
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The philosophy of the SALT talks is the balance of terror. From
the point of view of the usA and the USSR this is a realistic approach
at the present time and the talks serve a very important and 6sienual
aim. However even when the seoond stage of SALT talks has been
successfully concluded, no nuclear disarmament will have occurred,
only a stabilization oj arms at the present frightening level. This
cannot be the basis of a lasting peace. we must turn fr6m the stabi-
lized deterrent to real nuclear disarmament. The aim must be gen-
eral and com-plete disarmament at the earliest possible moment. fhis
cannot be achieved through discussions of the two strongest nuclear
powers, nor of the ffve nuclear powers alone. AII countr6s, small or
laJ8g, aust padicipate. It is entirely_in line with the consistent policy
of the soviet union for peace and disarmament that the pripora
for a world Disarmament conference before the united Nations
Assembly should have come from the soviet Union. whire a reso-
lution supporting the soviet call for a world Disarmament confer-

"::: *."r passed by the 1971 General Assembly, the opposition, espe-
cially by- the United States and the Chinese peopie,s Repubic,
blocked soviet proposals for concrete steps for its implemer't"tior.
The resolution did, however, provide that ilre agenda, dite and other
details of the conference should be discussed ,i thu Fall, 1g72 Gen-
eral Assembly.*

Mankind cries out for such a conference, and it must be a suc-
cessful conference leading to a breakthrough toward actual disarma-
ment. The preparation of a world Disarmament conference must be
considered the most important task of all those working for peace
in all countries.

The signing of the agreement on the ffrst stage of the SALT
negotiations was accompanied by a number of othei agreements be-
tween the usA and tJre ussR on cooperation in various ffelds. of
great interest to us in Europe is the statement which pledges the
two governments to contribute toward 'h genuine detente ,"a Ur"
development of- relatio^ns of peaceful cooperation among states in
Europe on the 

-basis 
of territorial- integrity and inviorabillty of fron-

tiers, non-interference in internal afiairs, sovereign 
"q,rriiry, 

irrdu-
pendence and renunciation of the use or threat oi for"6.,,

These are unfamiliar words for an American president, but should
be welcomed by all the peoples of Europe, especialy as the state-

. s"r* the above was written, the soviet Government, through Foreign
Ylryt"r Andrey 

-Gromyko, 
has submined to the 27th session of the"uN (FJII,

1972) a propo_sed_uN resolution for the renunciation of force or threat of force
in international relations and prohibition for all time of use of nuclear weapons.

{
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ment goes on to support the summoning of a well-prepared Confer-
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Such a conference is
overdue. The situation in Europe where the.forces of NATO and
the Warsaw Pact countries confront each other has been potentially

9ne of great danger for many years. The defense strategy of the
Western powers is based on the theory of the so-called 'tactical"
nuclear ]veapons in response to any attack using conventional weap-
ons by the Warsaw Pact countries lasting more than a few days. Tf,e
situation is less alarming than it was until a few years ago when the
so-called 'trip wird shategy was being used, which would have
involved almost immediately nuclear risponse to a conventional
attack.

The strategy is not credible. Nobody is agreed on what distin-
guishes 'tactical" from other nuclear weapons.-Certainly there is no
agreement with the warsaw Pact countries on any such distinction.
The use of nuclear weapons in Germany would convert the greater
part of the co_untry into radioactive ruin. The other European NefO
countries would risk the destruction of their main cities and industries.

European security cannot be based on such a strategy. What is
needed is a pact between the NATO and Warsaw Paci countries,
mutual withdrawal of troops many hundreds of miles baek from the
frontier; removal of nuclear weapons from this area and of all except
Iight defensive armaments; the working out of agreements on scien-
tiffq technical, cultural and trade relations; the support of every
method that can contribute to detente between the countries of th-e
socialist and non-socialist world. With such items on its agenda, a
Conference on European Security could remove one of tle most
dangerous potential areas of conflict and help prepare the way for
success in the World Disarmament Conference.

It is searcely necessary to point out that also for the Conference
on European Security and Cooperation it is the Soviet Government
that has carried the ball. Jt was their proposal which they have sup
ported diplomatically and politically with great determination. One
can surely say, after fffty years of the existence of the USSR, that its
basic line in foreign poliey remains the consolidation of peace.

USSR FonrrcN Mrwrsrrn Gnorrtrxo said at the 1972 General Assembly:
"Preparations for an all-European Security Conference are soon to pass io
the. practical phase. The 

-importance of this meeting is in making E*op,
tr,u[ peaceful and transforming the relations among Europu"o it"t"r in
the basis of mutual understanding and trust. This is the course of action
we stand for in European affairs."

WILLIAM J. POMEROY

Socialism and National
Freedom in Central Asia

Y WIFE and I flew into Frunze late in the evening. It was quite
dark before we reached lodgings on the outskirts of the city.

This made it the more dramatic to waken on a bright moming and
to see, unexpectedly, the breathtaking snow-capped Alatau mountain
range soaring nearby into blue sky above the green, irrigated coun-
tryside of the Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republic. When, later, we made
the comparatively brief flight to AIma-Ata, capital of the adjoining
Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic, we were impressed by the same
towering, ever-snowy range amazingly visible from all points in the
city. As an_experience of sudden revelation of beauty, it was typical
of our whole visit to these Central Asian regions of the Soviet Urrion
and Kazaltrstan,* still relatively little known to foreign visitors.

The real beauty lies not in that natural spectacle but in the ad-
vancement made under socialism. In the cities and towns of the
Western parts of the Soviet Union the structures and traces of pre-
revolutionary society, and earlier, are everywhere to be seen, and 

-one

has a sense of historical transformation from a well-developed
capitalism and feudalism. That is not the case in Kazakhstan, Kirghizia,
or in the other Central Asian republics. There almost e.rerything
is new; virtually everything has been constructed under socialism-.
There one finds the original and fully-achieved *great leap" in which
-E]r"tfrrtan, situated partly- in the European part of the USSR and partly
in the Asian- area, is just north of the border of Central Asia, and Jlosd
associated with it.

wn-r-Hrra J. Pounnoy has lvritten extensively on many aspects of socialism and
national liberation struggles. He is the author of The Forest (196g), about his
lif" ylh the Hulc 

-guerrillas l" +" Phillippines (where he served ten years
of a life sentence for his political activities); Cuerrilla and. Counter-e,a;ffiiln
Warfare (1964); Haff aCentury ol Sociali.vn: Sor:iet Lile inthe Sirti.es (1967);
Guerrilh Warlare and Martisn (1968); American Neo-Coloniali$n (1970)
(for which he was recently awarded the deg:ee of Doctor of Science in History
by USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental Studies); and, most re-
cently, Apafiheid Ari;: thp U.S. anil Swth Africa (LS7l).
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capitalism was bypassed in the swift change from nomadism to a
socialist society.

Our trip in June 1972 was motivated by a desire not only to see
evidences of the success of non-capitalist development but equally
to observe advances in the interwoven theme of solution of the
national question. Historically, prerevolutionary Kazakhstan and Cen-
tral Asia had been a crossroads of migration and conquest, producing
a tangle of oppressed ethnic groups, all with certain common features
of economic life but each tenaciously clinging to its own culture.
Under the feudal Uzbek khanates of the lOih to lgth centuries,
Turkmenians, Tadzhiks, Kazakhs, Kirghiz, Kara-kalpaks and others
were ruthlessly exploited. When Tsarist Russian conquest took place
in the 19th century it subjected all in turn to an esGntially colronial
status.

British and American bourgeois historians and anti-communist
writers have tried hard to distort the nature of Soviet development
in these areas, attempting to paint a picture of continued "Russiffca-
tion" and of "Soviet colonialism." These eflorts, part of the imperialist
strategy of trying to foster 'hationalism" to disrupt unity among the
peoples of socialist countries, have been increased in recent years,
particularly during the 1972 celebration of the 50th anniversary of
the formation of the Soviet Union, the underlying theme of which is
the national question and how it has been dealt with in a socialist
society. At the time of our visit the 50th anniversary was the dominant
topic in- the press, on television and in posters and slogans in crty
streets, factories and farms. "Long Live the Friendship, Equality and
Unity of Our Peoples" was a typical slogan.

Both Kirghizia and Kazakhstan are multinational republics: Kir-
ghizia has more than B0 difierent nationalities, Kazakhstan over 100.
Kirghiz and Kazakh minorities live in other Central Asian republics,
such as Uzbekistan. Such an intermingling caused considerable diffi-
culty when it came to national delimitation in these areas. It was
nearly two- decades after the October Revolution before the Kirghiz
and Kaz_alch republics were established in 1g36 as sovereign states.
Previously they had existed as autonomous regions and- then as
autonomous republics within the Russian soviet Federated socialist
Republic. As was stressed to us repeatedly by the Kirghiz and the
Kazakh representatives we met, the ffnal delimitation of territory
for the republics was not decreed from above but was arrived at
through the e_xpressed wish of the peoples concerned, after exper-
imentation and long discussion in each district where some territorial
Coubt could arise,
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Neither the Kirghiz nor the Kazalirh people were absolute maior-
ities in their republicsr the Kirghiz in 1970 were 43.6 per cent of the
population in Kirghizia, the Kaza}hs 32.4 per cent in Kazakhstan. In
the Kazakhstan Supreme Soviet, however, 222 out of the total of 482
deputies are Kazakhs, a similar ratio prevailing for the Kirghiz in their
Supreme Soviet. Others are Tatar, Chuvash, Dungan, Russian,
Ukrainian, Uigur, Uzbek, Gerrnan, Azerbaidzhanian, Korean, and
many more.

At the Kirghiz Academy of Sciences in Frunze we had a long talk
with the Academy's Kirghiz vice-presidenq V. Zangrichanov, whose
ffeld is history. He pointed out that the solution of the national
question and the creation of the Kirghiz socialist republic was not
a simple, direct political step but required a long prepamtory period
of economic and cultural development.

"Before the Revolution," he said, "the region unfortunately was
one of the most backward in Tsarist Russia. Less than one per cent
of the population were literate-six out of every 1,000-and there
was no Kirghiz alphabet or written language. Industry was virtually
non-existent, except for a few small coal and salt mines. Agriculfure,
to the extent that there was any, was primitive cultivation.

'If we had been left to self-help and our own devices, and had been
diverted along the line of national exclusiveness, we would have
scarcely progressed to the present day. However, we had the unself-
ish assistance of all the other peoples in the Soviet Union, especially
the Russian working class. Under directives written by Comrade
Lenin, by prrty decisions, teachers and skilled workers were sent from
Moscow, Leningrad and other places to train our people. Lenin
and the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union gave much attention to the development of the Kirghiz people.
One of their important decrees in 1921 provided 50 million gold rubles
for irrigation in Central Asia, including our Chu Valley. This enabled
us to cultivate sugar beets for the ffrst time, beginning in 1g25. The
ffrst sugar mill was constructed with the help of Leningad workers.
Now Kirghizia is the main sugar-producing republic in Central
fuia.

*Much attention was paid to the cultural Ievel and the education
of the Kirghiz people. The building of national self-conffdence based
on Soviet patriotism and socialist intemationalism had ffrst to over-
come major obstacles. Moral and political unity among the many
nationalities in our republic had to be developed along with the
spirit of friendship and mutual exchanges with all the other union
republics. Feudal and religious elements had been very strong in the

4:l
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past, and they tried constantly to stir up national &fierences both
among peoples and among the Kirghiz tribes themselves. Tsarist
oppression left a residue of hatred for Russians, and it took years
for national self-consciousness to be rooted in class consciousness and
the understanding that the interests of Kirghiz and Russian workers
and peasants are and always have been the same. It was a vety
complicated problem that took until around 19.32 to overcome; the
period of collectivization, too, saw much undermining activity by
feudal elements.

"There was not a single research worker of Kirghiz nationality
prior to the Revolution. It was not until 1949 that sufficient researcir
cadres had been trained and the conditions created to open a higher
research institute of our own. In 194f! a Kirghizian branch of-the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR was established, under the chair-
manship of a well-known Soviet scientist, Scriabin, but it was not
until 1955 that this was converted into a full-fedged Kirghiz Academy
of Sciences. Today we have 13 research instituteJ under the Academy,
with over 1,000 research workers, 60 per cent of tlem under BE years
of age."

An international conference on agriculture took place, signiff-
cantly, in Frunze in 1971, where Kirghiz scientiffc worke.s p.eteirrted
P?p:r: on non-capitalist development, particularly for the benefft
of dele-gations from Africa and Asia. Mentioning this with pride,
Zangrichanov went on:

_ 
"Up to the Revolution, and for many years afterward, all Kirghiz

tribes were nomadic cattle-breeders, with virtually no knowledge of
agriculture. Only some Russian and Ukrainian settlers did farming in
this region. The Kirghiz people did not have settled communities
but lived_in yurtas [dome-like felt tents], transporting them from
place to place. It was a great task to convince them of the advantages
of a-gric-ulture and then teach them crop-raising. The actual process=of
establishing residence in a sp_eciffc place did not get wel uider way
until collectivization occurred during the First Five-year plan, not
much more than 80 years ago. Now there are 245 collective farms
and 103 state farms in Kirghizia, each with an average of 50 tractors
and 20 combines."

We spent a day on the Sintash Kolkhoz, about 50 miles southeast
of Frunze, a Iocation of grandeur with those beautiful mountains seen
across rolling green ffelds. Its nucleus, a small-scale farm, was organized
in 1982; now it encompasses 28,000 hectares (62,000 acres). 

-

Members of the original farm had been nomadic cattle-breeders.
Today $urtash still breeds cattle, 3,000 of them, along with 700 horses,
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88,000 sheep in 40 flocks, 1,800 pigs, 13,000 chickens, and is a big
producer of wool, eggs, butter, cheese. However, it also raises large
crops of wheat, sugar beets, rye, vegetables, fruits and fodder grass'

In a way; Sintash is a wise merger of the old and new ways of
life: while crops grow on the plain at the base of the Alatau range,
the bulk of cattle, horses and sheep graze high up on the slopes.

In the mountains we came across two or three herdsmen or chaban
on their wiry horses, dressed in traditional padded jackets and conical
felt hats like ffgures out of Kirghiz folk-tales, or the stories of
Chinghiz Aitmatov, the world-famous Kirghiz writer who is a product
of the new socialist culture. In family groups, the herdsmen may be
in these remote upland pastures for weeks, knowing an ancient
affinity with the loneliness of wind and sky, but never isolated from
the collective of which they are now a part. Helicopters or motorized
transport deliver them newspapers and periodicals. They have radio
contact with the farm leaders and. transistor radios to give tlem
music in the saddle. Clinics and supply stations dot the mountains,
where television can be enioyed. Below, on Sintash farm, is an

intemat, or boarding school, where sons and daughters of herdsmen
families Iive in hostels and study in the absence of their parents.
(We visited the school and hostels and observed that they compared
favorably with those we have seen in large Soviet cities. )

There are 964 families at Sintash, a population of over 5,000.

Among them are 17 nationalities, living and working in harmony. The
secretary of the Sintash Party Committee, a 4O-year old Kirghiz,

Jangagit Kenzhaviev, who was bom there and began work as an ordi-
nary collective farmer, had no careful program mapped out for us; he
let us choose the places to see and people to talk to, to iudge what
life is like today on the collective. We entered a number of ordinary
farm houses of our choice, unannounced, to meet families totally un-
prepared for our visit. In each we found a television set, a refrigerator,
a gas stove, good furnishings, shelves of books, art objects. These
children and grandchildren of nomads obviously live very well.

"Our farm members distribute among themselves 40 per cent of
the farm profft," said Kenzhaviev. "Last year this amounted to 899,000

rub1es, and each working member received 4.80 rubles for every
working day, plus, free of charge, their needs of wheat, sugar,

vegetables and fmits produced on the farm. Everything considered, it
amounts to a monthly income or equivalent of 180 to 200 rubles. The
guaranteed wage on collective farms, set by the 24th Congress of
the CPSU, is 105 to 130 rubles. In addition, each family is per-
mitted by the Sintash farm constitution to have their own private
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plots [one-fourth to one-third hectare] and animals: ten sheep, one

iow, pooltty; those staying far from the village on herding or other

duties may have 25 sheep, one cow, one horse."
Factories visited in -Frunze had an even greater mingling of

nationalities than we encountered at Sintash. The Kamvol Woolen
Combinat, a textilg milI organized in 1963 that began full-scale

production in 1967, has 40 nitionalities among its- 5,200 workers, of
i"ho* 75 per cent are women. Its director, M, Bolvekov, came from
a Kirghiz peasant family, and graduated to the factory from Lenin-
grad textile Institute, siarting out as a shop master (foreman) and

iroving up to an engineer, then shop chief, then director; his father
was killed defending Stalingrad. (Could there be a better example,

in a nutshell, of the recent history of Kirghizia?)
The same amalgamation of nationalities we found in the Frunze

Agricultural Machine Factory, which employs-over 6,000 worke_rs and

s"-r.ds Z2 deputies to the city Soviet, two deputies to the,Kirghiz
Supreme Soviet. (In pre-revolutionary times there were only 1,500

w*k"rr in "industry'-soap making, flour milling, leather tanning
cottage-style enterprises employing under 20 workers-in all Kirghizia. )
We were much impressed by the number of young Kirghiz work-
ers in their early 20's, operating automated heavy machines in the
plant's large shops. The factory now exports machines to 16 countries
and has been awarded the Red Banner of Labor for its achievements

during the 8th Five-Year Plan, completed in 1969. Average monthly
wages for its workers had increased from 94 rubles in 1965 to 146

nrbles in 1972, and an extra month's wages were paid in 1971 out
of a profft of three million rubles.

Plant Director Alexander Zakorovich Kumis, a deputy to the
republic's Supreme Soviet, kept urging that we see the P-11n1-s sports

facilities, while I wanted to get into the shops and couldn't under-
stand this diversion-as I misiudged it to be. When we reached

the sports complex, however, I understood his eagerness completely.
I have never seen such facilities for a plant of its size: a full-scale
swimming pool plus a smaller pool for children of workers, tennis and
volleyball courts, gymnasium, and spaces and equipment for 17 other
sports. A People's Theater was under construction. "\Me have many
artists among our workers," explained the director, who was being
called away by the district trade union head to attend the opening of
a new Pioneer Camp that the factory's trade union had built.

It would be impressive to ffnd a plant of this kind in Kharkov,
Gorlqy, Sverdlovsk or other leading industrial centers in the Soviet
Union; this was in a Central fuian republic that Western propaganda
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calls "colonial," with alleged "oppressed nationalities." It helped us

appreciate the great expansion of economic and cultural opportunities
foi all such groups underlying the Soviet Union's profound solution

of the nationalities question.

TRUNZE, buried in its trees and foliage, with few tall buildings
[' rising above its greenery, has managed to preserve a 

-provincial
charm that is very attractive. Alma-Ata, twice its size with a popu-
lation of over 800,000, capital of Kazakhstan, is stunningly modem
and sophisticated, in fact one of the most beautifully modern cities in
the Soviet Union. Its brilliant new imaginative architecture, with
Kazakh national design motifs incorporateC, can be seen everywhere,
in public buildings and apartment blocks alike.

Alma-Ata's very prosperous appearance and the energetic boom
are no mere facade. It is now the capital of one of the richest and
most rapidly advancing of all Soviet republics. Second in size to the
Russian Federation, its tremendous expanse, reaching from the Cas-

pian Sea to the Chinese border, is a treasure-house of mineral wealth,
[o a large part uncovered by young Kazakh scientiffc workers' Like
Kirghizia, Kazakhstan became a full republic in the Soviet Union in
1936, by which time the requirements of a socialist base had been

attained. Since 1940, its people have increased their production by
20 times, or 2,000 per cent. During the Bth Five-Year Plan production
rose by 60 per cent.

A "colony"? Prior to the Revolution, there were but 307 tiny
enterprises in the whole region. Today there are 22,000 factories,

planti, mines, and other industrial enterprises, while a highly mech-
anized agriculture makes Kazakhstan one of the granaries of the
Soviet Union. It is the leading producer in the union of lead and
zinc, second in production of copper and oil, not far behind in iron
ore, bauxite, chromite, magnesium, and a score of other non-ferrous
metals, around which huge processing industries have sprung uP.

Big new cities have mushroomed all across the republic. Around
Karaganda is one of the three leading coal and steel complexes in
the Soviet Union. The 850 big machine building plants in the
republic alone give the lie to Westem propaganda about the
Kazalhs being "colotized."

With coincidental good fortune, we arrived in Alma-Ata on the
celebration day for the 125th anniversary of the birth of the great

Kazakh bard, Dzhambul Dzhabayev. Honored throughout the Soviet

Union, Dzhambul, at the age of 95 in 1942, stirred the hearts of all
Soviet people with a poem he composed, "Leningraders, My Children,"
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addressed to the heroic citizens of that besieged city. The old poet
refused to exchange his gurta for a modern house to the end of his
life, but he was an ardent proponent of socialism and of friendship
among peoples.

The celebration concert, which we attended, was held in the
huge, striking Lenin Palace of Culture, completed in 1970 for the
Lenin Centenary, the main auditorium of which seats 6,000 people,
an opulent jewel of a building that rivals the Kremlin Palace of
Congresses in Moscow. In the broad, fountained plaza before it
stands the dominant statue of another great Kazakh poe! Abai
Kunanbayev, founder of the Kaza}h written language and literature,
only a century ago.

Most of the leading state and party ffgures of Kaza}:hstan were
present in the concert hall, together with representatives from all
over the Soviet Union, to honor Dzhambul. It was a ffrst-class inter-
national concert, in which Kazalh and Russian music, poetry, folk
dance and ballet alternated, interspersed with Mozart, Bizet, Spanish
and Italian music. The KazalJr Kurmangazy State Orchestra of Folk
Instruments featured lhe dombra, Dzhambuls two-stringed instru-
ment. This homage paid to Dzhambul was linked by the Alma-Ata
newspapers on that day with the 50th anniversary of the Soviet Union
and its theme of friendship of people and mutual assistance in develop-
ment.

To see an illustration of that development, we made a trip to the
huge Alma-Ata Kolkhoz, an hour's drive from the city, one of
Kazaktrstan's 425 collective farms, which supplies most of Alma-Ata's
meat, vegetables, fruits and dairy products. On this 52,000 hectare
farm (114,000 acres) there are 27 nationalities among 5,200 people.
Its chairman, Leonid Stepanovich Manusko, a Hero of Socialist
Labor, is of Ukrainian descent but was born in Kazalhstan in 1915.
He is one of the outstanding veterans of the collective farm move-
ment ih Kazakhstan, the maior factor in settling Kazalh nomads, and
the respect and affection shown him was visible in the attitudes of
everyone we met in our tour, and is shown in their election of him
to membership in the Supreme Soviet of Kazakhstan.

The Alma-Ata Kolkhoz was in the midst of a series of meetings
for its members on the question of friendship of different national-
it'res, part of the 50th anniversary celebration. "We have many inter-
national marriages," said the chairman, "and in recent years we have
had ao cases of immorality." (He used the word "immorality" in
regard to relations between peoples, not between sexes. )

Ihis multinational farm rnras even more prosperous than the
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Sintash Kolkhoz we had seen in Kirghizia. It had an income of
eight million rubles in 1971, and 2.8 million of this was profft used by
the farm for distribution, improvements, culture, social insurance.

"The average wage on this farm is 140 rubles a month," said
Chairman Manusko. "Advanced workers get more. We now have 800
workers participating in competition for the title of Advanced
Worker in Socialist Labor. All members of our farm have savings
accounts. One-half of them are waiting to buy cars, and there are
already 150 private cars here, and over 300 motorbikes. In our own
famr stores people buy their needs at cost price."

In the Kazakh State University in Alma-Ata we had an impressive
discussion about the foundation of this prosperity, with tJre Rector,
u. Dzholdazbekov, and heads of the university's present ten faculties.
Rector Dzholdazbekov, a keenly-intelligent and dynamic represeuta-
tive of Kazakhstan's intelligentsia, is a ipecialist in machine--building
and metallurgy.

"Among the Kazakh people at tlle time of the Revolution,,'he told
us,_"only two per cent could read and write. Only 22 Kaza}fis had
had a higher education, coming from rich feudal families. The
condition of illiteracy was wiped out by the end of the First Five-
Year Plan, when a general primary and secondary education had
been achieved. However, this was not enough to equip our people
for rapid development. The Kazakh Territorial coinriittee of it 

"communist Party and the Government of the Kazakh Autonomous
Republic informed the AII-Union Government on April 2{ lgSS
that our institutions then could provide only 0.BB 

^per cent of
Kazalhstan's requirements for highly trained spLcialists.-on october
20, 1983, therefore, the USSR Council of peoplet Commissars re_

:p"r9:9 to^ or_r_ app_eal with a resolution, *0n the Training of
Specialists for Kazakhstan," which included a provision for eitab-
lishing this State University.

'It was inaugurated 9n Jan_uary 15, 1984, with E4 students begin-
ning_studies at, two faculties, the two most immediately needed, ftat
of Physics and Mathematics and that of Biology. Today we have
nearly 10,000 students, about 5,000 of them ful-time, and we have
gutgrown -our present buildings. A new university complex is now
being built; it will accomrnodate 2,0,000 students, 10,&0 of them
full-time. As we say, our _republic is advancing at cosmic speed, and
our need to 

-train 
specialists is constantly growing. At pr-esent our

Academy of Sciences has 26,000 scientiffc workers. 
-

"we are quite aware of imperialist propaganda about our republic
and our people. Let me ask if the tremendous advancement tiat is
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elearly visible to all who would come and see is in any way possible
without the utmost national and individual freedom. It is well known
that freedom of expression and of development are stifed in colonial
and neo-colonial societies, but the leadership of our parly and
government demand that all the lessons in our faculties here encour-
age the ability to think. Our scientific workers and skilled workers-
Kazakh, Russian, Uigur, Tatar, Korean, Dungan and the many
others-could not make the great contribution they have made to
our development without free thinking and equality. We think as
Kazakhs and we think as Soviet citizens: that is no contradiction,
it is the socialist internationalism that makes us all equal and uniffed."

Professor A. B. Tursunbayev, head of the universityt Chair of the
History of the CPSU, added this:

"In 1954 U.S. Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas visited
the Soviet Union. He wrote a book about his travels, in which he had
a chapter entitled 'The Soviet Colonial Empire,' referring to our
Central Asian republics, including Kazakhstan. This man with a
liberal reputation, who certainly would not render a legal decision
without ca_refully examining a case, made no actual investigation
before rendering such a political judgment. Other Western booi<s are
worse in their malice.

"All the progress we have made is due to Soviet power. Before
Soviet power there was not one scientist in our whole territory; now
we have in Kazakhstan 8,000 doctors of science. We now have more
than three million workers in our economy. our progress is the result
of the unity and full equality of many nationaliiies, over 100 in our
republic, and of the unstinting fraternal assiitance of our brother
republics, especially the Russian people, who sent engineers, worker
brigades, technicians, from Moscow, Leningrad, Donbas, Kharkov,
Baku, Sverdlovsk and many other cities to train our workers and
help set up the big industrial projects you now ffnd here.

'We have achieved the astonishing transition from baclcward
nomadism to an industrialized socialist society in a short space of
time. Any honest person knows that this cannot be done without
working-class leade_rship. The working class in our territory was in
its mere infancy when the Revolution occurred, so it was ihe more
advanced Russian working class that fflled the gap, that helped us
lay the basis of socialism.

"As you lmow, the great opening up of virgin lands for wheat and
other crops has occurred in Kazakhstan, beginning in 1g58. Over 2E
million new hectares [55 million acres] of our lands were made
productive in this way, greatly increasing our national wealth. It was
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done &rough hundreds of thousands of volunteers coming from all
other republics, especially Russian volunteers. Westem propagandists
maliciously use this ffne example of brotherly aid to cite ffgures
showing an increase of Russians in our population, calling it'Russiffca-
tion.' It is a typical, absurd distortion. Our achievements are the
achievements of the whole Soviet people who have made our people
able to realize their potential, just as Kazakhstan contributei with
what it produces to the devlopment of our brother republics. This
is the true-meaning of national development and national equality
under socialism."

CELIA MARIANO POMEROY

The Women of Soviet

Kirghizia and Kazakhstan:

Yesterday and Today

N SINTASH Collective Farm, near Frunze in the Kirghiz Soviet
Socialist Republic, my husband and I entered one farmhouse

unannounced to ffnd a Kirghiz peasant just in from the ffelds, stripped
to the waist and washing up. Taken by sur-prise, he hastily tried
to show us the features in his home of which he was proud. The
ffrst thing he did was to press forward his teenage daughter, throw-
ing his arm about her and saying with the utmost pride: 'This is
my daughter, who is an honor student in the secondary schoolt,,

Immediately, I thought of Altynai, the girl of Chinghiz Aitmatov,s
memorable-Kirghiz ff7m, The First Teacher, whose rude schooling in
the early days of Soviet power was ridiculed and resisted by"the
men of a backward nomadic, feudal society. How far the women,
and the men, of socialist Kirghizia have comet

During our visit in June Lg72 to the Central fuian Soviet re-
cu-re Mar:eno Polrenoy, a_Filipina, fought in the Hulc guerrilla movement
against ]ap-anese occupation durlng- world war II and in the postwar philip-
pine armed struggle for national liberation, heading the womeJs d.ivjsion aid
then supervising its training schools. Imprisoned, like her husband, for ten
years for her activities, she now lives with her husband in London, teaching
and writing.
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publics of Kirghizia and Kazakhstan,* my husband and I had many
such impressions of the fantastic leap these formerly baclavard
Asian regions had made from the murlc of a feudal age to the
shining, modern, mechanized and industrialized era of socialism.
Being an Asian woman myself, I found most fascinating the re-
markable change that has come about in the status of women in
these places that most people in the West think of as remote.

The problem of emancipating the women in Asian areas was
far more difficult and sensitive than in other parts of the Soviet
Union. Reactionary landowners or flockowners and priests resisted
Soviet rule as a whole, kept old traditions and prejudices alive and
hampered the eradication of illiteracy among women and the cam-
paign to give them equal rights. Women organizers, combating the
hostile attitude of men whose minds still held outwom ideas, showed
great courage and determination. Many were subjected to threats,
insults, and ill-treatment, some even were murdered by the feudal
opponents of liberation.

In Frunze I met with ffve distinguished women who were mem-
bers of the Friendship Society of Kirghizia and of the Woment
Committee of their republic, as well as prominent in their own
respective ffelds of work. Tilyen Turgumbayeva is chairman of the
Friendship Society. She came from a family of very poor peasants.
Her parents died when she was only one year old, and relatives
took care of her. She was illiterate until the age of 14. The intro-
duction of education for all by the Soviet Government enabled her
to go to school and receive higher education. In time she became
a full-time functionary in the Communist Party of Kirghizia and
has been a leader of the Friendship Society for ll years.

Anvar Usmanova, a doctor of medicine and a professor, is as-
sistant director of a university Department of Physiitherapy.

Mukalegi Botohanova, from a poor peasant family, worked on a
collective farm, and later in a meat plant. Since 1940 she has been
a journalist. Today she is a staff member of the magazine Krghizian
Woma.n and also writes for the newspaper Sooiet Krghizia. In ad-
dition she is a deputy of the City Soviet of Frunze.

Ainek Aikolova, a Hero of Socialist Labor, has been serving as
a deputy of the Supreme Soviet of Kirghizia since 1(X5. She is now
directo_r of a factory called "Forty Years of October," where she began
to work in 1937.

The youngest of the group, Anar Maikyesova, 81 years old, is the
secretary of the Central Committee of the Kirghiz Young Commu-
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nist League, a teacher of English in the pedagogical Institute, and a
deputy of the City Soviet of Frunze.

From these women, who represent a cross-section of woment
role in Kirghizia, I learned how the lives of their Kirghiz sisters
had been transformed.

'Before the October Revolution,,' said, Anvar Usmanova, .rthe

women of all central Asia were kept as the most backward section
of a backward society, bound by customs and, Iaws we considerinhyyl t9day. They were made to believe they were inferior
and had always to subordinate themselves to men. In the Muslim
regions, women were secluded behind high feudal walls and had to
hide their faces from public view bei'ind thick horse-hair veils
called yoshmaks. The cruel code of religious raws (stwriat) and the
unwritten law of the mountains (adat) legalized polygamy, the
marriage of children, and purchase and salelf brid&; tihe/ pat i-
archal and feudal customs held women in further bondage. Daujhters
were chattels. It was considered a calamity if a girl rias born into
a family.

"In the home a woman was burdened with exhausting house-
work and heavy farm chores. she was the property of heriusband
and could be sold, bequeathed or given to a gueit. She could not
eat or drink water in the presence of her husband. she was not al-
lowed to talk with her father-in-law. If the husband died, the ad^at
customs required that the widow become the wife of the brother
or cousin of the deceased. Thus the women of central Asia had no
rights whatsoever in the family or in society..

Soviet power was victorious in Central Asia, the Kirghiz,
Kazakh, and many other nationarities beneffted enormo"rly rro* th"
revolutionary 

_changes. The Soviet Govemment abrogated all the
ancient and obsolete laws that lowered the status of iomen. Lenin
and the communist Party of Russia gave great importance to the
emancipation of the women of Central Asia.

within a few weeks after its establishment, the soviet state en-
acted a series of laws granting women equal rights with men in all
spheres. on December 22 (g), rgr7 the govemment introduced equal
pay fo1 equal work and gave women access to alr economic and
cultural ffelds. Special laws, were adopted on labor protection for
women and on mother and child, protection, including niatemity leave
with full pay, and free medical care for mother 

"rrd "hitd. 
'sp""irt

efforts were made to lift women from ifliteracy and unskilled'labor
conditions.

"Of course," Tilyen Turgumbayeva took up the story, .the 
mere
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adoption of laws could not eradicate feudal concepts and traditions
concerning the inferiority of women. The people, and especially the
women, had to be brought actively into the struggles to achieve
genuine emancipation.

'i{, serious campaign of education and propaganda was launched
in Central Asia in the 1920s to arouse vi/omen and to ffght for their
emancipation. In 1920 women's departments were set up by the
Soviet state in what is now Kirghizia and Kazalhstan. These took
local conditions and customs into account in their work. Usually
they began with individual talks with women in their homes or
in the public baths. Five or six women at a time, after patient
effort, would be drawn into meetings on women's rights. One pioblem
was that men could not be invited to speak. At ffrst there were
literally no women of Kirghizia or other national groups with the
training to lecfure or to organize other women. Russian women
organizers were sent by the state and the party to our regions to
initiate the campaign, and they had to contend with the language
barrier and the scarcity of interpreters. This was part of the great
fraternal assistance we obtained from the Russian people in winning
our equality and socialist advancement."

Tilyen Turgumbayeva, Anvar Usmanova and the others in the
group added many details on the prolonged campaigns that over-
came the backward conditions of women in a Iand of nomadism.
The women's congresses were a potent factor. Women delegates, old
and young, some with babies, came in grcups or singly from towns,
villages, and nomad camps. Some brought their husbands along,
provided with "guest tickets." The men sat in the back ,ows and
listened. The women were given much attention and respect. Re-
public and party leaders reported fully about woment activities
in the different Soviet republics. Speeches were ffery, urging women
to take advantage of the rights and freedoms accorded them by the
new Soviet decrees. Local problems were discussed, and suggestions
made about overcoming the slavish practices women had to endure.
Such congresses made a profound impact on the women's movement
throughout Central Asia and KazalJrstan.

Various types of women's clubs were set up. In the towns these
could be a hive of activity, where women could visit fteely. Among
the nomad population in vast pasture lands, traveling clubs would
gather women in the pasfures, inform them of the new Soviet laws
and decrees, read newspapers and books to them, teach them to
read and write, with libraries eventually established. A lawyer would
accompany the traveling clubs, to give legal aid to women, help
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them write applications, examine complaints, or act as defense
counsel in court cases. A doctor would go along to provide medical
care and to teach the rudiments of hygiene, the use of soap and
proper laundering, and preparation of nutritious food.

The traveling woment clubs introduced nomad women to simple
machines like a milk separator, demonstrating how easier and cleaner
was this method of processing milk. Sewing machines were intro-
duced in the same way. Woment club sections were soon set up
to run workshops and cooperatives where women could leam trades
and skills such as spinning, weaving, garment-making; later, when
more educated, they were trained as obstetricians, accountants,
telegraphers or typists in the same way.

Soviet decrees passed in 1924 in Kirghizia and Kazakhstan abol-
ished lalgm (payment for brides), polygamy, and the inheritance
of women as wives. The marriage age of girls was raised to 16 and
of boys to 18; the slruriat, allowing girls of nine to be married, was
abolished. Women's meetings were held to celebrate the enactment
of the new decrees, and people who persisted in flouting the laws
were publicly denounced in show-trials. Plays, concerts, and satirical
skits were performed to expose the harmful feudal practices.

While my husband and I were in Kirghizia and Kazalhstan, we
could see evidence wherever we went of the complete change in the
lives of women since those early exciting days. In Frunze we visited
a large textile factory, the Komvol Woolen Combinat, in which 75
per cent of the 5,200 work force are women. Here the assistant di-
rector is a woman, as are the head of the trade union, the Party
Secretary, and the head of the Komsomol organization. Most of the
500 workers in this factory who had been awarded the Lenin lubilee
Medal for achievement in 1970 were wornen.

During our tour of the Komvol shops, we leamed that there are
40 nationalities handling every type of operation. One Kirghiz
woman with whom we stopped to talk, Batma Tokusheva, an out-
standing worker, is one of the Lenin Medal winners. Now 37 years
old, a worker in this factory for 16 years, she is an elected member
of the People's Control Committee that checks on plant administra-
tion, and a twice-elected deputy in the Frunze City Soviet. She told
us her husband, who works in the Frunze Agricultural Machinery
plant, helps her in the housework.

In the spinning room we met a 27-year-old Russian wornan, Nadia
Lavskaya. Nadia, the only Russian we noted in a roomful of Kirghiz,
Tatar and Uigur women, had come to the plant seven years before
from Novosibirsk, in Siberia. She was operating 612 spindles and
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overfulfflling her daily program by u0 to r80 per cent, earning
200 rubles a month, the average wage t-hen being lls rubres. Her
multinational workmates had sent her as a derEgate to the All-
Union Congress of Trade Unions in Moscow in lg7r.

\irghi, women are employed not only in light industry but also
in the heavier industries. when we visited the Frunze Agricultural
Machinery plant we discovered that I,500 of its 6,000 *o.L., *"r"
women.

K-AZAKHSTAN, a republic extremely well-endowed with resources,rL has advanced dramatically from the same backward, nomadic
conditions- Inown prior to the october Revolution by the Kirghiz
people. The smartly dressed girls and women oo ih" streets of
Alma-Ata today are workers, university sfudents, government em-
ployees, teachers, doctors, engineers, tommunity i6aders. One of
the ffrst things that caught our attention on arrival was that virtually
every bus and tram had a woman driver.

we attended a concert in Alma-Atat Lenin palace of culture in
celebration of the 125th anniversary of Dzhambur Dzhabayev, the
most loved of Kazakhstan's bards. The orchestral music was pro-
vided by the famous Kazakh Kurmangazy state orchestra of Folk
rnstruments, and r was especially impressed to see that more than
half of its musicians were women. The most popular and. most ap-
plauded performers on the program were the razat<n women singers.

The sophisticated city of AIma-Ata might be considered noithe
most representative place as far as Kazakhstan's women are con-
cgrned. We found, however, that in the countryside as well, where
old feudal attitudes would be expected to lingei rongest, the women
play leading and responsible roles. At the -elma-ata 

Kolkhoz the
secretary of the party committee of the district that em,braces this
huge collective farm is a woman-Maria Georgievna Zlobina. she
was one of those who showed us around the farm and told us
about life in the district. 'we were informed that it is not unusual
for women to be directors of collective and state farms in Kazakhstan.

In tlle virgin lands of the republic, for example, the Dvurechny
state Farm in the Akrnolinsk region was built under the direction of
a woman, Yevdokia Zaichukova, who has been its director since 1g54,
as well as secretary of the Party District committee. on the svobodny
State Farm, also in the virgin lands, there are 60 women truck
drivers who were trained by their woman leader, Liuba yatsuk.
Kazakh women drive tractors, cotton-pickers, sugar beet harvesters,
and other farm machines.
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LE DUAN
Fir* Seuetary, Vorkets Party, Dernocratic Republic ol yietnam

THE SPECTACULAR achievements of the Soviet Union in every ffeld
enhance its economic and defense potential, considerably strengthln the
forces of socialism and the international revolutionary movement now on
ihe offensive, 

-and 
greatly inspire the peoples in iheir struggle against

imperialism and for the basic aims of orri tim"r, peace, nationiiindefend_
ence, democracy and socialism.

KHALED MOHI EL.DIN
Chairman, Peace Council in Egypt;, Member, Voilil peace Council

THE EQUALITY of all the peoples forming the soviet union is reflected
in the usSR constitution. This document made a tremendous impression
on the peoples in colonial and dependent countries, To this day, it con_
tinues to be to them an example of a genuinely democratic la*,'"r, e**rrr_
ple ,of the settlement of thJ national problem. The uSSR ionstitution
gr99lar1s the equality of citizens, irrespective of nationality or race, in all
ffelds of economic, state, cultural and social activity. Eve.y repu.blic has
its governmen!, parliament and code of laws and usei its nationai language,

The strength of this family was tested at the time of the second ivoild
war. Russians and uLnainians, Azerbai&hanians and Armenians, represen-
tatives- of big and sm_all peoples of the ussR fought shoulder to sh'oulder,
defending their socialist coyntry. The victory ovei the aggressor was won
only due to this inviolable friendship

Of the 48*member Kazakh Supreme Soviet, 170 are women, 56of them Kazakh women. The republic's Minister of Education,
Boldzan Bultrikova is a woman, as is the Minister of Social Security,
o1a1v,1. chief designer_ of the beautiful Kazakh Academic opera
and Ballet Theater is also a woman, Gulfairus Ismailova, holder
of the title Honored worker in the Arts; she is also a tireatrical
set designer, a fflm director, and an accomplished actress. A woman
academician, Naila Bazanova, a Doctor of s"ierr"" in Biology, di-
rects research at the Kazakh Academy of Sciences on farm aiimals.
Bibigul Tulegenova, the possessor of a superb lyrical coloratura
lfprano, has been awarded the title people's ertist of the soviet
union for her tremendous success as a sinler not onry in her native
country but also in other parts of the world. The list is very long.
_ 9rr interpreter in-Kazakhstan, Zhenya Sauranbaeva, is a very
lovely and competent 2S-year-old daughter of a Kazakh-Russian mar-
riage. A graduate of the university of Kazakhstan, she said she wanted
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to improve her command of languages, especially English, to pre-
pare for a career in the Soviet foreign service. "We learn about the
former baclaarard status of women in our republic from our studies
in school," she said, '"but in my life and for my generation it has

all been different."
With Zhenya we attended a performance of a musical comedy

put on by a youth dramatic group at the magniffcent Lenin Palace

of Culture. It was built around a beauty contest for women in a
university, in which an intelligent, studious and good-looking girl
triumphed over the more glamorous beauty with an indifference to
learning. Its cast had the latest styles for youth in dress, dance and
song. We asked Zhenya rather dubiously if the youth, especially
tle young women, in the State University dressed like that. "More
or less," she said. "It is not unreal.'r

I found myself contrasting that bright, sophisticated, if rather
frothy musical comedy, and its underlying theme of more respect
for brains than for beauty, with the agit-prop plays performed in
the early 1920s in these regions to awaken women to their rights
and the need to struggle for them. The gashmalc and the secluded
life of the women in the nomadic yurta are really a distant and faint
memory now in Central Asia and Kazakhstan.

DAYTD BUBHRENS

Jamilya: A New Woman

In OId Kirghizia

SMALL NUMBERS of Soviet fflms are now reaching US audiences
u with greater frequency. Many are classics; some are recent re-
leases illustrating the sophisticated work being done in the studios of
various Soviet nationalities. lami,lga, based on a novella by Kirghiz
author Chinghiz Aitmatov, is one example that played this summer
for an unfortunately brief ten days or so at a New York theater,

The very success abroad of Aitmatov's ffction, including Fareuell
Gyukary and First Teachar,o and the films based on it illustrate
the spirit of humanist internationalism which informs his work. As
head of the Kirghiz Union of Cinema Writers-something almost

r These and other works by Aihnatov are now available in English in the
collection Storics of Mountains onil Steppes (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1969).
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JAMILYA

unthinkable a few decades ago-Aitunatov has contributed to the
further popularization of his writing by also doing his own fflm.
scripts. But a main factor in his wide influence is that Aitmatov's
Kirghizians, formerly among the most backward and ignorant of the
tsarist empire, bespeak in myriad subtle ways the great social forces
now transforming their lives through tleir own collective, purposeful
activity. Peasant and villager, young and old, see themselves in new
ways as mutual horizons expand.

People in Aitmatov's Kirghizia, itself homeland for scores of,
nationalities, develop depth and richness in contact with others.
Central to his writing is thus an exploration of the warmth and
sensitivity of human relationships of all kinds. In Aitmatovt words,
"literature must foster a moral outlook in man, awaken compassion
without which he cannot be called human, and develop within him
freedom from fear. But literature has a supreme task . . . to capture
and preserve the emotional image of its time. . . . man exists as an
individual and as a part of a whole, refecting the entire world of
his epoch, and the ideas, philosophy, problems of his time" ("Inter.
view with Chinghiz Aihnatov," Sooiet Literuture, March 1972). The
experience of Soviet Kirghizia in the past several decades is especially
representative, for it typiffes powerfully the struggle of a decisively
large portion of the world's population to pass from the conditions of
primitive provincialism to those of an eventually modern socialism.
Herein lies its greatest importance.

lami.lga, an idyllically beautiful, 76-minute long evocation of a
Central Asian boyhood in the forties, inevitably recalls also the US
movie "Summer of Forty-Twq" which also explored the maturation
of an adolescent youth against the distant background of World
War II. Both pictures center on a naive but widening perception of
adult love by boys whose countries are also growing up. But there
are many differences, chief of which is that what is at most an
awkardly groping sexual infatuation in the US fflm, is in lamilAa
an incipient awareness of social roles and rights, with maturity not
always synonymous with age.

IarnilAa is a treasure of exquisite scenic photography in sepia
and black and white alternating with stills of brightly colored draw
ings. But despite the emphasis of most reviewers it is not merely
about some kind of exotic Soviet Eden with picturesque Asian faces.
The heroine cannot be understood apart from her social environ-
ment. A vivacious, attractive and engagingly independent character,
full of the ioy and assertiveness of young womanhood, Jamilya out-
grows a web of age-old folk customs and thoughtways . stiaining
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under a new technology and a national Soviet war effort. When
men have to leave for the front, women replace them in family life
and in labor. Jamilya and Kirghizia will never be the same again.

familya is the bride of a rather coarse, cruel man who has
treated her more as a chattel than a human being. He "won" her
in the ancient tribal ritual of the suitors' horserace, and ironically,
he loses her in a similar chase at the end when he returns from
the war: she has found a new man who is gentle and kind as well
as manly. He is Daniyar, a convalescent soldier, whose attentions to
]amilya her younger brother, Seit, rejects but is ffnally compelled
to accept. Protective possession loses out to the love of equals, as
Daniyar and Jamilya flee, successfully escaping the vengeance of
the outraged husband as well as the adhesive attachment of his
younger brother.

It is through Seit's eyes and memory that the story is seen in all
its intense and timeless immediacy. But Seit is now Iooking back,
as he narrates, from the vantage of an adult artist in a modern studio,
which contrasts sharply with the primitive mountain home of his
past. One can see the mountains through the studio windows, and
the same sun shines down on the paintings on the foor. Seit knows
now that it could not be otherwise: Jamilya had to be free, just
as surely as mature love had to replace childish affection and the
bonds of village custom. But childhood memories are both sweet
and instructive; they tell Seit who he is and where he has come
from, and that is why we, too, treasure them.

In Aitmatov's words again: "tmdition has unquestionably brought
to us much of the tragedy that has confronted man over the centuries
of his history;" but "a study of the past leads to a greater mutual
understanding, helps open the minds of peoples to one another."
Iamilya is a truly remarkable fflm, bright with the vigor and savor
of young socialist life in an old civilization.

SILI/A KAPUTIKIAN

Song About Our Stones
O, stones...,
You are history ifself!
We lioed in mkfortune, in pooerty,
a.nd, use built mournful buildings

Sn-ve Klptrrm.lN is a well-known Armenian woman poet.
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The builders uith doomed oyes
raiped, the bLood and staeat from their brous
and, used black stones in the ualls
that usere like our bl.ack fate.
Bl.ack are the melarwholy monasteries,
and the ancimt tem.ples are blatk,
The wom features
of mV Armenia are reoeaLsd by them.
O, sad, black, mournful stones,
of the floors,
the ceilings,
the walb,
mrurky,
snnke-stahted,,
derrts holloued out in floors
bg kneeling suppli,cants!
But somewhere, colorful and oaried,
hidden quietly in comers,
some stones of happiness uere concealed in the earth,
like bits of coal under ashes.

O, stones that slept through all the centuries,
Iou usho harse known grim times,
O, stones, rose-colored,
lilac and, oiolet stones!
Yw hone come out of the depths,
uhich u)ere so unfitting for you.
Conxe up, W,
onto the earth.
You haoe struggled up to the people-
and. the oarth has been gl.addened!
The spring colors of the neu; ualls
are like the color of our spring days,
and the full destiny of mA Armenia
is lilee the destiny of her stones.
The nem day has auakened them
uith gentle hands.
O, stones, ro'se-colored,
lil.a:c and, oialet stones!

'tTf l"r1:L"Xffi"ffi*"1"J:;
Nex Bnayurn
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EDUAND BAGNATIOV

Soviet National Policy:

Its Meaning for the World

ITHE FIFTY-year history of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
r makes particularly evident the tremendous signiffcance of its

achievements, not only for the Soviet peoples themselves but for the
development of the world socialist system and, indeed, the entire
international liberation movement.

The Communist Party and Soviet state inherited a tangled slcein

of problems, social and national, from the feudal tsarist regime. The
most pressing task was to end the centuries-old national oppression

and eliminate strife between nations. But it was also necessary to se-

cure to the various nations of the old Russian Empire the right to
national self-determination; they themselves had to decide whether
to remain within a Russian federation or become separate states.

And ffnally it was essential to help formerly oppressed peoples make
up for lost time in a relatively brief historical period in order to
overcome their economic and cultural inequality. For, as V. I. Lenin
pointed out, if intemationalism is to be more that a mere formality,
it should consist not only in formal observance of the equality of
nations but in pursuing a course aimed at aligning the actual levels

of the particular nations' development, thus making it possible to
compensate for historically formed inequities. fie who does not
understand this,' Lenin stressed, "does not understand the truly pro-
letarian attitude toward the nationalities question" (V. I. Lenin,
Cotnplete Coll,ectedWorl*, Vol. XLV, Russian Edition, p. 359).

Such a tas\ which only a socialist state could undertake, was

accomplished only by drawing the masses into socialist construction
and by the mutual aid and assistance of the various nationalities,
above all by the support rendered by the Russian working class to
the other Soviet peoples' economic and cultural progress. Such aid

Eouero Becneuov, born iu 1980, is a graduate of the Moscow Institute of In-
ternadonal Relattons and a Doctor of Philosophy' He is D"p"ty Editor-in'Chief
o6 &" t6s,lingl Soviet theoretical magazine, Kortmu,nlct.
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enabled the many Soviet nations within a very short time to over-
come their relative backwardness. Kazakhstan serves as a good ex-
ample of the beneffts of such a policy. While industrial output for
the USSR as a whole increased 10.2 times between lg40 and Ig68,
in Kazakhstan it rose almost 16 times. Between 1g60 and 1968,
Kazakhstant industrial output more than doubled. This progress,
along with unparalleled advance in agriculture and culture in gen-
eral,-was possible only with the assistance of all the Soviet p"ofl"r,
in other words, with the labor of more than 100 difierent natidnalties.

Kazakhstan has also made great cultural strides since the Revolu-
tion. Prior to 1917, for example, only 22 Kazakhs had received a
higher education. But today there are more than 10,000 schools
attended by over three million children throughout the Republic.
Kazakhstant 4Il higher and 187 specialized educational institutions
now serye over 400,000 students. There are almost 700,000 persons
yrth_a higher or specialized secondary edueation now employed in
the nepublict economy. Could the Kazakh nomads who- formerly
lived in the deepest poverty and ignorance ever have dreamed of
such things?

Such radical changes in social life are of course also accompanied
by psychological change in the minds of the people. Feelings of
estrangement and mistrust are replaced by the sense of belonging to
one united. tamilU.The example of Kazakhstan has many parallels
in the fffty-year history of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Socialism has thus brought the Soviet nations not only equality and
freedom, but bound them together by ties of friendship and coopera-
tion, thereby giving them unprecedented strength. The national ques-
tion, in the historical context in which it arose under capitalism,
that is, the question of abolishing national oppression, inequality
and antagonism between nations, has been solved in the Soviet land.
However, the problem of further strengthening the socialist brother-
hood of the peoples remains on the agenda.

And this is understandable. Only by being obviously utopian is
it possible to claim that in a country which has more than 100
nations and nationalities the problems of developing national rela-
tions at present and in the foreseeable future can all be solved. But
it goes without saying that these problems have nothing in common
with problems in capitalist countries. They are questions of improv-
ing Soviet national statehood, properly combining all-Union and
republican and regional interests, of developing the culture of every
nation and Soviet culture as a whole, of improving the education of
people in the spirit of socialist internationalism and patriotism, of
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combating nationalism and chauvinism. It is wrong to think that
the solution of these problems and the further development of national
relations can proceed spontaneously, automatically.

Socialism does not remove problems of national relations com-
pletely, but steers thei,r solution toward relations free of antagonism
and marked by ever broader cooperation and friendship of the peo-
ples, and the elimination of reactionary sediments of the old epoch'
But the process of creating the new type of national relations and
the further development of national and international communities
encompasses quite a long historical period in which constant pur-
poseful effort is demanded of the party and the state.

In each country the solution of the national question is distinct
and must be based on the nature of that people's historical develop-
ment, the national composition of its population, and the speciffc level
of economic and cultural development of its social system. The
multinational Soviet state has been a giant laboratory in which the
advantages and possibilities of the socialist system were compre-
hensively tested in the effort to abolish all forms of national oppres-
sion, to realize the nations' right to self-determination and the crea-
tion of national statehood; to unite the many nations on the basis of
the struggle for socialism and communism; and to conffrm inter-
nationalist convictions in the conscience of the working people.

Guiding Principles ol Sooiet National Policy

HE MAIN Leninist principles of national policy which have
fffty years
to national

guided the Soviet Communist Party during these

of the USSR are as follows: First, the class approach
problems. The CPSU position proceeds from the unity of interests

of the working class and all working people, regardless of national
origin. It is a unity conditioned by common class obiectives in their
struggle against capitalism and imperialism, and for the social and

national emancipation of nations.
An abstract approach to the national question is alien to Marxism-

Leninism. Reiecting bourgeois concepts of the allegedly etemal and

inevitable antagonism of difierent nationalities, supposedly condi-

tioned by racial, psychological or irrational factors, Marxists believe
that the national question in every historical period has a speciffc

content, and that national emancipation is an indispensable link in
the social liberation of working people. This approach presumes that
account must be taken of speciftc national distinctions at the same

time that they are considered in the coutext of eommon proletarian
class obiectives.
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In this matter, both overemphasis and disregard of national dis-
tinctions are intolerable. The experience of the international com-
munist and workers' movement has conclusively shown that such
over-stressing of national demands and neglect of shared class ob-
jectives are typical features of both Right and "Left' opportunism.

Second, unconditional recognition of the right of each nation to
decide its destiny, the nations' right to seU-determination. This de-
mand found its practical embodiment in the Soviet state's ffrst acts
in the ffeld of national relations-"Declaration of Rights of the Nations
of Russia" and the address '"To All the Toiling Moslems of Russia
and the East" which met with tremendous international response.
This policy made possible the actual secession of poland 

"rd Fin-
land, which had been part of the Tsarist Empire. The essence of
the decisions on the national question adopted by the party, as
noted by the 12th Congress of the Russian eommunist faity jnol-
shevik) in April 1923, "was (a) resolute renunciation of all and every
form of coercion with regard to nationalities; (b) recognition of the
equality and 

-sovereignty of nations in deciding their destiny; (c)
recognition of the fact that stable uniffcation of nations may be
achieved, only on principles of cooperation and voluntary associa-
tions; (d) ,proclamation of the truth that such uniffcation may be
realized only as a result of overthrowing the rule of capital.,,

Third, equality of all races and nations, guarantees of actual equal-
ity between nations. In socialist society, national origin cannot serve
either as a source of privileges or as a ground for any limitation of
rights.

As already stressed, the strength of the Leninist national policy
is that it does not conffne itself to a mere proclamation of equal
rights of every nation and nationality but ensures their practical at-
tainment. "our ffve years' experience in settling the national question
in a country that contains a tremendous number of nationalities such
as could hardly be found in any other country," Lenin stated in
1922, "gives us the full conviction that under such circumstances the
only correct attitude to the interests of nations is to meet those inter-
ests-in full and provide conditions that exclude any possibility of
conflicts on that score."

From the very beginning the new sor.iet state came out for active
and equal participation of all nations and countries in international
affairs. "The novelty of our international scheme," Georgi Chicherin
wrote in a letter to vladimir Lenin, is primarily that it provides for
participation by those countries "on an equal footing with European
peoples" in international affairs, and the 'right to prevent inter-
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ference in their internal afiairs." Lenin fully approved this formu-
lation.

Fourth, the struggle for intemational unity of the working class

and the working people against all manifestations of nationalism and
chauvinism. The formation of the USSR was the outcome of pro-
longed and tireless efforts of the Communist Party, its central and
local organizations, directed towards uniftcation of the country's na-

tions and consolidation of their unity in defense of revolutionary
gains, in socialist construction.

The party decisively overcame deviations in the national ques-

tion-both in the direction of great power chauvinism and of local
nationalism. The former consisted, in particular, of disregard for
the republics' rights, for the distinctive development of each of them,
of a scornful attitude towards local cadres. Aspirations for national
exclusiveness, over-emphasis of local distinctions and neglect of the
international tasks of Soviet power characterized the latter. The party
fought against both these deviations by drawing the working people
inle sssialist construction, strengthening the international principle
in the party organizations' activities and structure and educating
the masses in the spirit of proletarian internationalism.

In the ffeld of national relations, as in other spheres of social
life, haste or subjectivism are particularly intolerable. Alluding to the
elaboration and realization of a correct national policy, Lenin wrote
in 1921: "This is a worldwide question, and that is no exaggeration.
In this you must be especially strict."

National qnil International: A Dialectical Relationship

A S IN other fields, the development of Soviet culture is a two-way
n pro""rr-the progress of its component national cultures, on the
one hand, and their increasing unity through mutual spiritual en-

richment and reciprocal exchanges on the other. At the same time,
Soviet culture assimilates the best achievements of progressive foreign
cultures. In speaking of the drawing together of the USSR s peoples

and the strengthening of their social, political and economic unity,
we proceed from the premise that in economic life, as in culture,
language and psychology, the Soviet nations will retain their speciffc

features for a long time to come, even as they assimilate general
features. But Communists are resolute opponents of national isola-
tion, which leads to cultural monotony, stagnation and decay.

Bourgeois and revisionist ideologists advocate the conservation of
all national forms, proclaiming themselves defenders of 'cultural
pluralism" as against the drawing together of cultures under social-
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ism, which they depict as the forcible absorption of small nations'
cultures by the culture of a large nation. For example, the develop
ment of industry and agricultural mechanization, in the view of
some Western sociologists, harms national cultures and obliterates
national distinctions. But the fallacy in such a formulation is the
false identiffcation of the 'nationaf' with the "patriarchal," and na-
tional customs with somettring rudimentary, associated only with
little-developed forms of production and contact among people. We
consider as 'national" not only what was inherited from a past epoch,
but also what emerges transformed in the new conditions. In fact,
the drawing together of culhres under socialism, as the experience
of our country demonstrates, does not imply a mechanical combina-
tion of cultures but the deepening of their sscialisf content, along
with an ahophy of obsolete forms and an extensive utilization of pro-
gressive forms that are the common property of all the Soviet
peoples.

Soviet scholars have recently produced a good many works that
explore from scientiffc positions the historical experience of the
CPSU in resolving the nationalities question and the processes of
the fourishing and drawing together of socialist nations. At the same
time, national relations in our country are sometimes elucidated in
this literature without consideration for &e new stage in their de-
velopment, reflecting a kind of inertia, in which these relations are
examined through the prism of a bygone period, the one in which
the socialist nations were formed and their economic and culfural
backwardness overcome. But at the present stage of national rela-
tions, researchers ought to devote more profound study and analysis
to the processes of drawing togetler of the Soviet nations and do
more comprehensive research on the all-Soviet, internationalist ele-
ments that have become the property of all peoples and the only
basis on which there can be correct understanding of the distinctive-
ness of national development in our time. Unfortunately, certain
scholarly worla still place excessive emphasis on speciffcally national
elements to the detriment of internationalist factors, while others
are in a hurry to throw the national element overboard, as some-
thing archaic.

National relations in the USSR are now at a new stage, marked
by the further drawing together of nations. This process is expressed
in great mobility of people of different nationalities, reciprocal ex-
change of personnel, greater multinationality of the Soviet republics,
the birth and development of general Soviet traditions. The forma-
tion in the ussR of a social community of different nationalities
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without precedent in history, the Soviet people, is a concrete result
of this drawing together of nations.

Implications tor Other Socialist Countries

,TIHE SOVIET experience in resolving the national question is
I ,ro* exerting a tremendous influence on relations between the

various countries of the socialist community. Fraternal cooperation

among socialist states is a mighty accelerator of social pro-gress. It
p.o*Jt"r increasing effectiveness in social production, and the 

-intro-
duction of the latest scientiffc-technological achievements. It fosters

development of material and spiritual culture, and a higher standard

of living for tlle masses. World socialist experience shows clearly

that rational use of each country's facilities and the opportunities

provided by the international socialist division of labor make it pos-

sible to realize most efiectively all the advantages of socialism.

In the past twenty years, for example, industrial output of the

socialist community has increased 6.8-fold, while in the developed

capitalist countries, the rise is only 2,S-fold. The CPSU readily shares

its richest experience in creation of a new society with all fratemal
parties and, in its turn, accepts all that is valuable in their experience.

The communist movement has accumulated most valuable experi-

ence in implementing the Leninist principles of socialist development

of all nations on the basis of their growing international coopera-

tion. In the socialist world, in which social and national oppression

has been abolished, conditions have been created for the compre-

hensive development of friendship, cooperation and mutual assist-

arrce of free nations, both within the framework of each country
and in the relations of the entire socialist community.

Leninist principles of national policy embodied in the USSR were

further developed in concrete historical conditions of other coun-

tries of the socialist community. Relations between nations and

nationalities in the fraternal socialist countries are based on political
equality, economic mutual assistance, mufual influence and enrich-

rnent of national cultures. In several socialist countries which have

national minorities (for example, Hungary, the GDR, Bulgaria),

their constitutions guarantee them equal rights and freedoms.

speaking of the development of a federative socialist state (such

statei, in addition to the USSR, as the Czechoslovak Socialist Re-

public and the socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia), it is neces-

sary to stress the importance of continuously strengthening the lead-

ing role of the Marxist-Leninist Party as the force consolidating the

union of free nations. Life has shown that any weakening of the
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party's leading role, any deviation from the Leninist principles of
national policy, leads to the growth of centrifugal trends and viola-
tion of the fraternal unity of the nations.

The measures in the ffeld of national policy implemented recently
by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia are thus of great impor-
tance. The document "Lessons Drawn from the Crisis Development
in the Party and Society after the 13th Congress of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia," adopted at a Plenary Session of the CPC
Central Committee in December 1970, speaks of a just solution of
nationality relations within the framework of the federal system of
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, which created a stable founda-
tion for genuinely equal cooperation between the Czechs and the
Slovaks. At the national conference of the Czechoslovak National
Front in January 1971, CP First Secretary Gustav Husak stated:
"Czechoslovakia is the homeland of two equal nations-the Czechs
and the Slovaks, and it is also the homeland of citizens of Hun-
garian, Ukrainian, Polish and German nationalities. By forming the
federation we have realized the principles of the Leninist national
policy in our conditions. We have expressed the equality of our
nations by the new state legal system . . . National and racial enmity,
chauvinism in any form are alien to socialism and we must root
out their survivals from our life."

Distinctive conditions of national development have also evolved
in Cuba. The process of formation of a single Cuban nation took
place in the course of the long liberation struggle which united
the working people-the Creoles, Negroes, mestizos and mulattos.
This process mainly ended with the victory of the Revolution, It
is characteristic that the Cuban nation, which is very complex in
racial structure, does not have any racial problems to speak of.
The equality of all citizens was affirmed in Cuba as an important
gain of socialism.

Experience has also shown that disregard of the Leninist prin-
ciples of national policy or betrayal of international obligations and
transition to nationalistic positions can cause enormous damage to
socalism, to the interests of national development and consolidation
of the unity of nations. Such are the consequences of the policy of
great-power chauvinism now being practiced by the Maoists in
China where over fffty nations in addition to the Chinese are living-
the Chuans, Uigurs, Tibetans, Mongols and others, totaling about
45 millions: they, together with the Chinese majority, inhabit nearly
6O per cent of the country's territory. A great power policy of dis-
crimination, repression, compulsory assimilation is being condueted

7S
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against these nations. Ignoring the will and rights of the small
nations, the Peking rulers are striving to Sinify them and this, in
practice, means persecution of local cadres, suppression of national
languages, disdain of the peoplet national feelings.

Experience has shown that unity of intemational and national
is not automatically established, that it is the outcome only of the
consistently Marxist-Leninist line of the Communist and Workers'
Parties. It would be erroneous to regard certain negative trends which
sometimes emerge in the socialist world as conffrmation of the bour-
geois thesis of the allegedly unavoidable (while nations exist)
antagonism between national and international. "Socialism is not
aflicted with the contradictions inherent in capitalism," the Docu-
ment of the 1969 International Conference of Communist and Work-
ers' Parties states. 'When divergences between socialist countries
do arise, owing to difierences in the level of economic developmenq
in social structure or international position or because of national
distinctions, they can and must be successfully settled on the basis
of proletarian internationalism, through comradely discussion and
voluntary fraternal cooperation."

Implications lor National Liberation lllooements

THE APPEARANCE of socialism also marks the emergence ofr the era of emancipation of oppressed nations. The October
Revolution has indicated to the whole world, primarily to peoples
of all dependent and colonial countries, which at that time com-
prised over half of mankind, the correct path for solving the na-
tional question.

Lenin put forward and substantiated the idea of uniting the
revolutionary struggle of the working class with the struggle for
liquidation of national oppression, the struggle for socialism-with
the anti-imperialist liberation movement of the enslaved peoples.
In the ffrst years of its existence, the Soviet state, even in conditions
of grim war against the interventionists and White Guards, rendered
many peoples of the East moral, political and material support. It
stretched a hand of fratemal assistance, for example, to the peoples
of Mongolia, Afghanistan, Turkey, who were then defending their
freedom and independence.

The victory of the Soviet Union and all freedom-loving nations
over the forces of the fascist bloc in World War II, together with
the formation of the world socialist system, has led to a further
mighty upsurge of the national liberation movement throughout the
world. Imperialismt colonial system has collapsed, The nations of
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the developing states are manifesting lively interest in the experi-
ence of constructing a new life in the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries. The transition to socialism, bypassing capitalism, tested in
the experience primarily of the Soviet republics of Central Asia and
of the Mongolian People's Republic, is of special signiffcance for
them.

During the construction of socialism in the USSR many formerly
oppressed nations acquired their own statehood, put an end to their
past economic and cultural backwardness, adopted socialist forms of
economy and culture. "This achievement was all the more remark
able," state the theses of the CPSU Central Committee on The Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, 'in view of
the fact that many nations which, when the Revolution was ac-
complished, had been at the stage of feudalism or even the patri-
archal'clan system, bypassed capitalism in their progress towards
socialism." In the USSR this possibility became a reality due to the
all-round fraternal assistance to the formerly backward nations by
the working people of the more developed republics, regions and,
primarily, by the Russian working people.

It is exceptionally important for the developing states to strengthen
their unity with the socialist countries. The CPSU and the Soviet
people are rendering enormous assistance to the liberated coun-
tries in building up their new economies and culture. Construction
of big industrial enterprises, educational and medical institutions,
assistance in cadres, and so on-all this promotes the consolidation
of the state-owned sector in the young republics' economies and
strengthens their independence.

Firm reliance by the world national liberation movement on the
world socialist system extends that movementt possibilities. The
Report of the CPSU Ceneral Committee to the fut:th Party Congress
stresses that this struggle for national liberation in many countries
has in practical terms begun to grow into a struggle against exploita-
tive relations, both feudal and capitalist. Some countries of fuia and
Africa (for example, the Arab Republic of Egypt, the Algerian
People's Democratic Republic, the Syrian Arab Republic, Burma,
the People's Republic of the Congo, the Somali Democratic Re-
public and others ) have taken the non-capitalist way of development,
the path of building up a socialist society in the long run.

The progressive forces of the Asian, African and Latin American
countries realize that by remaining within the world capitalist eco-
nomic system they would doom their peoples to the hunger, poverty
and ruin inevitable under capitalism. It has been estimated that
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under capitalist conditions it would take centuries to attain tle
current level of the industrially developed bourgeois states. That is
why they are turning their attention to the various republics of the
Soviet Union which, in the course of a few decades, not only have
eliminated their former economic backwardness, but also have made
a leap to the summit of socialist progress unprecedented in history.
The multinational Soviet people's gains in developing their national
statehood, economy and culture, as well as their complete equality,
fraternity and friendship with both big and small nations, all serve
as the strongest argument in favor of socialism.

YA]\[KA BRYL

My Native Byelorussia

ln the looing heart beats
Bgelorus, Byelorus--mo end, no bounds

TIHROUGH WOODS, wann and sunny as in southern climes, and
'r- across the plains of Polesye, transformed by the efforts of our

people into farmffelds and meadows, but still abounding in marshlands,
the somber Pripet fows grandly and serenely in the company of her
daughters Goryn, Pina, Slovechna and Ubort. Pensive and solemn is
the rustling of the ruddy pines, and with almost the power of ocean
waves the lake waters in the north of our republic break upon the
shores. Naroch, Snudy and Asveya-these mysterious names breathe
a hoary antiquity.

"Byelorus,Byelorus-no end, no bounds": for a long time now this
line has been coming back to me while traveling in a passing train,
a car or plane, or aboard a river boat.

By day and by night we trod your trails and footpaths in the
late war. The heart shudders at how drenched your soil is with the
warm blood of your defenders, victims of the most heinous atrocities
ever perpetrated in the history of mankind. One out of every four of
our people sufiered death at the hands of the Nazis. Above the Bug
River rise the battle-ravaged fortress walls of Brest where a tiny
i*E " is a well-known Byelorussian writer, author of The Birds and, Their
Nests, The Birch Tree Forcst and other novels and stories. His "The Soul ts No
Traveler," about his journey to India, appeareil ia Sooiet Literalure, April 1g72.
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garrison of Soviet ffghting men held back for thirty days the mad
onslaught of the fascist hordes.

All the cities were leveled, whole areas were turned into a vast
desolation, into scorched earth zones-hundreds, many hundreds d
our own Byelorussian Lidices and Oradours lay in ashes.

Today our cities have been reclaimed from the ashes and people
will tell you that our Minsk, our Vitebs\ our Grodno and many other
Byelorussian towns have grown more beautiful than they were
before the war. Our villages have been rebuilt and most of them,
too, are more comely than those consumed by flames in the days of
war and occupation, often-oh painful memory! together with their
inhabitants. But there are traces of the war which have not beeu
erased, which cannot be erased or ever forgotten.

You will ftnd a glade in the mushroom-fflled Logoisk Woods not
far from Minsk. The green grass there grows unmown and untrampled,
grass that conceals the dead. The glade is indeed a graye, a great
sacred common grave in the place where once stood Khatyn, a village
the Nazis burned with all its inhabitants-all but one, a man w[o
survived-by a miracle, today a gray-haired old man with a scorching
pain in his heart that neither freedom, sunshine nor time itself can
assuage. He remembers the way a little boy, riddled with bullets
but not yet- dead, had crawled out from under a heap of colpses. The
boy was the man's own grandson. A big monumint stands there
today-the Khatyn complex-known to millions of people around
the world. Over the big green grave mound rise twenty-six chimney-
like structures representing the number of burned cotfages, concrete
cranes of long-dead wells, an impressive memorial to- the victims
of fascism, with little bells playing their jagged, poignantly painful
tune to remind tre world of the fate of the little boy and of those
others buried alive in the murderous flames.

I cannot think of another part of the world where fascism is so
hated as on our war-ravaged soil where our gallant partisans fought.
Nor can I think of another part of the world where peace and labor
for peace is as passionately and ardently loved as on our soil.

It seems to me that I know rather well my land and my people.
I have traveled through the length and breadth of my Byelorussia,
sailed on her rivers and lakes, flown above her golden and green
steppes. With a miner's lamp I descended into the Soligorsk pits with
tunnels reminiscent of metro stations. I saw the ffrst tractoi proudly
released from the Minsk tractor plant conveyor when the Byelorussian
capital had not yet cleared away its war ruins. I witnessed the ftrst
plowing of this tractor on a npwly organlzed West-Byelorussian col-
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lective farm. In the shops and laboratories of the automobile works,
the oil distilleries, the machine-building plants, the nitric mineral
fertilizer and wool mills; on the ffelds, state and collective farms, on
the city and rural building sites, I have feasted my eyes and ears on
a great symphony of labor.

What the Byelorussian people have accomplished on their soil is
sometimes called the Byelorussian miracle. It is indeed a miracle-a
Soviet miracle. And this miracle has been wrought with the participa-
tion of all the peoples of our great common mother-our homeland,
the Soviet Unio'n, which this year is celebrating her golden jubilee.

FIDN,L CASTRO
Premicr ol the Republic ol Cuba

MANY THINGS have produced an impression on us in the Soviet Union,
mainly its tremendous scientiffc and techrucal achievements, its big
successes in the social sphere, the redevelopment of cities, and the con-
siderable progress it hai achieved in education and culture. But most
of all we have been impressed by the fact that the Soviet people faithfully
keep the best revolutionary traditions, the spirit of the October Revolution.
We admire the Soviet man, a new man who is building a new society, a
magnanimous man who has fraternal feelings for others and is free of
selffshness inherent in the people living in capitalist society. Our direct
contacts with Soviet people have allowed us to appreciate the wonderful
qualities of a new man.

The existence of the Soviet Union, the selfless labor of its people, its
heroic victory over fascism and its military and economic might which
made possible the emergence, consolidation and defense of the socialist
community, the changes in the alignment of forces in the world arena

and a huge upsurge of the liberation movement in the whole world-these
were the necessary prerequisites for the Cuban revolution.

In the invincible force of international solidarity, based on close fraternal
relations with the Soviet Union and the socialist camp; in the ffrm and
unswerving implementation of the principles of Marxism-Leninism; in the
liquidation of all forms of exploitation of man by man; in the firm and
resolute anti-imperialist position-in all this Cuba found moral and material
strength for victory in the political and ideological ffelds, in its struggle
against economic blockade, against the subversive and aggressive actions of
American imperialism.

From speech in Moscoto, luly 1972.

YOASSEF.EL.SEBAI
SecretaryGeneral, Afro'Asian Peoples' Soliilarity Organization

THE AFRO-ASIAN PEOPLES' Solidarity Organiztion is planning to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the USSR as a signiffcant date in the
history of mankind. The inviolable frienilship of the Soviet peoples is a

great gain of socialism.

BOBIS TOPORIIIN

Lenin: Founder

Of the Soviet

Multinational State
,THE CONTRIBUTION OF V. I. Lenin to the theory and prac-
r tice of the socialist state is best viewed against the backdrop
of current achievements in the relations among the Soviet nation-
alities. It was Lenin who formulated the basic principles of the
national question; indicated the road toward the solution of national
problems under conditions of workers' and peasants'power; and ex-
plained the dialectics of the relationship between the general in-
terests of the working people and their speciffc national intrests.

Creatively developing the ideas of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,
in a new historical situation, Lenin created a harmonious, uniffed
doctrine on the national question. Its basis is the view that the na-
tional question is a component part of the question of proletarian
revoludon, subordinated to the class struggle. Full solution of the
problem of national antagonisms is possible only with the elimina-
tion of class antagonisms, i.e., with the victory of the working elass.

The October Revolution created the prerequisites for solution of
the national question. With the coming of workers' state power,
Lenin laid down the principles of socialist democracy, deffned its
international character, identiffed economic and other factors influ-
encing the relations among nations, and explained the leading role
of the working-class party in developing these relations. He worked
out the forms of national-state relations in conditions of the dicta-
torship of the proletariat and socialist construction, and the policy
of the party and the Soviet state on the national question.

These new principles of national relations, fully opposed to those
existing in the antagonistic bourgeois world, were proclaimed as the
foundation of state policy in the very ffrst documents of Soviet powef.
Even posing the historic task of implementing the equality of na.
tions-not to speak of realizing it-proved to be beyond the power
of the bourgeoisie, though at one time, advancing towards power,

Bonrs ToponNnc, a Doctor of Law, heads a department stui$ng the "political
organization of society of foreign socialist countries" at the Institute of State
and Law of the Acadeury of Sciences of the USSR.
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it had talked loudly about the equality of nations. Even today the
ruling circles of capitalist countries exploit this slogan for their own
selffsh ends. The regimes of apartheid and racism, and the bloody
events in Northern Ireland, are but a few examples showing the
true worth of this demagogy.

The founders of scientiftc socialism knew that liquidation of the
exploitative system was a necessary condition for implementing
the full equality of nations. It is only under socialism that a more
developed nation, casting aside all selffshness, helps a less developed
nation, sincerely and fratemally, to reach the level of the advanced.
This aspect of the superiority of socialism over other social systems
is a matter of record, both within the USSR and within the world
socialist system.

The free self-determination of the nations and nationalities of
former tsarist Russia, and their newly acquired statehood, enhanced
the international unity of the working class and of all working peo-
ple. The experience of the ffrst years of the October Revolution
strongly indicated the need for all the republics to pool their efforts
in order to achieve their common aims. The struggle conducted by
Lenin, and by the Communist Party as a whole, against bourgeois
nationalist ideology of all hues-whether great-power chauvinism or
local nationalism, national self-conceit or national nihilism, anti-
Semitism or Zionism-played a large role in creating this international
unlty.

While opposing great-Russian chauvinism, Lenin also stressed the
need to combat narrow-minded petty nationalism, isolation and se-
clusion, and to take account of the whole and the universal, of the
subordination of particular to general interests.

Lenin's national policy was instrumental in building mutual tmst
among the nations and nationalities of Russia, and in calling forth
their revolutionary initiative in the building of socialism. The substance
of that policy, 1j p"t forward by the party, is embodied in these prin-
ciples: the full equality of nations; self-determination of nations;
international alliance and fusion of the workers of all nations. In
defending the right of nations to self-determination, the Marxist-
T.eninists of the oppressing nation must put the stress on the self-
determination of nations, and those of the oppressed nations must
emphasize the voluntary uniting of nations. This approach, imple-
menting Marxist theory, eorresponds to the interests of the working
people, reflecting the conditions that. arose as a result of the victor!
of the socialist revolution in Russia. The entire subsequent course of
events in the young Soviet Republic and beyond its borders conffrms
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the deep perspicacity and historical legitimacy of putting the question
the way V. I. Lenin did.

THE DEEPENING of the socialist revolutionary process led to ther proclamation of Soviet power in the Ukraine ( December 25,
1917), in Byelorussia (January 1, lglg), in Azerbaidzhan (April 28,
1920), in Bokhara (October 8, 1920), in Armenia (NovemLer 2g,
1920), and in Georgia (February 25, Lg21). Soviet power was subse-
quently established everywhere in central Asia. rnter-state relations
based on proletarian intemationalism were formed between the
newly-created soviet republics, including the Russian Federation.
Their exp-erience played a big role in the molding of todayt relations
between fraternal socialist countries.

The juridical basis for the relations between the soviet repubrics
was at ffrst the allied military and economic agreements between
soviet Russia and the other republics. These were historic documents
of proletarian internationalism. They envisaged setting up united mili-
tary organizations and military command, and equally defined eco-
nomic bodies. Joint diplomatic missions abroad were-formed.

The government of the Russian Federation rendered the other
republics broad-scale assistance, including material aid, which was of
great importance for the strengthening of people's power everywhere.
As early as 1918, negotiations took place between the Russian Federa-
tion and some of the republics, in particular the ukraine, about fed-
erative relations, but in that period military action and the temporary
loss of certain territories hampered the completion of the tarks.

The course of historical development made the formation of the
union of soviet socialist Republics a vital need. without this union
it would have been impossible to restore the productive forces ruined
by the civil wars and imperialist intervention, to create a single plan-
ned socialist economy, to ensure rational and efiectiv" .rr" of natural
and labor resources, a steady rise in the peoplet werfare and the
revolution in the sphere of culture. without a union of soviet social-
ist Republics it would have been inconceivable to defend the inde-
pendence of the soviet republics, or to ensure a ffrm defense potential
against imperialist aggression and a worthy place in international rela-
tions.

The transition to a uniffed state was determined by the very sub_
stance of soviet power, by the laws of the political, economic and
ideological life of a socialist society. In Lenin's words: "we want as
vast a state, as close an alliance of the greatest possible number of
nations who are neighbors of the Great Russians; we desire this in
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the interests of democracy and socialism, to attract into the struggle
of the proletariat the greatest possible number of working people of
different nations. We desire proletariart reooluti,onatg wity, uniftca-
iion, and not secession. . . . We want free uniffcation; that is why
we must recognize the right to secede (without freedom to secede,
uniffcation cannot be called free)."

At the end of 1922, the Seventh All-Ulrainian Congress of Soviets,
the Fourth All-Byelorussian Congress of Soviots, the First Trans-
caucasian Congress of Soviets and the Tenth All-Russian Congress
of Soviets recognized the need for the formation of the USSR. The
historie decision of the First All-Union Congress of Soviets on setting
up the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, adopted on December 30,
1922 is justly considered one of the models of socialist democracy
in action, and closely followed Lenin's concepts in this regard. Lenin
had written, for example, in November 1921 conceming a proposed
federation of the Transcaucasian republics: "The question of the
federation should be discussed more widely by the party and the
fiursses of u:orkers anil peasants, and energetic propaganda should be
carried out for the federation at all congresses of Soviets of each
republic . . ."

The principle of democratic centralism served as the basis for
the formation of the Unio,n of Soviet Socialist Republics. It implies,
on the one hand, centralization in deffning and implementing an all-
state policy in the main, decisive aspects and, on the other, broad
independence and initiative of the union republics in the solution
of their own affairs, in the selection of the means to achieve common
goals.

When the USSR was established a socialist type of federation,
based on democratic centralism was already in existence: the Russian
Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR). A Soviet federation
excludes completely any coercion of one nation over another, and
ensures favorable conditions for fraternal cooperation, for elim-
inating national strife, implementing authority in the center and in
the local areas with the broadest, real democracy for the nationalities.

The USSR today, with the Communist Party as its leading force,
conducts a policy of all-round development of each of the fraternal
republics. As part of this policy, nations and. nationalities gradually
draw closer to one another, continuing a trend begun in the early
days of Soviet power. At the same time, speciffc national features
are carefully taken into account, and the development of the socialist
national cultures promoted. As a result of this process, a new com-
munity of people-the Soviet people-hm arisen and tak€n shape.

8t2

LOVE OF COUNTRY

Today the USSR is no longer the only socialist state. With the
appearance and development of the world socialist system, a new
community of states and peoples uniting the fraternal socialist eoun-
tries is emerging, opposed to the world capitalist system with its
national oppression and racial discrimination. At the same time,
other peoples are ffghting for social and national liberation. Of
greatest importance for these developments is the Soviet experience
of the revolutionary transformation of the basis of social life, the
building by the joint efiorts of the Soviet peoples of a developed
socialist society, and the solution of the national question, which is
of the geatest difficulty and simultaneously of the greatest importance.
And the guiding principles of this socialist national policy, even
today, ffnd their fullest expression in the teachings of the founder
of the Soviet multinational state, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.

DTARA GREEAZANIE

Loae of Country

Ahaags, on auakering, I look
at the rwp of l.ands raithout end:
lf,s on the uall, in front of me,
like the bird of mg il.aring fancy,
spreading its eternal wings
ooer the etental, gra7 ocean . ,

And it seen* that I myself

fly high ooer the plarwt
in mists pierced bg the sun . .

I see how brightly mg country
blaaes-the red heart,
the alLpotaerful heart of the lnnd.
Fifteen Sooiet Republics-
arteries of the lioing lwart-
pulsate in the sunshine,
shimmering in the oioid, colors,
like a rainbow of the opul.ent summer,
uhan fruit-b earing thunderst orms

flg ooer the Russian fieWs . . .

Here's Latoids amber reflection . . .

Mane Gnruazaup is a Latvian woman poet,
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Herds Moldaniais green spot,
And. here, a gold.en ex,panse,

uhare the waoes of uheat march
ooer the antient steppe of KaaakLwtan . . .

My lotse, ioy, Motherlnnd,
Your outlines look kke
a banmer, canglx up btJ the roind,,
triumphant, angry, unfuileil,
like the banner they proudly
raised, in the final struggle-
in the la* decisioe fight-
the heroes of the land.-Communists-
in tight, formiilable Leather iackets,
in open no.oal pea iarkets
in clipped-off students' coats,
in great coots fashioned bg u:a.r
My fate, Mother, Sooereign State,
Heart of the hot pl.anet,
You, illumirw spaces of the [Jnioerse,
like an unfalli,ng beacon,
like a oictorious torch of re*son,
like tLrc heart of the braoe Danko
leading us up
toward the heights of the sparkling san.

Translated by M,rrrrrrw KarreN,
with the editorial assistance of
NlN Bnevnrrn

YAN SUDRABKALI

Maples in Bloom
Latoia, Aou arc beautiful uhen the mapl.es bloom,
Your streams laugh and burble uith leaoes,
And. maple bud"s drift ooer the lnnd,.

The plowman ui.th uncooered head,
Hands full of moist, loamg soil,
Sifts the earth through his fingers and sags,
'We'll reap the horoest, the peoplds happiness roill grow
Out of the furrous left bg m,g plow;'

Yer.r SrmnesKAr-r is a Peoplds Poet of tlre Latvian SSR anil wrnner of a State
Prize of the USSR.
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Tlrc maple fl,msers fall silently
When the breezes of spring fl,orn,
And, raaoes of inoisible o;rmies pass.
Where are their graoesP No one knous.
WLrut traces remain are strewn roith flowers.
And, without knowing uhere mg dear ones lie,
Death does not part tlwm from ma

Let their looe burn deeplE usithin us,
A source of powerful creatitse strength!
Let it ha.rshlg reproach, thase who haoe forgotten:*What haoe you dorw to corlsen)e tbis pouer
That is a deatliless morumnnt to the sacred, graoes,
And, Like the sun, wi,ll shine foreoer
On tlw blooMai,ned. fieldsP'
The cri,mson lruae, the dags of suffering poss,
Presaging doAt of ioA for th,e people.
The eagl,e of our dreams flies into the future,
We ourseloes uaate the lioing strength bq our labor,
The flotoer, like the m,a.plds, of our Aoung motheiland,.
Let branches of peace foretell the iogous destiny,
Bou deeply ushen theg nlee,t Aou.
Latrsia, you are beautiful uhen the maples bloom.

Translated by Merrrraw Kenex,
with the editorial assistance of
NeN Bnevrrmn

IAIME GAZMURI
Acting General Seoetary, Uniteil Popular Acrion Mooement, Chile

AFTER the Second World War the Soviet Union played a decisive part
in the formation and development of the socialist community. Soviet forEign
o_olicy he_hed forward the consolidation of progressive forces throughout
the world.

The national liberation movement has also been supported by the Soviet
Union. Soviet assistance to the heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people
combines these two aspects. It is assistance in the building of socialism ind
in the struggle against imperialism, for national liberation. There is no
doubt that the search for a peaceful solution of vexing problems, especially
the abolition of military pacts in Europe and establishment of a collecHvl
security system at the forthcoming European conference, will help to
promote universal peace.
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JOSEPH BRAGINSKY

Talking with Americans

About Soviet Jews

f AM CLOSB to 70. The position of ]ews in tsarist Russia and in
I the Soviet Union is an integral part of my autobiography. I not
only observed the situation; I also suffered through it. To begin with,
there are the recollections of my childhood. I was nine years old, the
youngest in the family. My mother wanted at least one of her children
to go to a gymnasium, in my case, the First Baku Men's Classic
G)rmnasium named after Emperor Alexander III.

According to the laws of the Russian Empire, as a Jew, I had to
overcome three obstacles to get into a gymnasium: I had to 1) be in
that quota of Jews allowed to take the exams; 2) get the highest marks
in the entrance exams; 3) get a lucky "ticket" when those who passed
drew lots.

With luck, I made it over all three hurdles and saw my name on
the alphabetical list of those accepted for the ffrst grade. I happened
to be near the top of the list because my name starts with "8."
Dressed in a new gymnasium uniform, buttons polished, an emblem
on my hat, a shiny buckle on my belt, I set ofi on September 1 for the
gymnasium. I was all smiles. But I was not allowed in the class. My
name was not on the list, they said. Another name, "Itskovich," was
on a piece of paper pasted over my name, obviously out of alphabetical
order.

Later I found out what had happened. A ]ewish businessman named
Itskovich came to Baku in search of work and good fortune. He
bought some land with money he had acquired by unknown means
in hopes of striking oil. A fountain gushed forth and Itskovich joined
the ranks of the nouveau riche; later he became a real millionaire.
It tumed out that his son also took the examinations when I did and
failed miserably. But his mother went to the office of the gymnasiurrfs
director, an inveterate anti-Semite, and crawling on her knees from

Josrrn BnecrNsxv, holder of a Doctorate in Philology, is an Honored Worker
in Science, a Corresponding Member of the Tadzhik Academy of Sciences,
Editor-in-Chief of the magazine The Peoples of Asia and Africa, and Vice-
President of the USSR-Iran Friendship Society.
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the door to his armchair, placed in his hands a good, solid sum of
money. I have already told you the outcome. This was my ffrst big,
bitter lesson in life, a lesson on the status of Jews in tsarist Russia.

Yes, indeed, anti-Semitism reigned in tsarist Russia. There was a
whole system of measures intended to deprive Jews of their rights,
humiliate them, destroy their human dignity, sow hostility and hatred
toward them. When mass indignation developed, the Jews were made
the scapegoats, pogroms were organized. It goes without saying that
it was mostly the poor Jews who suffered from this anti-Semitism, not
the rich, not the millionaires, not the Itskoviches. This entire system
was meant to depress the social and economic status of the Jews. They
were forbidden to reside in most of the provinces of the Russian
Empire; they were hampered in every way from making a living by
farming and were forced into the Jewish Pale, into which, as Sholom
Aleichem wrote, they "were shoved and pressed like herring in a
barrel." This led to the distorted occupational pattern of the ]ews in
tsarist Russia: only 45.6 per cent of them were actually involved in
production (workers in large plants, 4 per cent; in doanestic crafts,
11 per cent; petty craftsmen, 18.4 per cen! peasants, 2.2 per cent;
office workers, 10 per cent). Merchants, small businessmen and people
without occupations made up the other 54.4 pu cent. Even if we
allow for the several per cent of the 54.4 who came from secure, rich
families, the fact is that a considerable part of the 45.6 per cent
involved in production, especially the craftsmen, were nevei certain
of the next day, of the possibility of making a living-of, parnoso. More
than half the Jewish population of tsarist Russia were luftmentshen
(people who had no visible means of livelihood).

This example from my childhood is a small but typical enough
illustration of how anti-Semitism in tsarist Russia not only persecuted
and annihilated the Jews, but also withered the very soul, trampled
in the dust that most precious thing-human dignity.

I could cite many examples from the life of Jews in the Soviet
Union after the Revolution, examples both positive and negative, but
nothing is proven by separate facts and examples. That is why I would
like to turn to facts that give you the overall picture.

There is no need to stress that from its very inception Soviet
power saved the ]ews from the bloody pogroms inflicted on the

Jewish masses by the old forces overthrown by the Revolution. The
age-old plague of the working ]ews, the pogroms, vanished for all.

"But," the American reader will point out, oin other civilized
countries there haven't been Jewish pogroms for a long time." While
this is true, I would also like to emphasize that in the USSR all anti-
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Semitic propaganda in the press or on radio is prohibited and anti-
Semitic organizations are outlawed. All coercive anti-semitic excesses,
which in some civilized countries have not been ruled out and have
not vanished at all, have completely disappeared in the Soviet Union.

"Wait a minute," some Amerioans may obiect, "how about
Thophim Kichko's book lud.aism Wi.thout Embeltislment? And
Shevtsoy's stories?" True, Kichko's and Shevtsov's works did contain
some formulations, illustrations and episodes that could be interpreted
as disrespectful and even insulting. But the very fate of tlese feeble
works proves better than anything else that national intolerance in any
form is not permitted in the Soviet Union. Kichko and Shevtsov's
books were condemned by the public, party and state bodies and
long ago banished from bookstores and libraries. They're long forgotten
in our counby, but some Americans keep bringing them up, though
they themselves can ffnd in their nearest bookstore a whole pile bf
anti-Semitic literature, from Hitler's Mein Ko:mpf to the richly illus-
trated autobiography of the late fuehrer of the American Nazis, George
Lincoln Rockwell.

From a discussion of what does not and cannot exist in the
Soviet Union, I want to move on to the positive aspect: What does
exis! for !ews, in the Soviet Union today?

Do you Inow what is for me, an old Jew, one of the biggest joys
in lifeP Knowing that in the Soviet Union the Jew is at last a real
human being. Do you grasp that? The Jew is accepted as a human
being just like all Soviet people-azoi ai ale laitn (no better and no
worse, like everybody else), and not only d,e iure b:ut also d.e facto.
The old dream of progressive people has come true-drawing Jewish
labor into the creation of material values. In our country 100 per
cent of the ]ewish population is provided with work and a livelihood

-parnoso-in all the different branches of the economy: in industry,
construction, transport, agriculture and the state trade network. De-
pending on abilities and qualiffcations (and that alone!), Soviet ]ews
are either laborers or managerial personnel in all ffelds of engineering
and science; they work at such "traditional" professions as medicine
and, for them, at such "untraditional" occupations as engineering,
construction, mining and metallurgy. Some earn more, some less,
like all Soviet people-but we have no poverty, no luftmentshenl

It is with this main, decisive result that I start the substance of my
reply. This result had its beginning in the national policy of Soviet
power, the recognition of the absolute equality of all the 180-odd
large and small nationalities living in the Soviet Union, regardless
of their numerical strength. This policy recognizes the dght of all
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nationalities to self-determination. The policy was elaborated by Lenin
and is irreversible.

The essential feature of the Soviet national policy is that the
rights proclaimed are not only juridically insured; they are also
actually implemented, with the historical background of each nation-
ality taken into account. It is not merely a statement of general prin-
ciples prohibiting the stirring up of national discord; on Lenin's
urging, the decree of 1919 declared that discrimination against any
nationality was impermissible. It made a special note that anti-
Semitism was incompatible with socialism and called on "the working
peoples of socialist Russia to combat this evil by every means."
Lenin personally added in his own hand: "The Council of People's
Commissars orders all Soviets of Deputies to take decisive measures
to eradicate the anti-semitic movement. Organizers of and partici-
pants in pogroms and those conducting agitation for pogroms are to
be outlawed."

Applying Lenin's insistence on factually equal rights for all
peoples, the Soviet Government, by u decree of May 7, L934, estab-
lished the ]ewish Autonomous Region, with its capital at Birobidzhan.
It has grown into a flourishing industrial and agrarian territory, with
an area larger than Belgium. The creation of the autonomous region
opened the road for Jews to self-determination. They could move at
will to the Jewish Autonomous Region or continue to reside in any
area of our boundless homeland whatsoever. A small section of the

Jewish population chose the Jewish Autonomous Region; most, how-
ever, remained in the cities.

Since the Jewish population, I repeat, voluntarily chose the sec-
ond road, there was the large and complex problem of drawing

Jewish labor into production. As a result of the great attention de-
voted to this question and a whole series of measures, this task has
been realized: The jews have become the same as all Soviet people
and thereby the age-old "Jewish question" as it formerly existed has
become nonexistent in our country.

I was fortunate enough to observe this process not only in the
case of my relatives in the Ukraine and Byelorussia, but also in
many other families. The poverty-stricken shtetl (small town) people
and their children were transformed into skilled industrial workers,
engineers, actors and professors.

One article is not enough to sum up the changes. I would like
to touch on only one aspect-koaed (esteem), the respectful attitude
toward Jews, as to any nationality in the country. Its absence in
tsarist Russia was no less painful to ]ews than economic and legal
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discrimination: "My God, arenit we human beings? Why this hos-
tility and contempt?"

There is no rnore of that in the Soviet Unionl Men of science
everywhere enjoy, esteem, isn't that true? Well, according to data
of the USSR Central Statistical Board, in 1969 there were 69,661
scientiffc workers of Jewish nationality in our country. Jews are in
third place after Russians and Ukrainians, though in numerical strength
they occupy llth place, making up less than 1 per cent of the coun-
try's total population. Now would you say that the road to science
is closed to Jews? This was made possible because under Soviet
conditions 14 per cent of the Jewish population (more than 800,000)
has received a higher education, a percentage nine times higher than
among the Russians and 12 times higher than among the Ukrainians.
In 1970-71, percentages of students enrolled in higher educational
institutions were as follows: Russians, 2.1; Ulrainians, 1.5; Byelorus-
sians, 1.5; Uzbeks, 1.9; Armenians, 2,2; Latvians, 1.5; and Jews, 4.8.

The roster of Lenin Prize laureates, the highest award in our
eountry for scientiffc and artistic aehievement, shows that out of a
total of 844, 5U are Russians, 184 come from various other nationali-
ties, and 96, or 12 per cent of the total, are Jews-that is L2 times
more than the percentage of Jews in the population.

And what conclusions do you draw from the fact that many streets
in Soviet cities are named after Jews: Nalfiimson in Yaroslavl; Yakov
Shenkman, a hero of the Civil War, in Sverdlovsk; and many others.' Since ]ews are like all other peopleo of course, there are also
scoundrels, swindlers and lawbreakers among them. And when such
a lawbreaker is caught and brought before the courts, our enemies
abroad cry that he is being punished not because he is guilty, but
because he is a ]ewl The absurdity and shamefulness of thii trick
is obvious to all sober-minded people.

As for Jewish culture, there is the Yiddish magazine Sooetish
Heimlnrd, and numerous translations and original works of ]ewish
writers. Much has already been written about that; in the last ten
years, for instance, 320 boola by ]ewish writers were published in a
total edition of 41 million copies. Therefore I will limit myself to
several examples that are related to my own work in literature. Each
of the 200 volumes of the Worl.d Literature Librarg, which is pub-
lished in a huge edition of 800,000 (approximately L0 to 15 volumes

?yey1, is devoted to writers of world stature-Dante, Shakespeare,
Goethe, Heine, Pushkin, Tolstoy, etc. One of the ffrst in this series
was a volume of Sholom Aleichem's work. My Russian friend pro.
fessor Igor Diakonov and I are cunently preparing new translations
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of the Bible, among others the Book of Ruth, in my translation, and

Ecclesiastes, in Diakonov's translation, for the next volume of the
series Literature of the Ancient East. A large book, Iewish Folklore,
in Russian translation is being prepared for press by the publishing
house of the USSR Academy of Sciences (the compiler was the late
S. Raize; I am the editor). The work of Russian poets and those of
other Soviet nationalities are published in very large editions in the
Poetl Library founded by Maxim Gotky. Not so long ago a volume
of verse of the late Perets Markish, a Jewish poet, came ofi the press.

This is especially signiffcant since Markish died in the early fffties,
when laws protecting national minorities were violated in our country.
I wish to remind you that the multinational Soviet people themselves,
led by the Communist Party, openly condemned the flagrant distor-
tions of Lenin's policy in our country and corrected them. These were
our own difficulties, and we ourselves coped with them and continue
to move ahead in keeping with Lenin's behests. The publication of
the poetry of Markish is one of the many examples that such distor-
tions have been corrected.

Soviet Jews en masse are deeply aware of what Soviet power
brought them and what the building of socialism in our oountry gave
them. They demonstrated their gratitude to their native land and
their patriotism in the severe trials and tribulations of the Civil War
and the Great Patriotic War against German fascism. Again I will
give an example from my personal life. There were four men of my
generation who were most closely related: my older brother David,
my brother-inJaw Friedl (brother of my wife), my brother-in-law
Abush (husband of my sister) and I, Joseph. My brother died in
the Civil War in 1918, shot by whiteguard bandits in the Ukraine
during the well-l<nown Trepolie tragedy. His name has been en-
graved on the Obelisk of Glory towering over the Dnieper. My wife's
brother, a company commander in the Soviet Arm/, died in 1944

ffghting for the liberation of Vitebsk. My sister's husband died in
1941 in the Battle of Moscow, where he fought in the ranla of a

people's detachment. Of the four, I am the only one still alive. Way
back in my teens I took part in the last battles of the Civil War, in
the thirties in the struggle against the Basmachi bands in Tadzhiki-
stan, and in the years of the Great Patriotic War I served as a colonel
on various fronts (for which I was awarded combat orders and
medals). I cite that because it is so typical. To corroborate thig I
turn once more to statistics: 340,000 ]ews were awarded state orders
and medals for their labor accomplishments and for valor in the
Great Patriotic War. Three out of every 20 ]ews, including infants
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and the old, wear government decorations; 117 Jews have been
honored with the title of Hero of the Soviet Union (the highest
military title) and 71 with the title of Hero of Socialist Labor (highest
civilian title).

In light of the above ffgures and facts, can any other reply but
a resounding 'ho" be given to the question posed by Americans: Is
it true that anti-Semitism reigns in the Soviet Union as it did in old
Russia? Ponder over that and answer the question yourself. And
if you want to see for yourself, you are weloome to visit us!

But my sharp-minded American reader goes on to ask: "Didn't
anti-Semitism leave deep roots in the history of Russian society?
Certainly they must manifest themselves in our time."

I'll answer this question, too. The depth of the 'ioots of anti-
Semitism" should not be exaggerated. Not to mention the decisive
struggle against anti-Semitism waged in tsarist Russia by such great
Russian people as Lenin and Gorky, it is well Inown that workers'
detachments, of Russian and Ukrainian background, rebufied the
Black Hundreds way back in 19051 It is also well known that the
best representatives of the Russian intelligentsia held the anti-Semites
in- contempt and came out in defense of the honor and human dignity
of Jews. This was most strikingly evident during the Beilis cas", when
all the very best and progressive people in Russia declared themselves
strongly against this provocation of the Black Hundreds. So there is
no need -for exaggeration! Anti-Semitism left its traces only on the
most backward strata of Russian society, on the deluded and ignorant.
But the struggle against anti-Semitism, as you can see, has a tradition
in the advanced section of Russian society.

Are there people in the Soviet Union who still have anti-semitic
prejudices? Do you think all kinds of reactionary leftovers in people's
minds, all kinds of anti-social attitudes and prejudices, including
xenophobia, could completely disappear, vanish in thin air, in the
50-odd years of Soviet power?

No, indeed, not everything in our life is one bright eolor; there
are also shades, even in the relations of people of difierent nationali-
ties. I have many grandchildren. I won't hide the fact that I am
very happy that not only Jewish, but also Russian, Armenian and
Ukrainian blood flows in the veins of my grandchildren. In this
respect one of my closest friends, the very kind Aziz Sharif, an
Azerbaidzhanian, has me beaten, Armenian blood flows in the veins
of his children, and in the veins of his numerous grandchildren, as
in my grandchildren, flows Russian and Ukrainian blood, and in
addition, Estonian, Jewish and Greek bloodl The explanation for
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tlris is that Aziz was born ten years earlier than I. What I m writing
here-about friendship, the closest and most intimate kind, between
people of the most different nationalities-is a very common thing in
the Soviet Union, hence the widespread mixed marriages.

Unfortunately, different attitudes can still be me! even among

Jews, sad as it may be. I hate to hear the kind of shameful prattling
of some Jews about "goyim," a word which should have been buried
with all other anti-Semitic, Judeophobic remarks. I know of indi-
vidual bureaucrats of Jewish nationality who abused their official
position by selecting their "owrt'' ]ewish relatives and acquaintances
for their staff. In my long life I have come asross a petty official with
anti-Semitic leftovers who took advantage of his position to infringe
on the rights of a person of Jewish nationality.

Our country is the only one in the world where anti-Semitism
has been declared a crime. But just as there are still lawbreakers of
various kinds-money-grabbers, bribe-takers and xenophobians (in-
cluding ]ews), there are also anti-Semites. Such violations of our laws
and ethical standards are used to slander the Soviet Union. But the
important thing is the irreconcilable attitude toward such violations
by the country's leadership and by public opinion. Here is what
I said about anti-Semites in an article I wrote on the class basis of
Zionism:

Nothing does more to advance the infuence of Zionism than anti-Semitism.
Though outwardly they appear as antipodes-Judeophile and Judeophobic-
they have much in common in their origin and their nature. Both replace
the class approach to the Jewish question witlr the racist, recognizing the

Jewish people as "exceptional": the Zionists in the sense of "superiority"
and "the elect," and the anti-Semites in an entirely negative sense, Both are
for moving the Jews from the countries they inhabit. And both express na-
tional chauvinist ideology and psychology. The anti-Semites are ready to de-
clare all Jews to be Zionists, and the Zionists to label all non-]ews as anti-
Semites.

This was published not long ago in Praoda, the organ of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
which has a circulation of several million copies and expresses the
policies of our country's leadership.

In conclusion, I would like to reply to another question that
Americans I happen to meet pose: "What is the attitude of Soviet

Jews to the appeal to emigrate to the state of Israel?" I believe I
have the moral right to express the opinion of a considerable section
of the Jews, since I meet many of them, scientiffc workers, when I
lecture at plants and higher schools of learning. I have heart-to-
heart talks with many Jews-professionals, skilled and unskilled work-
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ers and students. I also larow the feelings of Jewish war veterans.
Finally, after my article appeared in Praoda I received hundreds of
letters from people I did not know, most of them of Jewish nationality.
All this permits me to feel like a sort of miniature 'institute for the
study of public opinion."

First of all, Soviet Jews, like all Soviet people, make a distinction
between Israelt millions of working people and its government. I
happen to be one of the ffrst to enter liberated Kiev as an officer of
the Soviet A*y. I saw with my own eyes the horror of Babi Yar,
where among the 70,000 murdered ]ews lay my Kiev relatives. I
lnow what motivated the hundreds of thousands of Jews in the
countries of Europe, who lived through the tragedy of the annihila-
tion of six million Jews by the Hitlerite Nazis, to leave for Israel.
ft was these hundreds of thousands who laid the real cornerstone
of the state of Israel. I dealt with the attitude of the Soviet Govern-
ment toward Israel in an article published in Kommunisf (No. 9,
1970), the chief theoretical and political magazine of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party:

When the decision was adopted in 1947 to set up a Jewish and Arab state,
the world public hoped that Israel would take the road of peace and cooper-
ation with its neighbors. Proceeding from that, the Soviet Union, true to the
principle of the right of nations to self-determination, recognized the stato
of Israel. To a great extent the Zionists took advantage of the fact that the
actions of the reactionary Arab rulers of those times, who were submissive to
tho will ,of the imperialists, prevented the Arab people from implementing
their right to self-determination and statehood on the territory of pabstine.
The vanguard of-the Israeli working class, the world progressive public, the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries believe that Israel can and should
develop, not as a hotbed of war, but as a peaceful, democratic state main-
taining good-neighborly relations with all countries of the Middle East.

It seems obvious enough that Israel can and should develop as

a peaceful state. Moreover, it was the Soviet Government that con-
vinced authoritative Arab leaders that relations with Israel should be
settled not by military means, as the Arab extremists demanded, but
by political, peaceful means, so that all states could live and develop
in peace, within secure borders, without the seizure of alien territories.

We believe that a free national life for every people can be built
only on the foundation of peace, democracy, socialism and, most
important, the friendship of peoples, in this case Arab-Jewish friend-
ship, which has such age-old historic traditions. To whom else can it
be as clear as to working ]ews, the victims of racism and genocide,
how inhuman and morally impermissible it is to build one's happi-
ness on the unhappiness of another people, in this case the Arab
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working people, the Palestinians. Let us never forget the Aramaic
saying: Dolalakh sene lekta.ordkh ln tda.oeil-*What is hateful unto
you do not do to your neighbor."

I bappened to meet the old Jewish poet Avishaul of Israel at a
conference of Asian and African writers. I was h"PPy to learn that
our views on this question completely coincided. I know that the same

position is taken by many people in Israel, young and old.
As for the call of the newly-found patrons coming out in *defense

of Soviet ]ews" and ofiering us the chance 'to save ourselves" in
Israel, &ere can be only one reply to that: contempt for the anti-
Soviet mission of these gentlemen. I will cite only one, a typical
sample, of the many letters I received after my articles were published:

My father was a teacher of Yiddish, h9 w-ent through -a 
Soviet teachers'

seminary. There were six chil&en in the family.-Tw_o brothers were workers
(a turnlr and a fftter), they attended a workers'college PreParatory faculty
(Rabfak) and then an institute, and now they are engineers in the defense

industry. My sister graduated from a technical school worked as an engineer
in an auto plant, then went on to an institute; she is now also employed in
the defense lndustry. Two sisters are office workers. I am an instifute graduate,
an economist in an auto plant' After fnishing high school, my daughter
took a job in the auto plant. During the war, she dropped her studies at an

institute to volunteer for the army. After demobilization she ffnished college
and then taught school, at ffrst in Western Ulcaine when it was liberated from
the Germans] and now in Kharkov, She lives witl her aunt, a former worker
in a Kharkov clothing factory, who has been a member of the Communist
Party from prerevolutionary times anil fought in the CMI War on many
fronts. That is the "family album" of our Jewish family. Now, tell me, what
do we need Golda Meir and her "paradise" for?

This letter, not intended for the press but addressed to me per-
sonally and agreeing with my article, was written by auto plant
worker I. Ashavsky. I repeat, this letter gives a picture that is very
typical of thousands upon thousands of Jewish families in the Soviet
Union.

In the words of the great Soviet poet Vladimir Mayakovsky, we
will never leave "the soil which I nursed with my hands." Together

with all the peoples of the Soviet Union the ]ews put their heart
and soul into building a new life in their socialist homeland, over-
coming and ready to overcome all the dificulties and the temporary
setbacks on the unfathomed road to the new social system. Jews
perished on the battleffelds in the ffght for their Motherland, and
no Zionists and anti-Semites (birds of a feather, I would say) will
shake the patriotie feeling of more than a small proportion of the
Soviet Jews.

I know of course that some fews are asking for permission
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to go to Israel, and most of those to ioin their close relatives. As
for those who apply to go to Israel for other reasons, they form a
small minority of the ]ewish population. Some of them lack under-
standing, not having given careful consideration to the question, and
they deserve pity and explanation; some are shamefully ungrateful
to their Soviet homeland, and they deserve only contempt. That is
what most Soviet Jews think. The minority of them who labor
under a delusion will realize their mistake in time, I am certain of
that, and will not soil the dignity of man and citizen they acquired
in the Soviet Union. The sooner, the better! As my mother- used
to say when she was alive: "Aleoai!" "So be it!"

DR. HERBBRT MOCHALSKI
Pastor ; Presiitent, t**r{"!:; rli{rrl#"rr"n o! weat German-

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS I happened to be in Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan. In these two union republics the solution of the national
problem is manifested most clearly in the development of the national
languages, literature, theater. The two peoples are making progress in
every ffeld; each nation enjoys equal rights and equal possibilities of
development in the federal state, This is, in my opinion, a most important
achievement of the USSR by the 50th anniversary of its formation,

BEIOY KUDIAR SINHA
Public figure anil journalisto Inilia

A VISIT to Soviet Central Asia produces a great impression on each of
my countrFmen. American Senator Ellender, travelling round Kazakhstan,
asked an Uloainian couple he met there: "Explain to me, please, why did
you Ieave your rich Ulraine and come to this steppe? "We have come
here to do anything worthwhile in our life, to help the Kazakhs," a young
woman replied. "You see for yourself that there was nothing here," her
husband replied, "and now almost 60,000 hectares have been plowed on
our state farm alone. Thus, we are not living in vain,"

KIM IR
Firct Yice-Chairrtan, Cabinet ol Ministers, Korean People's

Detnocraric Republic

THE SOVIET people have shown that the people who have taken power
into their hands are invincible. They are working to strengthen the
economic might of their country and to raise their standard of living.
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MIKIIAIL KULICI{ENKO

Economic and Social Development

Of Soviet Peoples:

A Factual Survey

The Sooiet Nations: Bconomic Deaelopment
,THE LENINIST national policy of the Soviet Government andr' Communist Party requires that for the national development
of each people as *ill as the well.being of the entire multinalional
country, political equality must be supplemented by measures for
the alignment of their economic levels. Overcoming lags in one or
another ffeld is not of course an end in itself. The aim is the rational
combination of a maximum contribution to the common cause of
communist construction with high rates of national development.
Socialism is international by its very nature. Public ownership of
the means of production has the same character. Therefore the na-
tional interest of every people involves both the efiort to speed up
its own development and, most important, to attain the common
goal-successful building of communism.

The economies of all the union republics of the USSR have de-
veloped successfully in the eighth ffve-year plan period (1960-1970).
The industries of the Russian Federation (RSFSR), the Ukraine,
Estonia, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenia and some other union republics
grew by 50 per cent, the average rate for the USSR as a whole.
In Georgia, Lawia, Moldavia and Kazakhstan, the growth rates of
total indushial output were somewhat higher and in Byelorussia, Ar-
menia, Lithuania and Kirghizia they increased by 74-82.5 per cent.
In agricultural production, with a 2L per cent average nalionwide
increase, the increase was 25-27 per cent in Moldavia, Uzbekistan,
Kirghizia and Kazakhstan, and 33-36 per cent in Byelorussia, Lithu-
ania and Turkmenia.

The high economic development rates in the union republics
enhanced the role of each of them in the distribution of labor, and

M*rt^" Kur-rcnrNxo is a professor of history, specializing in writing on
the national question.
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their contribution to the building of the material and technological
basis for communism. For example, ltre RSFSR accounts for 64 per
cent of the country's total electricity generation, over 81 per cent
of the oil, 45 per cent of the gas, 55 per cent of the coal, 49 per
eent of the iron, over 54 per cent of the steel output. The share
of the Ukraine in the total production of all the republics is 34 per
cent for coal, 31 per cent for gas, 48 per cent for ir.on, 42 per cent
for rolled stock, 56 per cent for iron ore, 48 per cent for metal-
lurgical equipment, 94 per cent for mainline locomotives. Byelo-
russia accounts for about one half of the country's total production
of potassium fertilizers, etc.

The results of the eighth ftve-year plan were due to the heroic
labor of the peoples of the USSR and the consistent party national
policy, which aims to secure the well-being of the peoples and
priority development rates for those still below the average nation-
wide economic indices. Although tlle biggest profits are yielded
by investurents in such economically developed regions of the
RSFSR as the Central, the Northwestern and Volga-Viatka regions
and tle Urals, the level of capital investments in other union re-
publics has nevertheless been higher. For the entire USSR, as well
as the Russian Federation and the Ukraine, capital investments in-
creased 40 per cent over the ffve-year period, whereas in Armenia
and Kirghizia there was an increase of 60 per cen! in Lithuaniq
Moldavia and Byelorussia, 70 per cent, in Geor$a, 90 per cent.

During the eighth ffve-year plan there was a substantial rise in
material well-being of the working people in all the republics. On
a nationwide scale, as well as in the RSFSR, the Ulraine and
Azerbaidzhan, in 1970 the national income exceeded the 1965 level
by 41 per cent in Estonia, Kirghizia and Byelorussia, by 44-50 per
cent in Armenia, Lithuania and Kazakhstan by 54-61 per cent. Real
per capita income rose in Estonia by &L per cent, in Byelorussia
by 37 per cent, in Armenia by 37.2 per cent, as against the nation-
wide average of 33 per cent.

As these ffgures show, one of the basic targets of national policy
in the last ffve-year plan perioil was equalization of the levels of
economic development in the republics and of the rates of growth
of standards of living. Substantial suceesses were achieved in this.
In 1962, the correlation between maximal and minimal industrial
development of the country's economic regions was expressed by
the ratio of 4 to 1. In 1968, this ratio in the economic regions was
only 1.8 to 1 for the national income per head of able-bodied popu-
lation, the main indipator of the development of productive forces.
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At the same time, the least economically developed regions made
the-biggest leap forward. In 1g20, the rate of induitrial d"everopment
in Kazakhstan was only seven per cent of the country's averag6, and
that of the central Asian Republics and Byelorussia, 3r-40 per cent.
By the end of 1968, the central Asian Republics and Kazakhstan had
reached 79 per cent of the nationwide average, and Byelorussia,
100 per cent. In growth rates of national income in 1g6g, ten union
republics developed faster than the country as a whole.

National income per head of able-bodied population in per-
centage to the nationwide average taken as 100, is smallest in the
group of economic regions with an index of 70 to 84 per cent. In
1968, this group still included Kazakhstan, Moldavia, the Central
Asian and Transcaucasian republics. Byelorussia and two economic
regions of the ukraine-southwestern and southern-more crosely
approached the nationwide average but were still below it. The
Baltic republics exceeded the nationwide average by r].g per cent,
the Donetsk-Dnieper region of the Ukraine fy fS.S per cent. The
countryt highest indices were recorded in the central economic
region (133.3 per cent), which was followed by the Northwestern
region (132.3 per cent), the Volga-Viatka region (Ilg.5 per cent)
and the Urals (114.7 per cent).

In solving the problem of aligning the levels of economic de-
velopment of the republics, great importance is attached to over-
coming the lag in surplus product produced per head of the able-
bodied population, to increasing labor productivity, and raising the
proportion of those employed in industry to the total able-bodied
population. of course, one should not try to attain identical levels
of industrial development in all republics, since some of the difier-
ences are due to climatic conditions and the requirements of tl1e
social division of labor. Therefore, of prime importance for assessing
levels of development are the technical and economic indices oI
pr:oduction, the qualiffcations of specialists, and their proportion to
the total labor force. In agriculture, for example, a highry important
indicator is the standard of mechanization of farming op"ritiorr-
the proportion of machine operators to the total numbir 6f fur*"rr.
For the following republics this proportion was berow the national
average, which was 8.4 per cent as of April l, 1g70: Kazakhstan
(5.5 per cent), the Baltic republics (7 per cent), the Russian Fed_
eration (7'l per cent). The average index was exceeded by the
Ukraine (9.1 per cent), Uzbekistan (g.4 per cent), Byeloiussia
( 10.2 per cent ), Moldavia ( 11.2 per cent ) , the 'iranscaucasian
Republics (16.2 per cent).
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Since socialist internationalism has long been the basis for the
national consciousness of the peoples of the USSR, everyone of us
is extremely gratiffed not only by our own achievements but also
by the rapid progress of any other people of the USSR, because the
priority rates of this development are attained mostly by the joint
efforts of the entire fraternal family of nations and for the benefft
of all its members. For example, the Volga-Viatka region of the
RSFSR increased its total industrial output 70 per cent during the
seven-year period, whereas in the Chuvash, Mari and Mordovian
Autonomous Republics, which it incorporates, the increase was ap-
proximately 180 per cent. In the eighth ffve-year plan, the region's
total industrial production grew 60 per cent, as against 76-80 per
cent in the above republics. The industrial output of the moun-
tainous Karabakh Autonomous Region increased 180 per cent during
1966-1970, although in the Azerbaidzhanian Republic, of which that
region is a part, the rates of industrial growth were much slower-
5.9 per cent in each of the ftrst four years and nine per cent in 1970.

The economic development of a particular republic can only
conventionally be thought of as an independent factor in deter-
mining its importance for overall national development. First, the
economy of a republic is an inseparable part of the economy of the
country as a whole. Second, many other peoples take part in de-
veloping every branch of the national economy of a republic.

AIso inseparably part of the economic development, both within
each republic and in the USSR as a whole, is the 90-million-strong
trade union organization, the largest multinational mass movement
in the country. The trade unions play an essential role in involving
workers both in fulfillment of production plans and in participating
with management in the planning itself. At the same time the unions
are a maior force in constantly improving workers' living and working
conditions, cultural and sport facilities, labor protection and health.
The trade unions administer the entire comprehensive social insurance
system. In addition to their work within each enterprise locally,
Soviet trade unions, including all nations and nationalities, are united
in the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions.

The Sooiet Nations: Politiaal and, Cultural Growth
qOCIALISM, which is based on an advanced economy, is by no
v means reducible to the economy alone. In the conditions of transi-
tion from socialism to communism, the Soviet peoples have felt a
historic need to enhance their sociopolitical activities, accelerate the
development of their national cultures, intensify the processes of na-
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tional consolidation, and bring about changes in the social structure
of nations and nationalities.

During the eighth ftve-year plan, the peoples of the sovereign
Soviet republics constituting the USSR, along with the development
of the economy and culture, continued to strengthen their unity by
consolidating the entire multinational state, on the one hand, and by
increasing their political activity in advancing national statehood
and its role in communist construction, on the other. The correlation
between Soviet national statehood and the USSR, republican and
nationwide interests, national pride and soviet patriotiim, is a cor-
relation between a part and a whole, a practical embodiment of the
national and the international in the relations among nations.

The past few years have seen further development of forms and
methods of implementing democratic centralism, which is one of the
fundamental principles of the multinational soviet state. This central-
ism in no way contradicts national distinctiveness, but includes it as
an inalienable component part.

_ At the 24th Party Congress, Leonid Brezhnev emphasized that
the convergence of nations 'is taking place in the conditions of close
attention to national distinctions, the development of socialist national
cultures. constant solicitude both for the common interests of our
nation and the interests of its constituent republics, such is the gist
of the party policy."

, In the early years of the eighth ffve-year plan representation of
the republics in supreme government bodies was widened. The num-
ber of deputies from the union republics in the soviet of National-
ities of the ussR supreme soviet reached 82; in addition, there are
11 deputies for each autonomous republic, five from each autonomous
region and one from each national area. The chairmen of the
councils of Ministers of the republics were seated ex officio, by virtue
of office, on the council of Ministers of the ussR. Representatives

9f lhe republics were ap_pointed to supreme planning and judiciary
bodies. This was in addition to the fact that the USSn 

-Srrpr"*"

soviet is international in composition (deputies of 62 natiorr-"liti",
were elected to it in 1970).

This period saw a further upsurge in the activities of the legis-
lative and executive bodies of union and autonomous republics, au-
tonomous regions and national districts in connection with the
advancement of the peoples. An important factor in the development
of every people is the increased activities of their erected repre'senta-
tives-at soviet sessions, on permanent commissions of thJ soviets,
and in direct work within the masses.
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Some idea of the activity of deputies to local Soviets can be
gained from this example: in the Tatar Autonomous Republic, 5,237
sessions were held in 1968, and two of every three delegates took
the floor. Approximately 16,000 deputies reported to the electorate
on one occasion, a process regularly followed. Seventeen deputies
were recalled by the voters. A total of 6,6C0 questions were discussed
at meetings of permanent commissions of local Soviets; 10,250 ques-
tions at meetings of Soviet executive committees.

One of the characteristic features of the eighth ffve-year plan
was the fact that enjoyment of the achievements of national cultures
had assumed a truly mass scale. Expenditures on social and cultural
beneffts in the republics grew 50-100 per cent over the ffve-year
period. Due to this practically one-third of the population of every
nation and nationality is today engaged in one or another form of
study. The party consistently pursued a policy of accelerating the
cultural progress of those peoples which had not yet reached the
nationwide average in certain important indices. Provisions for this
are made in the republican budgets. For example, total investments
in the national economy usually account for 45 per cent of the budg-
et, and social and cultural appropriations for 37.5 per cent, whereas
in the budgets of the Central Aiian republics the latter are invari-
ably much bigger than the former. In 1971, the social and cultural
appropriations in the budget of Tadzhikistan accounted for over 54
per cent; in Turkmenia, for almost 60 per cent; in Kirghizia, for
over 65 per cent of the total outlays, reflecting the particular growth
requirements of those republics.

The republics earmarked the lion's share of their budget appro-
priations for public education in many national languages in the
last ffve-year plan period. During this period, the demand for per-
sonnel with a higher and secondary education increased consider-
ably. The scale of training in the republics has been greatly widened.
For example, with the general increase of 55 per cent in the student
body of higher schools in the period from 1962-63 to 1969-70, the
number of Kazakh, Moldavian and Turkmenian students almost
doubled, and Uzbek, Azerbaidzhanian, Kirghizian, Tadzhik and
other students more than doubled. In the Uzbek Republic 16 per
cent more specialists graduated in 1970 than in 1969, and this re-
public has moved ahead of Britain and the FRG in the training of
specialists with a higher education.

During 1959-1970, great progress was made in the republics in
analyzing standards of training of specialists with higher and sec-
ondary (complete and incomplete) education. The growth rate of
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the number of specialists per 1,000 of employed population was be-
low the nationwide average (L47.7 per cent) only in six union re-
publics (Azerbaidzhan, Armenia, Georgia, Latvia, Estonia, and
Turkmenia), while in others they were slightly above the average
(Uzbekistan, L47.8 per cent; Tadzhikistan, L47$ per cent; the Rus-
sian Federation, 149.0 per cent; Kirghizia, 149.9 per cent; the Ulraine,
152.5 per cent), and in still others the excess was considerable (Byelo-
russia, 179.4 per cent; Moldavia, 181.4 per cent; Lithuania, 198.4
per cent). In the 20 autonomous republics these rates were below
the nationwide average only in the Komi, North Ossetian and Che-
cheno-Ingushian republics, while in all the others t-hey were above
the average, in particular, in Kara-Kalpakia by 23 per cen! in Kal-
mykia by 24.3 per cent and in Tuva by 36.1 per cent.

The development of national cultures in the USSR is vividly
illustrated by the growing numbers of books and brochures. More-
over, in the period 1966-1970, a rapid increase of publications in
national languages was in evidence. The total circulation of maga-
zines and other periodicals in the languages of Central Asia and
Kazakhstan grew from 40.5 million copies in 1965 to about 116.7
million in 1970. This has resulted not only in larger numbers of vol-
umes in libraries but also in the mass appearance of private libraries
of workers, collective farmers and inteUectuals. During the eighth
ffve-year plan, six billion books and brochures were sold. With a
32 per cent increase in nationwide retail book sales, in Byelorussia
these sales grew by 67.2 per cent, in Armenia by 5g pei cent, in
Kirghizia by 52 per cen! in Lithuania by 50 per cen! in Latvia by
47 per cent. Sales of newspapers and magazines have markedly in-
creased. At the end of 1970, circulation per I,000 population in
Byelorussia topped 1,000 copies, equaling the nationwide average.
In Kalmykia this index was 1,079 copies in lg6g; in Kazalihstan,
1,230 in 1970; in Moldavia, 1,369 (an increase of over 150 per cent
above tl,e 1965 level). Lithuania reached the 1g70 nationwide aver-
age in 1966, and in 1970 circulation of periodicals was 1,700 copies
per 1,000 population. In Estonia, it grew to 1,800.

The high development of the national cultures is also illustrated
by the flowering of theatrical art, the expansion of the network of
cultural and educational institutions, advancement of musical art,
mass-scale amateur art activities. For example, at the end of 1g70,
Kazakhstan had 23 professional theatrical companies, ld philhar-
monic societies, 60 people's theaters, about 6,000 village clubs and
culture centers alone. During the ffve-year plan amateuiart activities
assumed a particularly wide scale in all national republics.

lGt
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Many events in the cultural life of the peoples of the USSR dur-
ing the last ffve-year period had no earlier precedent. The opera
"Mountaineers," by Shirvani Chalayev, a composer of the small Lak
people, marked the birth of opera in Daghestan; the ffrst national
opera 'lAktapyt:' by Erik Sapayev, was produced in the Mari Au-
tonomous Republic; the ffrst husical pieces were composed for the
Mari national ballet.

Consolid.atiotn ol N ationrll ldentities
,THE eighth ftve-year plan became also an important stage in the
I consolidation of nations and nationalities. National consolida-
tion combines all the aspects of intra-national development: growing
economic and cultural unity of the nation; increased importance
of such socio-political factors as the national form of statehood, the
national features peculiar to the population's participation in polit-
ical affairs, national personnel training and language policy in par-
ticular; the growing role of the national working class and intellectuals
in various aspects of the nation's development, particularly in the
combination of the national and international factors; constant con-
cern for national interests, national psychology and national con-
sciousness.

The processes of intra-national consolidation are greatly influ-
enced by the convergence of the state and the cooperative-collective
farm forms of property, especially during the past few years. This
is illustrated, in particular, by a sharp increase in state investments
in agriculture, by large-scale joint construction of enterprises, schools,
hospitals, etc. by state and collective farms. This steadily strengthens
the ties between industry and agriculture, changes the entire image
of rural areas, the professional specialization of rural residents.
Moreover, the state gives great assistance in the integration of ham-
lets into urban-type communities, the resettlement of mountaineers
to new villages on the plains. In Moldavia, for example, investments
in agriculture doubled during the last five-year plan, one-third of
this at the expense of the state. Today there are 79 state farm fac-
tories, some with specialized secondary schools. In the three years
of socialist reconstruction of villages in Lithuania, 14,000 new homes
have been built in urban-type communities to replace demolished
hamlets.

Highly important for national consolidation is the alignment of
the levels of economic development of the districts and regions uitlu
in. the union republics. In the Russian Federation, a case in point is
the development of regions of Siberia, the Far East and the Far
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North. In the Ulraine, where the average 1906-1970 increment of
industrial output was 49 per cent, the increment in the Southwestern
economic region was 52 per cent, and in the Southern economic
region, 57 per cent. In Byelorussia with its 80 per cent total increase
in industrial production over the ffve-year plan period, the incre-
men! in Grodno region was g0 per cent, and in Brest region, as large
as 130 per cent.

The process of national consolidation is also substantially influ-
enced by the establishment in most of the republics of uniffed power
grids, more intensive exchanges between regions and districG due
to _new transport routes, telephone and telegraph communications,
radio and television, and wider trade. This is itriklngly illustrated
by the progress made in these areas by the Central Asian peoples,
who were previously almost completely illiterate and led laigeiy a
nomadic or semi-nomadic way of life.

In the process of abolishing essential differences between the
classes, between urban and village life, between mental and physical
work, appreciable changes have taken place in the social structure
of nations and nationalities, which has also been an important factor
of national consolidation. Highly qualiffed cadres of the working
class, p_articularly in the mass specialities, have emerged from among
the indigenous population of the union republics. while the rate
o{ increase in the number of factory and office workers in the coun-
try as a whole was in 1969 about 12 per cent above the 1g65 level,
the corresponding figure for the Baltic republics was r4.5 per cent,
the Trans-Caucasian republics 1g.5 per ctnt, and Central Asia 2I
per cent.

Thus, the real facts leave nothing of the bourgeois propaganda
fabrications about the national development of the peoptes o1 the
USSR being artiffcially retarded in favor of international interests.
socialism, far from contradicting all-around national deveropmenq
is in fact the only system that provides realistic opportunities for
this development. At the same time, the cPsu believes that national
progress must not be interpreted only as the development of na-
tional distinctions in the life of the peoples, because this would
hamper their consolidation.

National distinctions should not be simply developed on the
basis of socialist internationalism, but should be constanily enriched
by assimilation of other nations' distinctions, adapted to each peo-
ple's specific situation.

At the 24th CPSU Congress and at the Communist party con_
gresses in the republics, deep concern was expressed that in a number
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of aspects the development of national cultures had failed to meet
the present-day requirements of Soviet people. For example, Din-
mukhamed Kunayev, First Secretary of the Kazakh Communist
Party, stated that 'few fullblooded portrayals of our contemporaries
are yet to be found in literature, on the theatrical stage, in fflms.
The opera and ballet genres are still lagging, and the musical com-
edy genre has not yet developed at all." Sharaf Rashidov, Uzbek
First Secretary, and Awid Grigulis, President of the Latvian Writers'
Union, made similar criticisms of shortcomings in drama, fflms and
other art forms.

It was also emphasized that individual works of ffction and art
and even research wor}s sometimes display an unhealthful tendency
toward "competiti,ort'' in showing one's people to advantage against
the background of others, toward disputes over whose ancestors
were more talented and the like. The class approach is sometimes
lost in the assessment of a nation's history. This approach has nothing
in common with the Leninist understanding of national pride, assess-

ment of national heritage; it gives rise to national self-conceit and
interferes with the internationalist education of working people.
Speakers at the Communist Party congresses in the republics severe-
ly criticized and denounced instances of deviation from the class,
conscious assessment of events and individual personalities of the
past.

The lntegration ol Nqtions: The Economy
,THE MAIN sphere of expression of international friendship, the
I foundation of international relations in general, is the socialist
economy as the factor uniting the Soviet natrons. It is important to
note not only its internationalist essence issuing from the socialized
eharacter of property, but also its level of development, where in-
tensiffcation, extension of economic exchange, increasingly become
an objective prerequisite for further progress.

Specialization and cooperation are the main characteristics of
inter-republican economic links. In terms of the country's existing
division not only into republics but also into large economic regions
incorporating republics (the Baltic, Central Asia, Transcaucasia),
making up a part of them (the Russian Federation, the Ulraine)
or covering whole republics (Byelorussia, Kazakhstan, Moldavia),
inter-regional exchanges accounted for two-fffths of the total volume
of traffic and three-fourths of the total goods turnover as far back
as the beginning of the eighth ffve-year plan period. Economic ex-
changes between the Soviet peoples are being constantly extended.
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The economic life of the peoples of the USSR is merging into a
whole in the full sense of the word, because all of them -pursue 

the
common goal of building the material and technologica[ basis for
communism, while making whatever contribution it can to the
common cause of developing the country, every republic at the
same time receives everything it needs for its own progress. The
Ukraine, for example, annually supplies to other ."prUtl", 57 per
cent of its output of ferrous rolled stock, z0 per ceniof its coal, 28
per cent of its iron ore, a large share of its output of machinery and
equipment. From the fraternal republics, it receives the burk of the
oil products and timber it needs, many .types of machines, instru-
ments, etc. Byelorussia supplies to other republics nine-tenths of
its output of mineral fertilizers, machine-tools, motorcycles, scooters,
transformers, man-made ffbers, more than two-thirds of its output
of tractors, trucks, roller- and ball-bearings. The Byelorussian econ-
omy itself cannot develop without receiving metal and. coal from
the Ukraine, 

_ 
oil products from Azerbaidzian and Tataria, many

types of machines, electrical engineering equipment from the Rus-
sian Federation and the Baltic republics, some 40 per cent of the
grain it needs from the RSFSR and the Ukraine, etc.

other examples show that most of some types of products in the
republics are produced to meet the needs of the courrlry as a whole
rather than for local use. The central Asian republics suppry to
other fraternal peoples nine-tenths of their production of riw cot-
ton, and two-thirds of their silkworm cocoons. The share of the
central Asian republics in supplying the country with natural gas
has been growing. For example, uzbekistan, which produces 32 bi]-
lion cubic meters of_ ga,s, ships most of it to other republics along
ffve g1s pipelines built, during the last ffve-year 

-plan 
period.

Tadzhikistan supplies to the other fraternal repubrics g0--g0 pir cent
of its production of cotton, silken fabrics, non-ferro,r, *Lt"l or"
concentrates, tinned vegetables and fruits, wines. soviet Estonia,
which receives products of the petrochemical, machine-building and
other industries, supplies to other-republjcs 60 per cent of its-phos-
phate fertilizers, more than two thirds of its poiver productioni The
Latvian Republic supplies half its products to the central and North-
western regions of the Russian Federation, as well as to the ul<raine.
For their part, these regions account for 5E per cent of manufactured
goods and raw materials received by Latvia.

The current stage of economic cooperation between the fraternal
peoples of the ussR is characterized not only by increased recip-
rocal deliveries of products and raw materials and exchang" it
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experience, but also by their direct participation in building indi-
vidual large enterprises and whole industries. For example, in the
last few years Soviet Bashkiria has built up a large chemical industry.
Its petrochemical industry developed twice as fast as that in the

rest of the country. These achievements were made possible by the
help of the fraternal Soviet nations. Bashkiria received half the
oil needed from Tataria; all the union republics took part in building
the new enterprises.

The current free redistribution of manpower resources among the
Soviet nations contributes to the internationalization of production
collectives. At Kazakhstanskaya Magnitka, workers and specialists

come from 46 nationalities, at the construction site of the Volga
motorworlcs from 44, of the Nurek power dam from 4L, at the "Tu-

vaasbest" combine from 36, at the Ust-Kamenogorsk titanium-mag-
nesium combine from 82. Such examples run into thousands. They
illustrate the main factor in Soviet life: ioint construction of com-
munism by working people of all nationalities in conditions of the
growing well-being and friendly convergence of nations.

The fraternal cooperation among the Soviet peoples is accom-
panied by selfless mutual assistance. This was seen, for example, in
the promptness and sympathy with which all the peoples of the
USSR jointly came to the assistance of Uzbekistan and Daghestan
when they were ravaged by earthquakes. This aid helped rebuild
Tashkent and enabled the working people of Daghestan to provide
housing in a little over two months to 34,258 families in distress, and
to build and repair about 200 school buildings and hospitals with
a total of almost 3,500 beds. The other Soviet republics provided
over 5,000 children with free board, lodging and schooling facilities.

The deepening content and widening scale of economic coopera-

tion among the peoples of the USSR greatly afiect the essence and
forms of international relations. The new features notable in them
are manifested especially in the further consolidation of the Sooiat

people as o. nelD lilstori,cal corunrunitg. This community implies for
the most part an identical type of socialist relations of production,
common ownership by the people of all the forms of public prop-
erty, organization of production on the basis of the nationwide divi-
sion of labor and, ffnally, common vital economic interests which by
no means contradict the common economic life of every individual
nation.

At the same time, in the USSR the term "national economy" ap-
plied to a particular republic has been practically abandoned in
favor of the term "the republican economy." First, because the ma-
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terial values of a republic are the property of both the nation or
natio-nality the republic takes its narne from and the working people
of all other nationalities living on its territory. second, be"ir-se th"
economy of every republic is built up by the efiorts of all the peo-
ples of the ussR, and is their common property. Alr this however,
does not rule out the 'hational interest" category.

The Integration of Natio,tts: Language and, Culture

fN ADDITION to advancing the economic community of the Soviet* people, an important role in its further consolidation is played by
the continuing interaction and mutual enrichment of national cui-
tures, the development of the united soviet multinational cultura.
The various national cultures, while retaining their originality,.
constitute at the same time the united Soviet socialist culture and
assimilate the finest features of every culture. The national and
intemational elements in soviet culture blend into the unity of its
national form and socialist content.

One of the most striking manifestations of the interaction and
mutual enrichment of the national cultures of the soviet nations and
nationalities is the development of multinational soviet literature in
89 languages.

The ten-day art and literature festivals of the fraternal peoples
have become traditional in every Soviet republic. The growing- in-
terest of the peoples of the USSR in world culture, as well as the
national cultures of other Soviet peoples, is illustrated by the scope
of translations of literature. In 1971, books were translated in the
USSR from 64 languages of Soviet peoples and 45 foreign languages.
A total of 7,417 books have been translated into other ranguag"s of
the USSR, with a printing of over 15.g million copies, ai well as
over 2,600 books by foreign authors in about 67 million copies. some
9,000 books by Russian classical and contemporary authors in over
230 million copies, and more than 2,000 books by Byelorussian,
Georgian, Armenian and other writers, have been pubrished during
Soviet years in the ukraine alone; while many Ukrainian writers
are known to the other Soviet peoples. Among many other national
literatures which have gained wide popularity, 700 works by Estonian
authors translated into 37 languages of the ussR, for example, have
been published, and over 200 works by Tatar writers and po-ets alone
have been translated into chuvash. udmurtian authors 

-have 
been

translated into 15 languages of the USSR.
The repertoires of theaters and amateur art companies in the

republics feature, in addition to the life of their peoples, the ffnest
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works by classical and contemporary writers, dramatists and poets

of the peoples of the USSR and abroad. This is one of the maior
channels for the convergence of cultures, particularly because of
mass public interest in amateur art activities and theater.

An important tendency in the formation and development of the
Soviet people as a new historical community has been the growth of
bilingualism, the extension of the social functions of the Russian

language along with the free development of the national languages.
The latest population census (January 1970) demonstrated a further
increase in the number of non-Russian citizens who named Russian

as their native language-from 10.2 million to 13 million in 11 years.

Simultaneously, there was a considerable increase in the number of
people speaking Russian (41.9 million) or another language in ad-

dition to their mother tongue. More than one third of the citizens
of ten nations and nationalities named a language other than their
people's as their native tongue.

The demand for books, magazines and newspapers in Russian
continued to rise in the republics. For example, in Moldavia, the
average annual printing of books and brochures in Russian grew
by L.25 million copies during the eighth ffve-year plan period. A
similar growth took place in Armenia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turk-
menia and other republics. Characteristically, this was concurrent
with an increase in publications in the national languages, and not
at their expense.

In a number of the Soviet Union's national regions, particularly
in autonomous republics and districts, the tendency toward educa-
ting children in Russian-language general schools continues to in-
crease. It would be a mistake either to depict this tendency as

universal, or to ignore it. For example, in Chuvashia a voluntary
changeover to instruction in Russian in all the subiects beginning
with the fffth form has been effected at the request of parents of
school-age children during the past few years. Similar change is
taking place in the Checheno-Ingushian Autonomous Republic, the
Komi Autonomous Republic, the Cherkessian and Adyghe Autono-
rnous Regions, etc.

Bourgeois propagandists are attempting to exploit these phenom-
ena in Soviet life as demonstrating a policy of "Russiffcation," al-
leging that small peoples have an inferior status in the Soviet Union.
The simple truth is, first of all, the voluntary character of the above
process, reaffirmed in the 1966 resolution of the CPSU Central Com-
mittee and the USSR Council of Ministers, which stated that the
choice of the language in which children will be taught at school
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rests with their parents. Equally important is the fact that it is this
very tendency, conditioned by socialism, toward an equal develop-
ment of large and small peoples that confronts the latter with the
need for going over to the Russian general secondary sehool. Be-
sides, there is no question of relinquishing the native language,
which is studied in the primary and secondary school along with
the history and literature of the local people.

It is common knowledge that the volume of information available
to oeople everywhere is now doubling every eight years. It is prac-
tically impossible to bring the fundamentals of this information, let
alone the latest achievements, within the reach of all schoolchildren
in their mother tongue. To do this, all up-to-date information would
have to be continually translated into all the languages of the USSR.
Since in soviet schools many languages are often used to teach chil-
dren of very small peoples, timely translation of all this information,
textbooks, etc., into all the languages is economically unrealistic. For
this reason, graduates of national schools are at a disadvantage com-
pared to those educated in Russian-language schools where they
are given much broader instruction in the fundamentals of science.
what is more, since higher schools train specialists in hundreds of
ffelds, higher and secondary specialized educational insututions in
the autonomous republics and regions providing instructions in local
fpguages,_ by virlue of their being small in number, automatically
limit the choice of a career by secondary school students. Nor wouli
such graduates be able to use their right of free admission to higher
s-chogls of any other republic without full knowledge of Russian or
the language of another large nation. Finally, it is the Russian lan-
guage that makes it easiest for the younger generation of small peo-
ples to learn the best achievements of tlie entire world culture, past
and present.

Grailual Trend, Toward Conoergenae

fN ADDITION to the growth of bilingualism and the functions ofr Russian as a language of international intercourse, other intricate
processes are having profound impact on the further development
of thp Soviet people as a new historical community. Among them
are the great variationl in population increase among the republics,
growing migration, and the rise in the number of mixed marriages.

The great progress in the consolidation of the nations and na-
tionalities of the Soviet Union has provided the prerequisites for
the appearance of individual elements of assimilation. Two important
airqurnstepges Should be emphasized in interpreting the process of
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assimilation. First, the point in question is voluntary, natural as-
similation, which is an expression in socialist practice of the world-
historic tendency toward the convergence and integration of nations.
Second, natural assimilation in the true sense of the word involves
a radical change of peoplet language, national consciousness, psy-
chology, customs, traditions, as well as their inclusion into the social-
ist and national life of a new nation. If a person has only adopted
another language, while considering himself belonging to the nation
of his ancestors, this is just an element of assimilation and not the
main one. This is why, speaking of the Soviet Union and judging
by the results of the latest censuses, it would be more correct to
refer only to elements of voluntary assimilation, especially since
their manifestation, in addition to being natural in character, mostly
concerns people who have been living for a long time, sometimes
for several generations, in other republics, away from their own
nation or nationalig. On the whole, peoples living in a compact mass
and having their own national statehood, have displayed in the
main stable processes of national development. This is exempliffed
by the republics and regions where industrial construction and
hence population migration have been less intensive. In certain
cases, the number of people who named the language of their na-
tionality as their mother tongue even slightly increased.

Mixed marriages contribute a great deal to the convergence of
nations. In Latvia they account for about a quarter of all marriages,
and in the Ukraine for 26 per cent in the towns and for up to six per
cent in villages.

The Future
ITHE DIRECTIVES of the 24th CPSU Congress for the USSR ffve-r year economic development program for 1971-1975 show a deep
concern for the unity of the national and international interests of
the peoples. For example, capital investments in Uzbekistan will in-
crease by 60 per cent, the output of chemical goods, 120 per cent;
machines, 65 per cent; gas, 37 billion cubic meters; electricity, 30
billion kilowatt-hours. In Lithuania, production of the chemical in-
dustry will grow 250 per cent, machine-building, 130 per cent. In
Kazakhstan, t}e output of gas is to increase 200 per cent; oil, 130
per cent; lron, 130 per cent; steel, 200 per cent; rolled stock, 100 per
cent, etc.

The fulffllment of the current ffve-year plan will be a long step
forward in developing the planned all-around cooperation among
the fraternal peoples. At the end of the ffve-year plan period, Turk-
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menia will be producing 61 billion cubic meters of gas, supplying
the bulk of it to other republics, in view of which a new gai pipe-
line to Khiva is proiected. Turkmenia in turn will be supplied with
electric power by its neighbors during the whole ffve-yeai period: in
1971 alone it is to receive 550 million kilowatt-hours of electricity
from Uzbekistan.

Among the major problems the CPSU intends to solve in the
current ninth ffve-year plan is further alignment of the Ievels of
industrial development in the union and autonomous republics, pro-
vision of equal opportunities for enioying all the beneffts of curture,
and advancement of the material well-being of the working people
of all nationalities. These problems will be tackled in difierent-ways.
An especially important role is played by variations in the volume
of capital investments. In the soviet union as a whole they wifl
grow 40 per cent, whereas in Tadzhikistan the increase will be 44
per cent, in Azerbaidzhan and Byelorussia 50 per cent, in uzbekistan
60 per cent, in Turlonenia 68 per cent. The plan targets for the growth
of national income also vary: in Kirghizia 84 per cent, in Byelorussia
45 per cent, in Moldavia 49 per cent. An important tool for aligning
the levels of economic development of the republics in the ninth
ffve-year plan is, as before, an equitable redistribution of turnover
tax revenues. Moreover, the union Govemment makes additional
appropriations for those republics where a Iarger growth of produc-
tion is to be achieved or where developmeni of natural reiources,
new construction proiects, etc. are undertaken in the interests of the
country as a whole. In 1970, 225 million rubles were a[ocated from
the union budget for uzbekistan; in Lg7L, 4lr.d miflion rubles for
Kazakhstan, etc.

The immediate future will also see further consolidation of the
s-oviet people as a new historical multinational community. while
the convergence of ethnie, national characteristics of the peoples
plays- a pfrt in this, the main factor is the common strug-gle-for
socialism, building a classless society, the Marxist-Leninist ideology,
the emergence of the common multinational soviet culture. This
new,_emerging eommunity of the Soviet people, far from retarding
the development of each nation or nationality, acfuafly ensures the
most favorable conditions for their prosperity and consolidation.

of the variety of factors which have played an important role
in strengthening the unity of the working people of all soviet nations
and nationalities, their cohesion within the framework of the new
historical community-the soviet people-particularly important are
the growing friendship among the peoples of the us'sR, their widen-

I
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ing cooperation and mutual assistance in economic and cultural
development, the development of the features commou to all the
nations and nationalities. These factors are in the full sense of the
word the product of socialism and the socialist type of international
relations.

The experience of the USSR in developing and consolidating the
peoples of the multinational Soviet state is undoubtedly of lasting
importance for humanity's progress toward higher international
unity.

EDU ARDIO ]}IIEZELAITIS

My Land
Once again on the shorc . . .firy cq

crampled in my hand..

I touch the uater with a bran'ch
cooereil uith big buds . . .

On my shnulders a snoudrift of bird-cheny blooms
The fog ooer th,e fioer

Floats auay totoard the da.rkening
mouth of the ford.

The brass bell of the sun
has flnk into the taater,

Not to be rolled out till m,omdng . . .

The delbate stars,
Golil as barley, do not follo*

the bell to the bottom.
The cooling air

rcpoats the u'atefs ilyples.
And the quiet grouss as if

it usere alioe.
The ni,g!,t e"fold* its bebood earth

into the coolness,

The lily-of-the-oalley opens up
and, from its leaoes

The deu:drops fall
with a siloerg tinkle . - .

How the kttle beetle scratches ausay,

hou the flouers sigh,

Ep,enoo Mrczprerrrs is s l66.ling Lithuanian poet.
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MY LAND

Horo the sprouts shoot up-
in thi,s, the beginning of a rustling groDe.

Hout mysterious the l,ang"rages of the leooes,
thehills...

Hous the uater nxutrnurs, reflec-ting blue
from the stars . . ,

O, rny lnnd! . , . Tlwre is nothing more beautiful
than gou, nothing more dear to me . .

You gioe me eoerything, and. your song
sings uithin rne . , .

On the shore again . . . the stars
uhi,sper about you.

In the golil ol the Neman
in the stillness . . .

Translated by BrnNeno Kor:er.r from
the Russian of Pevrr- V, Pnoremr,

with the editorial assistance of
NeN Bnrvrrm

TESUS SOTO AMESTT

Senator, Chairman of Foreign Affairs Committee,
National Congrets ol Yenezuela

I THINK that the state system set down in the Constitution of the USSR
and based on the complete recognition of the rights of all nations and
nationalities, has proved very important in the rapid progress of all Soviet
peoples and their uniffcation for the successful conskuction of socialism,
in the course of which their inviolable friendship has been the most reli-
able support.

Soviet foreign policy substantially contributes to world peace. It has
won for the Soviet Union profound respect in the world. The Soviet Union
has demonshated by its policy that it is possible to cooperate with the
economically developing countries without imposing all kinils of terms on
them, as is done by imperialist states.

YUMZHAGIYN TSEDENBAL
Chairman, Council ol Ministers, Mongolian People's Republic

THE HISTORIC accomplishments of the Soviet people in communist con-

,struction are of great importance for world peace and security and for
ithe destinies of the peoples on all continents. That is why all honest peo-
ple are looking with hope, trust and sincere love at the USSR as a bastion
of peace and socialism.

ru



YUNY BOREV

Esthetics and Culture: The

National and the International

fINE OF socialism's most democratic and humane objectives is
v the awakening of historical initiative in the masses so that each
person can help chart the future of his people and, in Lenin's words,
"so that each nation can help decide the destiny of all mankind."

But the problem of the national and its relationship to the inter-
national* is now more urgent than ever on the esthetic as well as

the political level. Problems of social life inevitably express them-
selves in esthetic terms, in literature and art. In ffction they are re-
fracted thorugh the prism of the author's personality, through the
medium of his literary characters. In this form, as in other areas oI
literature and culture in general, the crucial problem of the national
and the international, or universal, must be seen in the light of the
dialectical interaction between the individual, the nation and man-
kind as a whole. In literary expression it involves the friendship and
mutual cultural enrichment of the Soviet peoples and, eventually
the interaction of the various national literatures, and Soviet litera-
ture as a whole, with world culture.

The theme of broad internationalism-the struggle for the inter-
ests of the most remote peoples and nations as well as the writey's
own-permeates the whole of Soviet literature, and comes alive
through dialectical unity with specific nati,onal and persorwJ elements
predicated on historical and class factors. This internationalism can
be seen for example in Mikhail Svetlov's poem Grenada, whose hero
left his home in order to ffght and give the land of Grenada to the
peasants; or in the moving and serious passion for the English language
of Makar Nagulnov in Mikhail Sholokhovs Virgin Soil Upturned-

* The Russian word used here, counterposed to the word national, is ob'shche-
chelooecheski, which means literally "common to all mankind." Unfortunately we
have no single English word that conveys that exact meaning.-Ed.

Yuny Bonpv is a research scholar at the Gorky Institute of World Literature
in Moscow, a member of the Union of Writers and the Union of Cinemato-
graphists of the USSR, and the author of Esthetics, On Comedy, On Tragedy,
Funilamental Esthetic Categories and other monographs.
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just as it was expressed in the rvorldwide admiration for Eisensteids
Battleshi.p Potemkin.

rfiHIS vital problem of the national and the international has beenf, dit",m"d at length from various aspects but not frequently
enough in general esthetic tems as applied to literature. It is the
purpose of this essay to discuss some of the more important esthetic
considerations of this subject.

To begin by way of illustration: lapan Sea in Decernber, a nar-
rative by the Estonian writer Juhan Smuul, is about a cruise in the
meteorological vessel Voeikoo. The author describes the events, the
work and leisure, the ioys and sorrows of the expedition and its par-
ticipants. But all the happenings of this distant voyage are linked
by Smuul with his native Tallinn, with Estonian culture.

The following passage dealing with superstitions and ill ornens
is one example: "Sailors indeed fear Monday. I tried very hard to
persuade the navigators and scientists that Monday, which is to
be feared according to Russian naval tradition, is not so frightening
as the Estonian Friday, which is really to be feared. And worst of
all when Friday happens to be the 18th of the month!" One could
cite many such examples, for every page of the book presents this
expedition against the background of the folk wisdom and pre-
judices of Estonia.

The national element in Smuul's book thus manifests itself in a
correlation of all the worldwide phenomena, of new experience in
particular, with a historically-shaped national experience. The national
experience itself and everything perceived through it is, in its turn,
related to humanity, to its interests, experience and culture. It is not
accidental, therefore, that in a narrative about an expedition of a
Soviet meteorological vessel in the Japan Sea there is talk of Shakes-
petue, Heine, Chekhov, Einstein and others who are part of the
universal heritage of all peoples. This brings us to an extremely im-
portant aspect of the problem of the national and the universal.

The dialectics of the national and the international is an integral
part of the esthetic foundation of art. This problem has received
practically no attention in world esthetics, although a universal
and all-embracing art category like the beautiful is repeatedly em-
phasized. The artist sees lhe world according to the laws of beauty
and his works give us eslhetic pleasure. Beauty is an indispensable
esthetic quality of any true work of art. A social conception of this
category of beauty has been ofiered in a number of Soviet works on
esthetics, which view beauty as a sphere of freedom, as the highest
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human value, an object of the greatest signiffcance to humanity in
general. This theoretical approach provides the materialist key to
understanding the universal human element in art and the materialist
basis for iudging what is transient or eternal in works of art.

A truly humanist artist who sees the world according to the laws
of beauty and strives to communicate esthetic pleasure to the reader
through his works, inevitably sees all the phenomena he considers in
a universal context, and assesses them from the angle of their signiff-
cance to all humanity. The human element lies in the very foundation
of art, which however, contains not only universal but also a national
element because the very concept of human value is predicated on
history, classes and national speciffcs. The more original a national
vision is, the greater and more unique becomes its general artistic
value. But, at the same time, its signiftcance to the reader rises to the
degree that the original and speciffcally national blends with the
general. This is one of the prime factors of the artistry of a work,
making it capable of becoming a classic of worldwide signiffcance.
Particularly important here is the human content of national experi-
ence and problems. In major art speci.ffc problems of social develop-
ment are raised to a universally signiffcant level, and are resolved
not only from the standpoint of a transient situation but also from
the standpoint of the interests of all mankind, where they appear in
the context of a particular historical, class and national experience.

For example, in And Quiet Flows the Don, Soviet author Mikhail
Sholokhov lays bare the vacillations of a 'middle peasant," Grigory
Melekhov, during the Revolution. The riotous winds of history
drive him now to the side of the insurgent people and now to the
side of their enemies, and he pays a tragic price for his mistakes.
The greatness and humanism of Sholokhot's novel are that the
author is concemed with both history and the individual. Sho-
lokhov shows the historical necessity and inevitability of the revo-
lution, and condemns the historical blindness of Grigory, but not
without compassion, portraying him as a tragic character, not
as a mere individual personifying an abstract counter-revolu-
tionary force that must be destroyed. The international dimen-
sion of this purely Russian novel, using purely Russian historical
material from the life of the Cossacks on the frontier area of two
epochs, consists in the fact that the problem itself (the middle, non-
proletarian, petty-bourgeois strata in a revolutionary situation) and
its artistic resolution (the tragedy of a betrayal of the peoplet cause)
are today among the central elements of the world historical process.

The fullest, most exact deffnition of the national element as an
118
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esthetic category was given in the 19th century by the great Russian
author Nikolay Gogol, who wrote: "The truly national element con-
sists not in a description of the sarafano but in the very spirit of the
people. A poet can be national even when he describes an entirely
alien world but looks at it with the eyes of his national elemen! with
the eyes of his people, when he feels and speaks in such a manner
that it seems to his compatriots that it is they themselves who are
feeling and speaking." (From 'A Little About Pushkin," 1832)

Regredully, the international element in art lacks a similarly ac-
curate tleoretical deffnition as an esthetic category. We should keep
in mind in this connection that many concepts appear to us in both
their political and esthetic aspects. These are interrelated, but each
has its own speciffc. For example, in social life the "prrty spirit" is a
political concept, but in art it has to be expressed in esthetic terms.

A unique feature of the art of "socialist realism"f is that in it the
class viewpoint fundamentally coincides with the viewpoint of all
humanity, because ultimately the class interests of the proletariat
are the same as those of all working people and, indeed, all mankind.
As Vissarion Belinsky, the noted 19th century Russian literary critic
and publicist, wrote: "In speaking of himself, of his ego, a great poet
speaks of what is general, of humanity; for in his nature lies every-
thing that constitutes the life of humanity. Therefore, in the poet's
grief everyone recognizes his own grief, and in his heart everyone
recognizes his own heart aud sees him not only as a poet, but as a
person, as a brother human being." (From ?oems by Lermontot'')

The very structure of an artistic image, uniting as it does subiec-
tive and objective factors, requires combining national and inter-

* A Russian national peasant &ess.

i "Socialist Realism" is typically stereotyped by many critics as inherently re-
strictive. Alexander Dementyev, Chief Editor of the Soviet Literarg Encycla-
pedia,, eommenls as follows on this central concept after sketching its origins
in previous literature: "The main creative method of Soviet literature and literary
criticism . . . the essence of which is a lifelike, historically concrete betrayal
of reality in its revolutionary development. . . . Socialist realism does not hand
out recipes to writers, nor does it lay down how many positive and how many
negative heroes are to be put into any particular novel. . . . Moreover, it does
not reject out of hand conventionalism, symbolism, the grotesque, hyperbole or
other 'heightened media of artistic expression. It only demands that a work
of art should not be divorced from life, that it shoulil give a true preseutation
of man's thoughts and feelings. The Rules of the Union of Soviet Writers stress
that the purpose of socialist realism is to ensure the artist's exceptional scope
for creative initiaUve, and a choice of various forms, styles and genres.'" Alex-
ander Dementyev, "Miror of Life," Spr*nik, August 1972. (E&tor's Note.)
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national principles, because the artist's own personality is not only
predicated on class, historical and national featirres, but also embodies

I generally human content enabling everyone to see in the poet "a
brother human being." But since art is 

-always 
a quest, thi artist

does not merely reproduce life; he conveys hL o*" world view as
well as his national experience when depicting "reality.,,

The national histo_rical and artistic experience of any country is
unique- because, the laws of social development ffnd expression in
uniquely individual ways while recurring in the history of each peopre.
At the same time, we recognize the exislence of these immutabie liws
of social development. Their recurrence, in unique forms, constitutes
the dialectics of the national and international, of the personal and
universal, and is conveyed by the art of every people. It manifested
itself in a unique way in the life of the-peiples who, after
the Great october socialist Revolution of 1g17, iccdmplished a reap
from the patriarchal-clan way of life to the civilization ind culture df
the 20th century. It is specffically this transition from the patriarchal
system to socialism that is portrayed by the Kirghiz writei chinghiz
Aitmatov,* whose characters make this leap within one generation.

Most of Aitmatov's people embody something special-of a clan
nature, but nothing purely individual or personal, or purely universal
and international. They live apart from the mainstriam'of history,
people for whom clan traditions and customs are the only natural
principles _regulating,social life. There are as yet no distinct person-
alities in the patriarchal world because people are not yet conironted
with problems involving individual decisions or stiictly personal
responsibility. They are still subject to the strict rule of 

-custom,

and are not even aware that any other situation is possible. But what
makes the life of Aitrnatoy's heroes noteworthy is that their destiny
repeats the historical destiny of their people, who in turn are essen-
tially part of a worldwide historical process. From a life ruled by
custom they pass to the more complex, more difficult but richer hfl
of the self-conscious personality.

Aitmatov's The Fi,rst Teacher, for example, and the ftlm based on
it, traces the transition of the narrow clan system of relations to the
broader modern world 

_not only in the sphere of human feelings but
in people's entire world outlook. This transition of the humariheart
and mind is exempliffed in Dyuishen, a young man who has returned
from the civil war. This semi-literate teachei fosters a transformation
in his pupils'who-le attitude toward their traditional village life, giving
them a new modern outlook. By showing them that thire are-othei

" S* th" review of Aiknatov's ffkn lamilya on page 62 of this issue.
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people besides those in the clan, other classes and mankind as a whole,
he.awakens- their personalities. Time seemed to have stopped in the
village, and only the present existed for its inhabitan*.- The ffrst
teacher, Dyuishen, gave time three dimensions, dividing the present
from the past, showing that the way people had lived }or*"ily *",
loJonger possible. From the very ffrs[ lesson he had introduced the
children to the idea of the future. These changes in human con-
sciousness, the introduction of broad social categolies such as world,
classes, nations and futu_re, create a personality iniegrated with history.
A representative of a clan evolves into an individual accommodating
a new relationship: personality-nation-mankind.

The international aspect is covered in the writer's conviction that
the path taken by his heroes will also be taken if not today, then
tomorrow, by the peoples of Asia, Latin America and Oceania, who
are even now awakening to their own historical initiative.

The dialectic of the national and the international permeates not
only the 

-very 
idea, the themes and the problems of ari, not only its

content, but also its form. In art forms the dialectic of the national
and the international manifests itself chiefly in the infuence of the
traditions of other peoples on the national art tradition, the influence
of national artistic achievements and discoveries on mankind's percep-
tion of the world, the discovery of new artistic forms and metiods 

-of

thought, and their gradual dissemination to the art of difierent nations.

['tOR THE GREEKS the human ffgure was the measure of beauty.r- They discovered the law of the golden section; the 1:B ratio
of the human face-forehead-nose-chin-underlay the golden section.
It would seem that here everything is a matter of anatomy. But
in a_ human being everything is universal, social, reflecting the speciffcs
of history and the experience of a nation. Even the analomical
structure embodies not only human but also ethnic and national
features. Not every nation has facial proportions like those of the
Greeks. The canons of beauty contain permanent historical and
national elements as well.

Of course, the concept of the mere reciprocal influence and inter-
action of the art of difierent peoples, even in the essential but still
extremely limited aspect of "wandering subiects," as propounded by
the Russian comparativists, for example, cannot explain the entire
si-gniffcance of general human principles or the amazing coincidence
of subje_cts, thou_ghts, forms and ideas in the art of difierent peoples.
We ffnd coincidences and interweavings of culture even in cases
where there is no possiblity of any influencg "wandering subjects" or
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even contact between nations. The Japanese, for example, have a
moon-admiration festival. Three days before the full moon in mid-
September, when a tiny chip just slightly deforms the harmony of a
perfectly round moon, the ]apanese leave their homes in the evening
to admire this celestial body. Here the esthetic taste of a people
is expressed and maintained tluough the inclusion of discord in
harmony. In the town of Nilho, about which the Japanese say, "He
who has not seen Nikho has not seen beauty," there are gates of the
most perfect harmony and symmetry. However, to achieve the utnost
beauty the harmony of this structure is broken by just a tiny fraction:
one of the pillars is turned with its face inward.

It is noteworthy also that among many peoples, the highest sense
of beauty is founded on the inclusion of discord in harmony. In the
Parthenon, the greatest structure of the ancient Greeks, the colonnade
does not resemble a palisade because in it there is a perfect harmony
of discords: a close look at the well-proportioned colonnade will show
that it consists of columns with a different section diameter, that each
column has a different number of edges, the distance between the
columns is different, and so on. This intrusion of discord into harmony,
this creation of beauty by the inclusion of elements breaking its
symmetry, ,hyth* and integrity, is characteristic of modern ways of
thinking: it has been utilized, for example, by the Soviet comllosers
Dimitri Shostakovich and Sergey Prokoffev.

Human beings cope with the same material world, a single, multi-
form material environment governed by unilorm laws. All peoples are
surrounded by a single ocean of air a.r,d a single star-studded sky;
a single sun shines in the heavens. Similarly uniform laws govern
nature and society, uniform psychophysical, and gnosiological laws
govern perception and thinking, and uniform historical laws of social
production, social relations, social formations and the class struggle
operate and manifest themselves in the life of difierent peoples. This
is the foundation of the general similarities, intercrossings and amaz-
ing coincidences which we encounter in the culture and art of differ-
ent peoples. At the same time, the different and unique historical,
artistic and psychophysical experiences of different peoples cause
general principles and laws to be refracted in a national, unique
manner in the art of every nation and in the historical and class-b,ased

art of every artist. The general manifests itself with particular clarity
in similarities, common features and in seemingly discrepant and
incompatible phenomena of culture. Although this communrty of
elements has its ultimate causes, namely the fact that the life of all
nations is governed by the same laws of history, one can see four
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distinct groups and fundamentally speciffc cases of such coincidence
and similarities.

The first group consists of similar works, images and subjects relat-
ing to the same epoch and emerging independently of each other
among different nations on account of the close similarity of their
living conditions.

The second group includes those artistic works clearly infuenced
by those of other cultures, a process raised to the level of a universal
law by the comparativist school of literary criticism, which holds
that similar phenomena spring from the infuence (for instance,
"wandering subjects" ) of one national art on another. But Marxist
dialectics has shown that of the inner and external stimuli of devel-
opment, the former are decisive. External elements can only speed up
or slow down a process determined by inner factors. Thus, the influ-
ence of one national culture on another can only propel and stimulate
the evolution of definite artistic phenomena when the need for them
has already appeared and matured in national life.

The third group is determined by the general dialectics of the
law of spiral development; more speciffcally, it involves the influence
of the past on the present of a cultural tradition. Such similarity of
phenomena located at corresponding points on the "spiraf' of the
evolution of art is noted frequently in the history of world art. For
instance, the features of ancient Greek art were repeated on a new
foundation during the Renaissance, while some features of ancient
Roman art were repeated in classical art; the rationalistiq educa-
tional dramaturgy of Gotthold Lessing is 'tepeated" in the intellectual,
epic drama of Berthold Brecht, and so on.

The fourth group is the most complex and the least studied. It is
determined by the realization of various cycles or spirals of the
evolution of artistic culture. The Georgian scholar Shalva Nutsubidze
has suggested a fruitful and convincing concept of the existence, in
addition to the Western, of an Eastern Renaissance, which began
earlier and was characterized by speciffc features. A departure from
the narrow, Europe-centered scheme makes it necessary to consider
the history and theory of art not only of the Western but also of
the Eastern cycle of evolution. Scholars have found a broad regular-
ity: the repetition of the spirals of artistic development. A study
of not only European but also American, African, Asian and Oceanic
art will make it possible to trace the parallel historical movement of
the various branches of artistic civilization and awaken a quest for
the general laws of these dissimilar but ultimately comparable proc-
esses. Today this challenge is increasingly attracting the attention of
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scholars throughout the world, for example Thor Heyerdahl and the
book by the Soviet scholar Nikolay Konrad, Ea.st a.nd West. Tlterc
are thus not one but several spirals of the common evolution of world
art. Artistic phenomena in a deffnite point of one spiral may be
eomparable to those of an analogous point on another spiral. More-
over, the spirals themselves may be at different levels.

Analogous socioeconomic development and the existence of
analogous socioeconomic systems through which the historical move-
ment of difierent nations passes cannot help but give rise to analogous
processes in ffction.

Each of the four types of recurrence of artistic phenomena pro-
duces its own form of the dialectical link between the national and
international, historically speciffc elements inherent in the given per-
iod, and of general uniquely repetitive features in the artistic life of
different peoples.

The dialectics of the national and the international permeates the
entire artistic process. The fruits of the spiritual activity of individual
nations become the property of all. On the other hand, general
achievements are refracted through the national experience and are

expressed and consolidated in a unique national form.
At the International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties

in Moscow, June 1969, the combination of national and international
elements and interests was termed one of the most vital problems of
modern times. It was agreed that any deviation from the Leninist
principle of combining these elements, any deviation towards nation-
alism and chauvinism, or towards cosmopolitanism and national

DONDOGIYN TSBVEGMID

President, Cteat People's Khural (Assembly),
Mongolian People's Republic

THE SMALL AND BIG NATIONS and nationalities of the Soviet Union,
having united into a friendly family, have achieved great strides in their
development in a historically short time, I saw this for myself once again
when I visited Azerbaidzhan as a member of a Mongolian parliamentary
delegation. This progress has been achieved owing to the correct solution
of the national problem in the Soviet Union'

The Soviet Union has always stretched a hand of frienclship to the other
peoples of the world. The working people of our country, who have be,en

marchi"g together wth their elder brother for half a century, know this
better than anyboily else.
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nihilism is frarrght with serious consequences in politics, culture, art
and esthetic theory.

The half-century experience of the social and curturar rife of the
peoples_of the ussR is thus of world historic signiftcance. one of the
most valuable elements of this experience is thit the problem of the
general, international resonance of the ffnest achiev"*Jrrtr of national
art-of the soviet peoples has been profoundly resorved in the art of
socialist realism. Here the dialectics of the national and the inter-
national permeates the entire artistic process. The fruits of the
spiritual activity of individual nations havi become the property of all.

-And 
in

SIDNEY FINKELSTEIN

the United States:

A Commentary

URY BOREV's article, "Art and Culture: National and Inter_r national," has profound signiffcance for the United States. We
are a prisonhouse of nations, and culture is controlled as if from one
center, New York city. But the trouble is not spatial. It is class. A
pattem is forced on the arts of middle class tastes and troubles. There
is no searching analysis of capitalism. American democracy is accepted
as the best of all systems, almost as a product of nature, with no
awareness of the self-centered violence thit has poisoned it from the
start' And it is this violence that has been faced by the many nations
on the Iand of the united States. There is an unbioken thread under
llr" gh?lg" of style. There was the violence in tearing the land from
the Indians, ftrst pushing them west and then into re"servations, with
no interest either in their develo^p-in-g their ancient culture or bringing
them into the mainline swing of hf6 under capitalism. slavery was a
{":" ,f_ violence against the people dragged from Africa.'It *",
followed after the civil war by a form oiiiorent oppression against
the Black pe_ople which still today denies to them ihe full rigfits of
citizenship. so it was with the chicanos of the Southwest, "seized
from Mexico. The great waves of immigrants, welcomed to ffll the
il*ilTr**rlsrprN is a well-known Marxist writer on literature and art. Among
his recent books are Existentiali.sm and, Alienntion in American Literafune, and
The Sense anil Nonsense of Marshall McLuhan.
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need for labor on the raflroads and in the fast-growing industry
were likewise greeted with racism and violence, a violence aimed at
the freedom of labor. The United States has become the foremost
home of racism.

The very opening of Borev's article, "One of socialism's most
democratic and human objectives is the awakening of historical
initiative in the masses so that each person can help chart the future
of his people," points a. way for the United States. It is a turn to the
working people of the country, and encouragement of them to speak
tJleir own mind. thus the true face of the United States will appear,
and the foundations be laid for a truly national literature.

In the United States, the question raised by Yury Borev con-
cerning 'hational" and 'international," and the dialectic relation be-
tween the two, takes a new form. Whether the various minorities-
who together make up a majority-can be considered 'hations" or
national groups is a political question, and will be settled politically.
Esthetically they must contribute to the formation of an art of the
United States nation, which is made up of many peoples. The most
important minority is that of the Blacls. Numerically it amounts to
one-tenth of the population, about twenty million. In music and
poetry, as in the days of the spirituals a century and a half ago, it
has taken from the art found among the whites on these shores and
forged something new, proudly accepted as part of United States
eulture. So it is with jazz and other art forms. In tlle realm of 'Ene
art," its struggles have been considerable, and can be examined for
many long decades. The problem rests in encouraging formation of a
Black audience for the arts, which will have an inspirational effect.

The more this people makes its achievements Lmown against great
odds, the more it encourages other national expression. The result will
be a new United States culture, of a many-sided kind. It will make its
efiect internationally in a new and stimulating way. It will be a
beautiful culture.

Borev speaks many times of beauty and the beautiful, and refers
to it as a'trumart''element. This is a deep insight. For it is a humani-
zation of nature, including people, turning the unknown into the
Imown, the irrational into the understood, making the outside world
an addition to human powers. Thus it continually plows ahead, enter-
ing new areas. The geniuses of each age take what is widely con-
sidered ugly, antihuman or inhuman, and turn it into something under-
stood as part of human life, and therefore beautiful. So there are
always walls to be broken down, new areas to enter. Beauty is some-

thing real and part of objective life, but it can be found only by
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Iabor and the imagination. Art teaches the beautiful. Once its lessons
are learned, it seems strange to people that they could have been so
insensitive before, ,but that is part of the nature of art. So a new
area of beauty is ahead for the United States people, and once it
is achieved, they will wonder how in our time we could have been
so insensitive, so inhuman.

IRAKLI ABASHIDZE

On Friendship and Kinship

p)ROBABLY no other event in my life, the life of a Georgian poe!
r' so braced my sense of national pride in our culture as the cele-
brations of the 800th birth anniversary of Shota Rustaveli, author
of our great national epic, The lhight in the Tigefs Skin. Envoys
from all corners of the Soviet Union and foreign guests from forty
countries gathered in Georgia on &ose days. The World Peace Council
appealed to all countries of the West and East to pay tribute to this
genius of the Georgian people.

However, a broader examination of that will take us beyond mere
respect for the attainments of our national culture, beyond a mere
professional evaluation of Rustavelis poetry. For eight centuries
Georgians have been listening to his clear-cut measured lines, now
like an alarm bell, now like a tender lullaby. But only now has the
whole world come to hear his powerful voice, only in our day has
the depth of his philosophical thought, the rich prophetic signiffcance
of his humanism, become ac'cessible to all.

The guiding principles of Soviet international culture have fulfflled
the sage prophet's lines, like an epigraph to the fete: "The difierence
of tribes and countries impeded not their embrace."

"Shota Rustaveli's iubilee," Praoda wrote, "furned into a great
festival of all the fraternal peoples of our country." And at the un-
veiling of a monument to the poet in Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Stree!

Inenr Ar.rslrrozr, leading poet of Soviet Georgia, is well known not only as a
ffne poet, through orr*"to1ri pubtished works, 

-but 
also as a prominent iublic

ffgure. He has repeatedly been elected a deputy to the USSR Supreme Soviet,
and was formerly Chairman of the Georgian Writers' Union, He is Editor-in-Chief
of the Georgian Soviet Encyclopedia, and a member of the Georgian Academy
of Sciences. He has been awarded ffve Orders of the Soviet Union, including two
Orders of Lenin (the highest Soviet award).
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Moscow, Leonid Brezhnev said, "Rustaveli is a Georgian, but he
belongs not only to Georgia. He belongs to all the peoples of our
multinational homeland."

The theme of intemationalism is deeply rooted in Georgian cul-
ture. Firm creative and vital ties have linked Georgia forever with
the names of such Russian poets and writers as Pushkin, Lermontov,
Griboyedov, Ostrovsky, Gorky, Balmont, Mayakovsky, Blok and
Yessenin. This enabled Ilya Ehrenburg to say, "It's hard to imagine
Russian poetry without the Caucasus."

These ties continued to deepen and broaden. The Soviet poet
Nikolay Tikhonov became a true associate of Georgia's men of letters,
Isaak Babel worked as a reporter with a Tbilisi newspaper, Pyotr
Pavlenko called Georgia his second homeland. The great writer
Konstantin Paustovsky was known as the discoverer of the Colchis.
The Soviet director Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, one of the
founders of the Moscow Art Theater, began his artistic career in
Tbilisi on the amateur stage. The master painter Yevgeni Lanser took
a most active part in the establishment of the Georgian Academy of
Fine Arts. The laying of the foundation of professional music educa-
tion in Geor$a is linked with the name of composer Mikhail
lppolitov-Ivanov.

Maxim Gorky, founder of Soviet literature, never forgot that he
took his ffrst steps as a writer in Georgia. At a plenary meeting of
the Tbilisi City Soviet back in 1928, he summarized the efforts and
aims of the Republiis ffrst revolutionary transformations: "fn these
great days you are working for a great cause, and your work is of
great importance not only for us but for the whole world. A new
people has been born on the vast ffeld, the vast space between
Mount Ararat and Murmansk, between the East and Leningrad.
That new people, that great force is you. Everything that is now
being accomplished is being accomplished by you. Your goal is clear.
The whole world is looking at you, listening to you, Iearning
from you." Gorky was referring not only to economic achievements.
He was speaking of the emergence of new social relations based
on proletarian internationalism, which is so effectively promoted by
culture and art.

We frequently use the words "mutual penetration," "mutual en-
richment," forgetting that this is not a mechanical process and that
the words were brought to life through concrete historical experience,
based on the activities of many gifted people who gave all of their
strength and talent to breathe life into this new quality, which is
now second nature to us.
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". . . AII of Georgiat beauty and diversity became part of my
constant writer's wanderings, permeated my books and eisays . . J'
Many other writers would agree with Marietta shaginyan in this.
And on a deeper analysis of her words, we would diiover the very
close creative contacts that have linked many generations of cui-
tural workers of the peoples of our multinationai Land of soviets.

We can never forget how composer Sergey prokoffev, a usually
restrained and modest man, ran up onto the stage in Tbilisi after
the rendition of his Third Piano concerto to embralce and kiss young
conductor Yevgeny Mikeladze, whom composer Dmitri Shostakovic[
would eventually call "the pride of the Soviet conductors' school."'We remember fflm director Nikolay Shengelay's joint work with
Mikhail Shololhov on the production "TIie Soil Upturned,,; the
Tbilisi debut of the outstanding Leningrad director Ge6rgi rovstono-
gov, who to this day maintains his creative friendship with the
Georgian theater; the award of the Shota Rustaveli prize, the re-
plPll"" !g!"r,, to Ulcainian poet Mikola Bazhan and Russian poet
Nikolay- Tikhonov, slanbolizing through their work the spiritual 

-and

fraternal kinship of soviet peoples. Ii is quite impossibli to list all
the contacts, name all the friends of Georgian cirltrre, or cite all
the facts of constantly broadening creative ties. This summer, for
example, the-Tbilisi Opera Theater staged "Taras Bulba,, by Lysenko,
a classic of ukrainian music, while Zakhari Paliashvili's 'Absalom and
Eteri" was produced by Ukrainians on the Kiev stage.

I cant resist the temptation of citing in this connection several
examples of a personal nature. Like sacred tokens of friendship, I
keep many letters sent to me, especially wartime letters from frie-nds
at the front. One of them was written on a letterhead of the Red
Army newspaper To Rout the Foe, on which Mikhail Svetlov en-
trusted to me at a trying moment something very personal and dear
to him. Or a letter frorn-poet Ilya Selvinskli *ritt"i to me from the
front during [orld- War II expiessing his delight at becoming "in-
timately linked with the Georgians." And another letter: .IMe-need

two Georgian writers; if Chikovani and Mashashvili or Kaladze
turye! up_it would be- gre-at. Theyll ffrst come to the newspaper,
a_nd from here go to the front lines. It would be perfect. g"i t"t
them wear all the warm clothing they have. ." Wfrat appraisal of
m1 wolk could compare with the single deeply heartfelf line from
a friend of mine, writer Viktor Shkloviky: 'Wliat you have written
is written for all of us."

- These friendly compliments, it seems to me, transcend any notions
of personal egotism. Such feelings arise from the wise policy of inter-
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nationalism governing today s Sovret spiritual life. As Viktor ShHov'
sky went on to say: "This is not even friendship. It's kinshipl"

I began this piece by speaking of national pride. Our revived
national-self-aw€ueness, certainly, has a right to pride. But we under-
stand and understood that very national pride from the very outset
of socialism on our ancient Georgian soil as it was spokeu of in the
Central Committee's report to the very ffrst congress of Georgia's

Communists: "We Communists understand national self-awareness

not as a division of peoples but, above all, as the collaboration of
working peoples on the basis of free relations."

And if today we are proud of our internationd gains, proud of
the faet that representatives of Georgian culture, whether poets,

musicians or dancers, are honorably representing the people's socialist
culture in the world arena, it is ffrst of all because of the great right
given us to speak on behalf of the extraordinary community of nations
caUea the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

LIUDMILA TATYAI\UCIIEVA

The \ffinged Word of Our Peoples

HEN speaking of the vocaUon of a writer or poet I alwap
recall the following words of Rasul Gamzatov, the well-lnown

poet of Daghestanr- 'The Russian poets from Pushkin to Tvardovsky have presented
to me Russia with all its history, destiny and hear! Shevchenko and
Rikb gave me the Ukraine with its joys and sorc,ws; Rustaveli and
Leonidz gave me Georgia, with its courage and tenderness. . . . I
have been lucky, indeed, for I, a higtrlander born in the remote
village of Tsada, have been presented with a whole world of which
my ancestors were deprived, and if before I used to say 'My
Daghestan,' now I can say 'My Russia,''My Georgid and even 'My
planet."'

This is a very apt statement. It is the vocation of all writers
and poets to reveal the spiritual world and the beauty of the
Soviet people, to awaken in them love for their Motherland and of
being a united family of peoples.

Lrrmrvor-e Tlrve.Nrcneve, a well-known Soviet poet, spent her youth in
tte Urals, and many of her works are devoted to her native area. She is Sec-

retary oI ttre Board of &e RSFSR Writers' Union.
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Book and magazine publishing houses exist not only in Moscow
and Lenlngrad, but in many other cities of the Russian Federation.
Not-.long agg a,new publishing house, Sovremennik ('Contempor-
ary"), 

-was 
founded by the RSFSR Writers' Union. Together with

such old and acknowledged publishing houses as Khudoz[eswennaya
Literatura ("Fiction and Poetry"), Sovetsky Pisatel ("Soviet Writer-)
and Sovetskaya Rossia ('soviet Russia"), it greatly contributes to the
development and mutual enrichment of .the national cultures of the
pegplgs living in the Russian Federation. Along with the works of
such famous soviet Russian writers and poets ai tttiHrail sholo}hov,
Konstantin Simonov, Leonid Leonov, Konstantin Fedin and Alex-

1nder Jvaldovsky,_ for example, Sovremennik has put out A pagan
Pgem by Yuvan Shestalov, a poet of the Mansi piople, the woiks
of Alim Keshokov, a Kabardinian, of Kaisin Kuliyev, a Balkarian,
Mustai Karim, a Bashkir, and many others.

In the course of ffve decades the many peoples of Russia have
made a gigantic leap in both culture arrd econt*y, a leap whieh
under a different social order could have been achiived onty in the
coruse of cenfuries.

The mutual enrichment and infuence of the national c,Itures
is particularly revealed in literature and in language as a means of
its expression.

The literary language is a very complex and subtle phenomenon.
And its creative mastery is one of the major tasks of every writer
and p-oet. Only those who can cope succeisfully with it will pene-
trate into the depths of the native tongue and become real masters.

The word is often regarded as a neutral material like marble,
paint or music, for instance. But the word is never neutral. Even
in its initial state it carries in itself the age-old experience of a people,
its lile and esthetic ideas. The word serves thJ national essJncJ of
Iiterafure.

Tho part played by language in the mutual enrichment of
brotherly literatures is of incalculable value. Its study promotes the
mutual eryhalge of experience, acguainting each 

- nation and

!-T_p]" with _the eultural achievements-of all -other 
peoples of the

USSR, as well as with word culture. The knowledge of fhe Russian
language, which is a means of inter-nation coirmunication, has
become a need for millions of soviet people. In this connection I
remember the wonderful words of chinghlz Aitrnatov, the famous
Kirghiz writer and Lenin Prize winnerr

'One can write in many languages. If I Inew English, for instance,
besides Kirghizian and Russiaq I would be sure to write something

t$t
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in English. And yet, as experience Proves, onds native tongue is

the soil on which a writer grows. And if the writer writes in sev-

eral other languages after that, this will not affect anyone. I write
both in Kirghizian and in Russian. These two languages are for
me like two arms-the right and the left, and I cannot do without
either of them."

The languages of all peoples develop organically in the Soviet
Union. they become ever richer, brighter, more exPressive and color-
ful.

Here I should like to say that I have never been a supporter of
vulgar "folklorism," a simple subordination of the writet's creative
work to the broad readers' tastes. The problem of "writer and reader,'
which is extremely acute all over the world, has a very important
aspect-the democratic .character of creative work. The task of
poitry is to educate people both ethically and esthetically. The
folk character of literature, to my mind, should be understood as

a reflection of the most urgent problems in the most perfect artistic
forms, and the acquaintance of the widest strata of readers with
them. One cannot bring up people on primitive writing. A deeply
artistic apprehension of life, a rich literary imagination-this is what
real literature requires. Reality, as revealed both in the diversity of
the outside world and in the spiritual richness of man s inner world,
is what creative art is based on. The results of an artist's work are

always tested in life; thus the "elite" theory of art is quite unfounded.
A work of literature that comes as a result only of the subtle sub-
jective work of the author's mind will die soon, since it will not
ffnd any response in the reader.

Some Western writers are proud of the fact that they write only
for the elect. We and they have differences of principle in the
understanding of the essence and puryrose of art. The particular
feahrre of Soviet multinational literature Iies in reflecting life in a

harmony and diversity of national colors. I do not lnow what can
inspire a Soviet writer more than the irrepressible desire to write
for the working people. A writer draws satisfaction from his work
only when the writer-reader relationship also works in reverse, when
he is sure that the literature of his country is an active means of
mutual interchange and cognition, an agent of struggle for peace,
for humanism and social progress.

The Board of the RSFSR Writers' Union carries on important
organizational and creative work, including discussion of new works
and debates on the major problems of development of the literatures
of the peoples of the Russian Federation. Not so long ago a visiting
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session of the Secretariat of our Board took place in Kazan, the
capital of the Tatar ASSR, as well as a plenum of the Board devoted
to the part played by literature in the molding of our contem-
porary world outlook and moral make-up. Days of Russian litera-
ture were held in the sister republics of Azerbaidzhan, Byelorussia,
Georgia, Moldavia and Uzbekistan. Writers from Kirghizia and
Lithuania spoke at readers' meetings. Such living contacts with the
r_eaders are among the traditions of Russian writers. They syrnbolize
the indissoluble ties between writers and poets on the one hand and
their readers-workers, peasants and inteflectuals-on the other. The
creative work of Soviet fiction writers and poets is a constant stim-
ulus to the development and mutual enrichment of national cultures.

UIGAN

The Coming of the Flowers

The dri't'ting of the sands
WeN on through centuries.
How m,any mountain oillages and, fl,ouser gard.ens
Were buried in the ilust!
The wind mooed stubbornly,
Sluggish uith choking heat.
Hou mnng Karakum deserts
Were formed, by the coming of the sands!

The sand-hills closed in,
Burying the popla.rs.
The conquercd fielils
Dried up anil died,.
The cannls uere clogged
The gardens uere s-mothered.
Hoaog and endless toil
Was the aftermath of our misfortune.

The years passed in ilread
As century succeedod centurg.
And, man remained slaae of n&t7rre,
Pouserless against its onslaughts.

urcuN is a pen name for Rakhmatulla Atakuziev, people's poet of uzbekistan.
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A host of dhirhoiruls
Bora doum on Turknwnians and, Uzbeks,

Forcing mon anil growing things
To fall back.

But the people took heart
With thz coming of the October Reoolution
Rebom, they learned to control naturds fury.

Nous ue are masters in utr lanils.
Our people's toi.l is preciotn,
With im.martol Lenln
lnspiring w,
Lea.ding us on to Commani,wn,

Our generdion
Has grousn so pouerful and uthola-hearted
Thot it has lnuwhed
An unheard-of dtack on the desert.
With liberded minds
We are absorbing the new techniques.
The power of the Karakum deserts
Can at l,a,* be conqueredl
Yes, rny friend, today ue see

Blossonw syinging up ornong the sonils,

As the desert retreats
With the coming of the flawers!
The arid u)infu are in fl,ight,
As the mountain oillnges come to kfe again.

We haoe pitted owsehtes
Against naturds forces
W e Communist dared.eoils.
ktd this is not tlw end-use see no limits
To the abund.a:nce of our lnnd,
Wherc flouerc sparkle
With the kght of peace and spring,

LooH Read.y for conquest,
The flourers haoe alreaily inoaileil the steypes-
The countennnce of the Com,rratnist future
ls bdlh,antly illuminated.

Translated bY BmNeno Korrt,
with the "*"rtrioff,$il:e,;|

IM(OLTY MIKEAILOV

The Russian Republic:

Yast Federation of
Soviet Peoples

THE UNION of Soviet Socialist Republics was formed December'r 30, 1922. Its fffteen constituent Union Republics enjoy equal
rights. Aside from matters of defense, national economic ft"""i"gand a few others which they delegated to the ussR, the repubrici
exercise state power on their own.

The USSR is the largest country in the world, with an area of
9.,19,m.square-miles. It9-population is almost 250 million people,
thtud in the world after China and India.

The USSR was formed on territory which before lgIT was known
as tsarist Russia. Even today people abroad often refer to the ussR
as Russia. However, inside the ussR the word Russia has difierent
meaning: the Rewblic of Rrcsia.Its full official name is the Russian
Soviet Federative Socialist Republic.

on November 7, 1917 (october 25 in the old style tsarist car-

,"IdQ: S_oyigt_power was established in the country. In January lglg
the Third All-Russia congress of soviets proclaimed thJ Russiln so-
cialist Federative soviet Republic (RsFsR), of which Russians form
the largest component. At that time the largest nations of the old
tsarist-empire formed their-own-republics. In December Lg2z, by
mutual agreement, the republics formed the united soviet union. 

-

. . P" expanses oj-the Russian Federation have boundless plains,
high mo grtains and long rivers.-The worldt biggest forests ,rrd'de"p-
est lake-Lake Baikal-are in siberia, which is-I part of the Russiin
Republic.

within the Russian Federation you will ffnd Moscow, capital of
illilffi*rr"o.ov is the well-known soviet geographer and write.r. His many
books include Fon Pole to pob, Tha Grcat-plin,'Or" Sixth of ttn WoAi
Glhnpses of the tlssR. His books have been translated into many foreign lan-
suqge_s. Those in English include Lanil of the soaiets, sooi,et Ruslsi.a: fii unit
and the People, atd Discooedng the sooia tlnion, the latter in a new and revised
1970 edition.
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the RSFSR and the whole Soviet Union; Leningrad, a latge industrial

and cultural center; the volga region with iti large industries and

a cascade of hydropower stations; t"he towns and steppes of the South

with their diversiffed economy; the rich urals, a metallurgical center;

the North, overgrown with forests; the Soviet Arctic region; the

boundless Siberia- with its new construction proiects; the unique and

awesome Soviet Far East with its volcanoes and geysers'

The RSFSR, biggest of the Union Republics, occupies more t}an
three quarters of ilie Soviet Union, streiching -fry1n 

the Baltic Sea

to the Faciffc Ocean, from the northern shores of Siberia to the Black

and Caspian Seas and to the Caucasian mountains. It has an area

of 6,650,000 square miles, double that of the USA.

The RSFSR is the biggest of the Union Republics 1n pgqllation
as well. At the beginnin{;f l;g72 it had a population of 181,400,000,

more than half th6 total" population of the Soviet Union. The "most

multinational" of the Union Republics, it has 16 Autonomous Re-

publics, ffve Autonomous Regions -and 
ten National Areas' That is

wtry it is called a Federative Republic.
'The Russian Republic accorints for two-thirds of the USSR's

industrial output. ItJvirtually endless list of products includes.elabo-

rate machineiy, instruments, fabrics, footwear, metals of, different

grades, oil, natural gas, coal, superb timber and chemicals' Its in-

iustries, like those of the other union republics, are rapidly advanc-

ing. In less than ffve days the RSFSR pioduces an output equal to

thE annual output of tsarist Russia. Advanced modern industries have

been built up, such as aircraft, engineering, electronics_and rocketry.

Russia's fatrirs grow wheat, rye, sugar, beet, silky flax, oily sun-

flower and diffeient breeds of 
-cattle. 

During the Soviet period her

agricultural output has nearly tripled.-- In half a clentury the republic built nearly 600 new modern

towns with the lateit amenities. The higher educational establish-

ments of Russia serve two million students. Her research centers and

industries are stafied with a half a million researchers. Her public
health system employs one-third of a million doctors. The RSFSR has

three hundred theaters.
In the Soviet Union people refer to the Republic of Russia as the

"ftrst among equals." When the USSR was formed the Russian Fed-

eration wai accepted as a model. The Russian towns sent other
Soviet republics machines and qualiffed personnel-engineers, de-

signers and skilled workers-for their industries' The higher educa-

tidnal establishments of Russia trained students from the national
republics.
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TodayUzbekistanmanufacturesthebestcotton-pickingmachines.
Remote, mountainous Kirghizia has surpassed France in the extent

of hgh"t education. Arm-enia has no rival in Western Europ-e in

,rrr*UZ, of doctors per capita. But all this could not have been

achieved without th6 econ6mic and other cooperation of the- most

d"""top"a part of the Soviet Union, without the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.---it 
" 

n"rii"r, p"opl" has long been rendering assistance to- different

nationalities withlin the RSFSR.;tself. The engineering Udmurt Autono-

*oo, n"p,rblic, the coal, the oil and natural -gas 
producing Komi

eot*o*i"t Republic, the wood-wqrking Karelian Autonomous Re-

public, the diamond-extracting Yakut L"tottomo's Republic' the

Ifr""ptt""ai"g Kalmyk Autoiomous Republic, th,e metal+naking

Norti, Ossetialn Auto'nomous Republic, the petrochemical Bashkir

Ltoro*o,r, Republic and the widely developed'Tatar Autonomous

Republic are ali members of the Russian Federation'
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HE economy of the Russian Federation is developing stel{!I'
During tne figtrttr -Five-Year 

Plan period.(1966-1976) .R:F.S'|
industrial 

"output giew by 50 per cent. 
-Over the same period the

national incofre increased 45 per cent' Close to 950 big- factories

and plants were commissioned. Average- annual grain production in

the f,ussian Federation reached 100 million tons as compared to 77

million in the preceding five-year penod' The main targets in im-

pro,o"-"rt of the living"standards of the population w9r9 sulpassed.

i" tt" current Ninth 
"Five-Year Plan period (1971-1975) industrial

outout in the Russian Federation should increase 44-47 per cent,

F;;h"t industrial development has been planned on- a grand scale'

Moscow, the RSFSR and USSR capital city, is building on a vast

scale. Its architects seek to sombine monumental features with light-

,"rr, 
"oo',r"t 

ience and grace' Some 300 new flats are 
-occupied 

daily'

Natural gas is used"in Moscow apartrnents, as well as in factories,

olants and ihermal power stations. It is supplied via gas pipelines

[ro* tfr" Volga refion, the Carpathian Mountains, the Northern

Caucasus and tentral Asia. The uie of gas as a fuel has helped to

,ud,r"" the smoke and pollution over the city. The giant hydro-

po*r. stations on the V_olgg supply Moscow with electricity in

ibrndarr"". Moscow has also-beco*e , port of ftve seas: the Baltic,

White, Caspian, Black Sea and the Sea of Azov'

In effeci a new city, Moscow is several times the size of pre-

Revolutionary Moscow, and incomparably more beautiful and far

*or" .orrurnient. I grew uP in a wooden house without running
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water. It was pulled down long ago, and my family moved to a
new aparhnent with all modern conveniences in the Southwestern
part of the city, a new city area built on an empty plateau, and
now inhabited by three quarters of a million people.

The second most populous city in the USSR is Leningrad. I have
seen many beautiful cities in the world: Rome, Naples, Rio-de-

]aneiro and others, but Leningrad is superior to all. Clear, spacious
avenues cut stmight into the distance. Graceful columns give pro-
portion to the grey fatness of the facades. The abundant Neva River
waters have been bridled by the frame of stone embankrnents. One
hundred islands have been linked by ffve hundred bridges.

,Leningrad, northernmost of the world's big cities, is on the same
Iatitude as Alaska, but the wamr waters of the gulfstream soften
its climate. Winter days are shor! but in early summer the white
nights last for weeks on end.

Leningrad is not only a city of beautiful buildings and historical
monuments. It is also a city of metal workers and machine builders,
and is a big orltural center. The world-renowned Hermitage Mu-
seum, housed in the Winter Palace of the Russian tsars, is here.
Today the cruiser Aurora, famous for her role in the storming of
that Palace, is moored alongside the Neva embankment as a relic
of the Revolution.

lnd.ustrias and F armland.s-the V olg a

THE ZONE to the south of Moscow is characterized.by steppes and! a combination of forests and steppes. Before the Revolution this
area was dominated bylandlords, peasant misery and constant hunger.
After serfdom was abolished in 1861 the best iands were left to lhe
la-ndlords. The peasants were given miserable plots for compensation,
which deteriorated steadily as a result of landlords' greed. Lack of
land and hunger forced the peasants to put all the meadowlands
under plow and to cut down the forests. There were no pastures for
the cows, no manure for the ffelds. After the forests were cut down,
ravines reduced the area fft for cultivation.

The Revolutio,n dep-rived the landlords of their land, handing it
over to the peasants without compensation. During the years of soiiet
power farming was mechanized. For instance, the collective farms
of the relatively small Belgorod Region have more than eight thou-
sand tractors, three thousand grain combine harvesters Ind four
thousand trucks. Fifty years ago, &e plowman in bast shoes would
plow the fteld with a wooden"plow arid seed it from a bast basket.
Today the vast un&vided ffelds are cultivated with machinery.
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AII the collective farms have clubs, where in the evenings the

latest fflms are shown. There are nurseries to ease the life of the

farm women, and large, airy, village schools. Some of the richer

villages have regular iater *pply iystems, stadiums -and 
amateur

theaiers organizJd by the village'youth. All villages. have electric

lighting, ,ia i" many collective and state farms the production

processes are powered'by electr-icity too. New trades have appeared

i" tt u countfiside, trrcL as the traetor driver, driver, mechaniq

electrician and hbrarian. These changes are typical not only of the

RSFSR, but of the whole countrY too.
Voronezh is the biggest town of the Black Earth region. Before

the Revolution it had6nly a railway depot, a bell factory, three

distilleries and several steam mills.
Today it has a population of half a- Tillion, manufactures machine

tools for'factories, inichinery for the ffelds, tires, radios,_TV sets and

manv other goods. Near the town the Novo-Voronezhskaya Atomic

Powlr Statioi has been built on the bank of the Don River'

The Black Earth region used to be farming country;_its industrial

output now suryasrer Ihrt of the farms. The food industries make

.rrgir, sonflowei seed oil and 
-potato 

slargh. There- is a big factory

for" processinq essential oil seeds. But the heavy industries are grow-

ing lt a faste"r rate than the food industries. Kursk factories produce

ln'itted garments and super-modem products such as_ computers.

The Kurik Region is now developing its vast iron or_e dePosits.

Tambov is Iamous for its ctremical engineering works. The cement

plant in Belgorod is the biggest of its kind in Europe and the vitamin

factory one of Europet biggest.
In'the southernriost part of the RSFSR health resorts have been

built on the shore of the warm Black Sea. Sochi is one of the best

resort towns, with more than 130 sanatoria, rest homes, holiday

hotels and tourist houses, where two and a half million come from

all over the Soviet Union to spend their annual leave'

The Volga region, east of Moscow, is an important area of fie
RSFSR, with several regions and Autonomous Republics along its

2,300-mile-long shores.

Through the towns of the Volga had some metal-working industries

before thJ Revolution, sa\il mills, distilleries and, four mills prevailed.

The burlala or barge haulers survived for a long time. On the jetties

the stevedores would each handle from 300 to 800 poods (one pood:
36.1 lb.) per day on their backs.

I havd seen the old Vo1ga and the new river. It is hard to believe

that it could have changed so in less than one human Metime. A
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cascade of hydro-power stations has transformed the longest river in
Europe into a series of deep and broad lakes.

The_Volgograd hydroelectric power station, with a capacity of
two and a half million kilowatts, has long been completed. A mam-
moth dam spans the entire width of the-Volga; it ii now a bridge
for trains and motor vehicles. Near the station a beautiful white
stone town, Volzhski, has been built, with its factoriesr park, stadium,
Palace of Culture and abundant verdure.

The hydroelectric stations have changed not only the river, but
also the entire surrounding economy. The river has been adapted
to do three jobs simultaneously: generate electricity, serve as an
inland waterway and irrigate the ffelds in the drought-aflicted areas
of the Volga region.

Four years before Nazi Germany attacked the Soviet Union in
1941 a relatively small station had been erected at Ivankovo where
the canal to the Moscow River was built. Before the war a bigger
station had been completed at Uglich, farther downstream. In Novem-
ber 1941 the station at Rybinsk-still farther down-generated its ffrst
current. ft was then regarded as a giant station, with turbine rotors
29.5 feet in diameter. The war had hardly ended when work on a
station near Gorky-larger than the one at Rybinsk-was started. Five
yea_rs after the war work began on the powerful stations at Kuibyshev
and Volgograd, still farther downstream.

The industries of the region were now getting an ample power
supply. The electric power stations helped promote the petrochemical,
engineering and consumer industries.

People matured too. I will mention one name, which embodies
the new life on the Volga and the life of the people. Forty years
ago Aleksandr lusygin was a peasant boy from the-Vetluga River-
a tributary of the Volga. He came to build the Gorky Motor Works
as a carpenter. Two years later he became the operator of the ffrst
steam-powered hammer. Three years later he wai a Hero of Labor
who exceeded all world records in efficiency in making crankshafts.
He was then sent to _study at the Industrial Academy where he
received an engine_er's diploma. He returned to work as a shop super-
intendent at his plant

Another example. several bronze busts have been instailed at tl,e
livestock raising farm in Karayevo near Kostroma. They are busts of
working 

-women-_Ulyana 
Barkova, Yevgenya Grekhova, Lidya

Ivanova, Nina and Anna Smirnova, and Agrafena Nflova. For ex_
cellent achievements in Iabor the title of Hero of socialist Labor
has twice been conferred on them.

1{0
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The tlral Area: Powerhouse of Nature

HE URAL Mountain Range, the boundary between Europe and

Asia, is also an important industrial zone. Before the outbreak of
world war II, I witnessed the birth of the socialist industries in
the Ural region. I did not realize in those days that what I saw was

the laying ol ttre foundation for the independence of our country.

I walked through the just-completed departments of the now famous

Uralmash Engiieering Worl<s iituated in the main city of the Ural

region, Sverdlovsk. Cdnturies-old pines were roaring in the__wind,,as if
th6y were amazed at man's audacity. During the Second World War
the Ural region was putting out more military equipment than any

other region of the Soviet Union.
The Urat range stretches from north to south over a distance

of one and a half thousand miles. Its old name was Kamen, Russian

for itone."
In the course of several million years, water, wind, heat, and

cold caused the Ural Mountains to erode, laying bare their bound-
less wealth. Close to one thousand minerals have been found, nearly
half of all those l<rtown to exist.

The ffrst metallurgical plant in the region was built in 1681 in
the wooded valleys near rivers down which timber foated, Russians

built furnaces for smelting iron with the help of charcoal. When the
Revolution broke out there were close to seventy small and very
small steel-making plants.

Today, the Urals is a mighty industrial complex with several huge

iron and steel plants, biggest of which is the Magnitogorsk Works.
They are all modern industries with mechanized blast furnaces, opeh'
hearth furnaces and highly efficient converters. Nitrogen chemistry
has been developed in connection with the coking of coal. The
plants are equipped with big steel-rolling mills, utilizing the latest
processes, such as automation, high-speed smelting, oxygen blowing
and steel pouring in vacuum.

Sverdlovsk is the biggest city of the region. More than a thousand
miles from Moscow on the eastern slope of the Ural Mountain Range,

it has a population of more lhan one million.
Before the Revolution Sverdlovsk, known as Yekaterinburg, was

known for the art of . cutting semi-precious stones and diamonds.
Today Sverdlovsk is Inown above all as a machine-building center
based on the local metal industries' The huge Uralmash plant manu-
facfures equipment for the heavy and construction industries. Re-

cently, it built a huge walking excavator with a 32.5 cubic yard
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scoop and-a 828 foot boom. This earth-moving giant compares with
a Z1-story house in height and does the work oJ 1S,OOO meir.

sverdlovsk also houses the ural branch of fie ussR Academy of
Sciences, with several research establishments.

Before the Revolution oil was mainly extraeted in the caucasus,
in Baku. In 1$92 came the exciting news that oil deposits were
found in the heart of Russia, in Bashkiria in the ud refion. Today

B*Sr, is. an oil-producing,region- which has surpassed"the ouput
of Baku. The ftelds of the "second Baku' now sLetch to the iity
of Perm in the north and to the Volga River in the west.

Siberia to the East and North
qIBERIA, another important region of the Russian Federation,v stretches from the urals nearly to the paciffc coast in the East
From north to south it is 2,200 miles and from west to east, 4,g00 mfles:
siberia alone accounts for nearly half the area of the soviet union,
is nearly equal to the whole of Europe and is rarger tharr the united
states. In the North the siberian coait is washed by the Arctic ocean
and in the South it borders on China and Mongolia.

, Il- a. sing-le decade the USSR put under flow, mainly beyond
the urals, 104 million acres of virgin and dislused lands.'Between
the Revolution and the Iaunching oI this great reclamation scheme,
the.area under crop_increased to the size o1 France. Now the virgin
lands. project h_as added an area equal to that of Italy.

The natural resources of Siberia include oil, gas, coal, ore, gold
and diamonds. Its timber is partly transported b] rail to the west
and partly foated down the big 'SiUeriai 

,iu"rr,'the yenisei above
all. The saw mills in Igarka-a to-wn on the bank of the yenisei River
-saw the siberian timber and ship it to western Europe via the
fuctic Sea Route.

siberia is also rich in furs. The severe frosts help improve their
quality; the ash-grey glossy fur of the squirrel, the dark tro*n ard
y-ellgw srlky jur of the_ sable, the bright ied fur of the ffery fox, the
black and silver fur, the silver and blue fur of the difierlnt foxes,
the white fur of the ermine. Now siberia has new animals like the
mink and muskrat.

siberia's industries are making huge strides. The power-generating
complexes form the foundation foi siberiat pre'sent 

"iJ i"t*"
economy. 

.M*_ny hydroerectric and coal-burning stations have been
built on the Irtysh, ob, Angara and yenisei. Iior" are b"ins boilt.
Tg gr""t Lena Biver will one day be harnessed too, and-ltafions
with a capacity of rwenty million kilowarm will be p*riutu. 

--'
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In many places coal lies close to the surface, making possible
open-cut mining. Siberian coal is thus the cheapest in the country, and

mammoth thermal power stations are being built to burn it.
Several yean; ago, an exciting event occurred. Siberia had no

liquid fuel of her own. Finally, oil was found in the West Siberian

lowland, in the Tyumen and Tomsk regions. These deposits are the

USSR's biggest, are situated in the North, in the taiga forests. North'
west Siberia is now one of the largest oil areas of the world. Defying
swamps and severe cold, the people are building a "Siberian Baku."
Railways, highways and electric Power transmission lines are being
laid. A gas pipeline has already reached the Ural region. An oil pipe-
line now reaches Tyumen and another, a thousand miles away, has

been laid to Omsk. Other lines are under construction. Oil production
in the area will be increased to 120-125 million tons by 1975.

Siberian metal forms the foundation for the big engineering in-
dustries. Chemical, light and food industries are being expanded. To
build up all these industries, the concerted effort of millions of people
is required. But Siberia is rather thinly populated. Before the Revo-

lution it had a population of eight million peoPle and now it has

about twenty million.
The biggest city of Siberia is Novosibirsk. Situated at the inter-

section of the Trans-siberian Railway and the Ob River, it is a rela-
tively young clty. In 1917 its population was only 70 thousand;
today it has surpassed the one million mark.

Novosibirs\ 1,8&[ miles from Moscow, has an oPera and ballet
theater, an excellent drama theater, a youth theater, musical comedy
and puppet theaters. The city has fourteen higher educational es-

tablishments, including a university and conservatory. You can see

what changes Soviet power has wrought in the former *land of con-

victs.'
However, the most interesting development in the cultural life

of Novosibirsk is the Siberian Section of the USSR Academy of Sci-

ences. The new research center, Akademgorodok, or Science City, has

been built in a pine forest on the shore of the "Ob Sea" formed
by the dam of the Novosibirsk Hydroelectric Station. Many top sci-

entists work here, some native Siberians, others from all parts of
the country; average tge,34.

Science City has twenty research institutes, in such areas as mathe-
matics, nuclear physics, thermal physics, kinetics and combustion,
inorganic chemistry, automation and electrometry, hydrodynamics,
theoretical and applied mee-hanics, geology and geophysics, economics

and statistics and cytolog;r and genetics 
tA]
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- A high speed electronic computer installed here has been used
jg , 

. 
p:_ryose difficult to associate with the usual conception of

"siberia." Novosibirsk mathematicians have used this instruinent to
probe the- mystgr2z of the written monuments of the ancient Maya
Indians who inhabited Central America many centuries ago.

An impoverished small town before the Revolution, Kralnoyarsk-
one_of the biggest industrial centers of the ussR-is situated Ln the
banks of the wide river Yenisei. It is a breathtaking sight from
ne_a1by hills, with its 

-many_factories and plants produJng "synthetic

rubber, tires, ffber, silk, pulp and paper, iluminirm, rivei crafg in-
dustrial steel, bridge cranes, hetal itructures, consumer goods.

_ Twenty-ffve miles upstream from Krasnoyarsk, where- trre yenisei
f.ows at seven meters per second, the Krasnoyarsk Hydroelectric sta-
tion has been built near the town of Divnogorsk. Tire station alone
is capable of doing more work in terms of inuscular efiort than all
the inhabitants of siberia taken together. Today this station is the
largest in the world. Its capacity is six million kilbwatts.

- Lnnin spent-nearlythree years in the village of shushenskoye, near
the Yenisei to the south of K_rasnoyarsk. whei I visited shushlrxkoye
I saw that it had increased in size and resembled a town. Many
pgop-le come to Shushenskoye to see two houses, now museums, in
which Lenin lived while in exile.

The Angara, a tributary of the Yenisei, flows out of Lake Baikal
87 miles from lrkuts\ to pass through the city in a rapid and wide
stream. There are now two hydroelectric powei stations on this river,
one near Irkutsk and the other lower to_*r, the huge Bratskaya
station with a dam 416.5- feet high. Nearby Bratsk has developed
into an industrial town. A big reservoir has been formed in the midst
of the pine forests. urban neighborhoods and workers' settlements
have appeare_d on bo$ !,anks along with factory buildings.

one hundred and flfty-ftve miles downstream from the Bratsk
station another station is being built at the mouth of the IIim River-
the ust-Ilimskaya power subject, to be commissioned before 1g7d.
The biggest gf eq Siberian hydroelectric stations, with a capacity
of over six million kilowatts, ls now being built in the upper ,.:^aches
of the Yenisei, in the Sayan Mountains. -

Yakutia, the Far North, the Arctic

TH-E^IAKUT Autonomous soviet socialist Republic is in the heartr of siberia, far to the north of Lake Baikal. Ii is the bigqest of the
Autgnopgys Republics and regions in the Russian rua"r??o". witr,
nearly half its territory beyond the Arctic circle, yakutia h"; 

" 
io;;
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and severe winter, whose frosts last from six to eight months a year.
The- new_tuildings in yakutsk have triple windoil frames, and the
brick walls are nearly a meter thickt In the winter you see the
snow-covered forests frozen stifi under the clear starry sky. The
thermometers here are alcohol thermometers, because *"rJ,rry freezes.
rn the tense silence you can hear the sudden cracking 'ot t or",
trees torn asunder, The rivers are bound with ice 6.8 fee[ thick. you
can hear people breathe, for the water vapor exhaled freezes in-
!!Ttly, dropping to the ground in the forri of rustling dustl Tlie
Yakuts refer to this as the "whisper of stars.,,

At the same time the summtr, though shor! is rather hot in
Yakutia. The farmers in its central part ire able to harvest wheat,
vegetables and even watermelons. The layer of eternal frost is 656
feet thick. But.permafrost is no hindrance to farming. precipitation
being scarce, the mo-isture in the upper merted layei perfoins the
function of the rain for the plants. -

There were few places-in old Russia where peopre were poorer
than in Yakutia. The poor families often ate pine'and larch 2abolon,,
-the- Iayer _of wood directly under the baik. In a hungry year a

f"Tly-*_r"ld consume up fo ten poods of tabolon.,, In" ihe latter
half of the 19th century zz, \ungry years were registered in the
northern part of Yakutia. And famine meant that thoiriands of people
would perish, sometimes whole areas.

- 
Tgday 

-Yakutia is .being developed harmoniously. Heie they nor
only huntfor fur-bearing beasts, bul aho run tanaeries, ffsh processing
plants, gold mines, and extract lead, mica, coal, even diaironds.

Yakutsk, the main center of the republic, is situated on the left
bank of the Lena River.- At _present iakutsl< is buflding tali stone
blocks of flats and other buildings on piles. To preserve ?h" fo,rrdr-
tion there has to be a clearance betwein the boitom of the building
and 

-the -ground. 
rn winter it has to be aired to prevent the warmth

coming fr_om_thg tuilding from thawing the permafrost ground and
warping the buildings.

During the soviet years gifted writers, artists and actors have
appeared among th-e Yakuts. The Institute of cosmophysical Research
is carrying 9n work in yakutia which is of great lnierest to world
s-cien^ce,-studfln-g solar physics and cosmic rays; the unusually clear,
sky facilitates observations. The local universily trains g"otogilt , 

"rr_gineers, builders and doctors. In yakutia theie are 48" studZnts per
ten thousand inhabitants, mors than in France or the r"J"ra n"-
public of Germany.

The Yakuts, Evenks and Russians, descendants of the cossacks

{,
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or exiles, lived in poverty in the sParsely scattered settlements in the
valley of the Indigirka, which fows into the Arctic Ocean. This
was,-perhaps, the most backward region of Siberia. The thousand-
mile paths-for pack animals that led from Yakutsk were diffieult
to negotiate; the traders who mastered them controlled the whole of
the I;digirka region, bringing in only enough grain to keep the prices

at the highest possible level. The hunters would give a squirrel pelt
for a boi of matches, a fox pelt for a needle and a sable pelt for
a bottle of vodka. Today *ioiog industries have been started here.

It was not an easy tasl as this place is the coldest in the country. 
_

Orfginally it was thought that the 'cold pole' in populated land
was Verkhoyanslg in the northern Siberia on t-he bank of the Yana

River, where the temperature drops to nearly -70" Centigrade. How-
ever, it was recentlylound that in Oimyakon, in the uPPeI reaches

of the Iudigtuka, it is even colder. A big mining industry has been

built in a place which only four decades ago was not o1 B9 *"p.
The northern shores of the Republic of Russia are washed by the

fuctic Ocean, part of which enters the Soviet sector of the Arctic.
The apex of this sector is the North Pole. Soviet explorers- have

done iuch work in the Arctic. They have been conducting hydro-
logical, meteorological, and magnetic observations from icebreakers,

aircraft and drifting ice-floe stations which are set up sometimes

for prolonged periods in the Arctic basin, inc_luding its central part 
-ite Soiietlar North is rich in minerals, ftsh, f,rs and sea animals.

But in the past the map of the fuctic region was covere{ bf I
chain of blank spots. During the years of soviet power it was decided

to navigate the Arctic from ocean to ocean in one summer season

and to lay a permanent mute.
A fleet of, powerful icebreakers was builg with the atomic ice-

breaker Lenin as fagship. The depths have been sounded and plotted,
lishthouses and beacons have been built, and fuel bases have been

oiganized. The ships at sea are guided by radio and ice reconnaissance

airlcraft. Thus a waterway has been opened from the central regions

of the country to the Far East, passing through area wholly under

Soviet iurisiliction.
thi fucUc Sea Route is needed not only for through shipments,

but also for oargo traffic to North Siberia and back. The great Siberian

rivers fowing into the Arctic Ocean thus connect the Arctic Sea

Route with the internal regions of Siberia.

With its vast and variegated geography, economic advances and
its many difierent peoples,_ the RSFSR is truly *first among equals"

of the {ifteen Union Republics of the USSR.

1{8
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Rasul from the Mountain

YiIIage of Tsada

SER9..EI 
NAROVCHATOV, a well-known, Soviet poe! Iiterary

'"2 critic and connoisseur of poetr)', once said that if liu *"re 
"rkeito name the ffve best poets o1 the countrf, he would *"ouoi nasul

Gamzatov aTong them; if he had to name to*_Crmr"tou would
:le- lr]rentionel 

,g:", and lastln ,f he were to name the best poet he
1.o,t1]] fp."it' -R"r.d 

Gamzatov,, once more. Thus in the horveryurental ltyre the Russian poet expressed hrs admiratior for thl
talent of the Avar who has 6*mu fimous uu ,"* tlr.-*oaa.'

poet's,native Daghestan_is a land of mountain.. Tt 
"-Crrpi"r,the world's saltiest r"", fre, at their feet. one .* rr"*"-rorGr how

tu. r-9, _Tiglt behave at sunrise or moonrise_either it thunders
diabolically, frighte-ning the women whose husbands l*ri qoo" out
ilshing, or peacefully tosses white foam on the beach.

Mountain-villages stand on the sropes. From time rmmemoriar
courage and honor had been regarded [h""e as attributes of human
{isn1ty. ]Aft9r the death of a steet there remains the rruppl ,oa 

"Itothe death of a hero there remains his name,' trr"y or-Jf io inscribe
upon swords.

_Daghestan is a land of many peoples. More than g0 languages

1nd $iltects are spoken in the -orrrfrin vilages of this o"u".*"u
Republic, in which live one and a harf millioi people! Tt"ru erren
exists a leglnd_ for the expranation of this phenofreoin, to tlre efe*that once God sent a horseman with a L.ag containi"f hg""ges
which he was to distritute among the peoplei. But whei theohorse_
man reached the Daghestan prateau, hi niarly feil bto " gorg". so
not wanting to take any-4$s after that, he untied the bag a"i plorett
9"t_e: hnguages. And that is why there are ,o **iy lanioages
in Daghestan now.

Ir"o village of Daghestan is famous for something. Ballfiar for
Yarov Ko-{ ovsrv, the wel-known Russian translator of poeky, has rong main-tained a close association with Rasul Gamzatov and ,oio""dld-io p"ri"trurrgto the very essence of his poetry, which is written i" ifr" e"* ;d;;;* *"of many tongues spoken io th" -orotains of n"gUL,'Nr;"-ff;**r.
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instance, is known for its earthenware; Untsukul-for its engraving
and carving; Tsumada-for its ffne cloaks made of black and white
sheep's *ool; Krrbachi-for its gold and siJver chasing;'Isovkra-for
its rope walkers, while the village of Tsada is famous for its p_oets.

They-say that the most apt sayings and proverbs come from there.
'ihe srn rises early in the village of Tsada, and even after a big

rain the soil does not stick to one's soles. The word "Tsada" means
"freryi'It was here, in the year 1928, that a third son was born into
the iamily of Gamzat Tsadasa, a famous Daghestan poet. The boy
vyas named Rasul, meaning in Ara-bic "envoy" or 'tepresentative."
lle grew up like all village boys: he climbed rocks, brought wolf
cubJin his hat from the woods, was fond of listening to fairy-tales
told by his grandmother at the ffreside. He was eleven when he wrote
his first poem; four years later his Poems were published by the
local paper.

At ffrst Rasul signed his poems with his father's pen-name of
Tsadasa..But once f yenerable mountaineer from a neighboring vil-
lage, not knowing that Rasul also wrote poetr)r, asked him: "Listen,

sonny, what is thi matter with your honorable father? Before, when
I read a poem of his only once I immediately memorized it, while
now I even fail to understand his verses." After that, having taken
for his surname his fatherls ffrst name, Rasul started signing his
poetry as "Rasul Gamzatov."

fnu young poet's ffrst teacher, T u[ his literary u-ndertakings

was his iathei. He was a strict and demanding master. Speaking of
his sonls ffrst literary experiments, he said: "If one were to take a

pair of ffre tongs and rummage in these ashes, he would be fortunate
io find a coal big enough to light a pipe."

Years passed. Rasul ffnished school, then a teachers' training col-
lege. First he worked as a,school-teacher at the school where he
hiilself had been a pupil, then as assistant director with the Avar
traveling theater, and then as a journalist. But he did not stoP *+i"g
poetry for a single day. He woke up in the morning with his head

itufipd with rhymes, and he went to sleep in the evening whispering
like a prayer the lines he had not had time to write down.
' The war broke out in 1941. Thousands of families were visited by
misfortune, including that of old Gamzat Tsadasa-both his elder
sons died the death of heroes. The death of his brothers left a deep

wound in Rasul's heart. His poeby become nrore mature, serious and

moving. In the autumn of 1945 the young Avar poet came to Moscow

to study at the Gotky Literary Institute.
tt " lrt" Marsha(, outstanding Soviet poet and translator, once

1$

RASUL GAMZATOV

wrote of camzatov: "I remember Rasul telling us, during one of our
encounters, that he had been suckled by tio *o*"rr] when his
mother was sick, he. wa-s nursed by a mountain peasant woman. fn
literature, likewise, he had two mothers-the pitry or trr" orient
and the great Russian-poetry. Fd Uy means if nussian poetry he

:11" to know th,e qrea! ctlssigal poets, such as Robert B,rris, Heine,
Shakespeare and Goethe." (see Rasur Gamzatov,'My Book Has
Two Mothers," NWR, Fall-Winter 1968.)

who were Rasul Gamzatov's teachers and idors? Listen to his own
testimony: "f was enamored in h1n by difierent poets_now by Blo\
l",y_ 

b{ 
}laf3t<3vs\f, Yessenin, pasternak and twetayer", Iio* UiEdward Bagrit^sky, by the Avar Magomedov and the ier*ro Heine.rut my love for Pushkin, Lermontov and Nekrassov has remained

unchanged." Delighting in Russian poetry 
""a ,iuayi"g it, irr,rt 

"tthe same time familiari-zed his studeirt friends uod, r'at"i th"-R,rrri"r,
poets, with the eternally liyi"g- Oriental pg:lr. of the p"ri 

"*tory,Makhmu.d, I4agomedorl chan-ka (Tazhuddin) and dra*rir". .e
poet is the friend of a poet"-this comment of iessenin is irlostratedby Rasul's entire life ani work. He was a great friend or ,""rr- gifted
Russian poets as Alexander Tvardovsky, Simuer Marshak arJ Korneichukovsky. Firm ties of,friendship-aiso bind him to 

"*tu*por"rypj",:.I*" Sgrgey Narovchatov *rd yeus"ry vi"o[";;u; il'ii"f*yf.
.Davi{ -Kugultinov, and the Balkar ryricit i(aisyn r"riylrr. irrl rirrohe addressed to the Bashkir Mustai Karim ,ho* ttru t rr*r, t uit,Rasul prizes most: "Ir ilgood that you are right ry, urrffi toy"tfriend and genuine poet.,, 

" J

Gamzatov has travered a[ over t]re worrd. But no matter wherehe has been-in the united States or in Indonesia, *t 
"u.u, 

, gu"rtof the famous Pakistani poet Faiz Akhmed Faiz, or *rt"t irrg t}r"
cranes_fly as he stood on top of Mt. Fujiyama; whether at the ..Ha-
vana Libre" hotel in Cuba, .or -visrting'Bamako, lrl"U,--iru--if*"y,
heard the call of his native rand. oncJ he said:"T i;r *yruu ,"-sponsible for the whore state." And these were not mere words.Rasul Gamzatov devotes much time to sociar activiti", 

"rrJ 
mattersof state, for he is a deputy o,f the Supreme Soviet of the Gii 

"rraa passionate champion of peace.

^ 
But Iet us araryze ris poetic work a little and see what is typicarof his poetry. "A word is more precious than a *.ua,,, ," oii iro,rr-tain proverb says. Rasur -ff*tf keeps to this rure'i" r,i, 

"r""u.,ruwork. His_poems have nothing-triviai about them-irr"y *-"i, *"to the traditions that procee{ from tJre metaphori" 
"rr#r"i", or rort

speech and the experience of the ages. The irirridr"rs or his t*rges,
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the loftiness and depth of hts thoughts and the harmony of his rhymes

blend in his works to create a wonderful and harmonious spiritual

refection of life. Flimsy lyricism and fowery rhetoric alike are alien

to ttre poet: he hates fakity and 
-triteness, 

as he hates shrpidity and

malicE.^ A broad mind, independent opinion and conviction-these
are typical of Rasul Gamzatov's Poetry and- prose. His 

. 
poems are

"niqrie-, 
aphoristic and deeply national Rooted in the ancient culture

of tire-Ca'ucasus, his work-has also absorbed the ffnest traditions of
classical Russian and Soviet literature. It has also been translated
into many other languages of the world.

Rasul'Gamzatot'i bioks of poetry have even been out in spacel

Astronaut Vitaly Sevastyanov, a great admirer of his works, took a

book of his veise along when he went on his space fight. S,"iog
visited the Stellar Town where Soviet astronauts live, Rasul eom-

mented: '\ile live in an age when the dream of many generations

of men comes true. It rnakes me happy to know that a small volume
of my verse has been included among other bools in the space li-
brary. We have been the first to pave the way in space. We have

dreamt and still dream of the faraway stars. But for me people will
always be the highest stars."

"ilockets have many times sailed out into the sky to the {qaway
stars. Oh, men, you are the highest stars, and I wish I could reach

youi he wrote in one of his Poems.- 
Rasul Gamzatov is the author of many boola. Among the best

of them are 
*My Heart is in the Mountains,"'"The Mountain'Woman,'

"Stars So High" (for which he received a Lenin Pize), and "A Star

Speals to a Star,' 'The Mulatto,"' "Rosary of Yea.rs," '"Ihe Third
Hour,' and his brilliant book of prose, "My Daghestan."

Not long ago Notry Mir, the literary magazine, published "My
Daghestan," a long story which for the ftrst time aequaints- the reader

with Gamzatov the prose-writer' It is a unique work of ffction, con-

taining rnany parables, legends and tales. The poet relates the heroic

history of his native mountain land, acquainting the reader with the
Me, manners and customs of the highlanders. The artistic achieve'

ment of this book is in no way inferior to that of Gamzatovs poetry.

In everyday life Rasul Gamzatov is the same as in his creative

worlc; hp ii friendly, open'hearted, capable of sharing other people's

loys and sorrows. This makes him a charmrn$ and witty companion.
'Since 

his youth, the trnet has been very selective in his choice of
friends. He has shown, one might say, a particular gift for sensing

bOth a sterling character and a genuine poet. He is wise, self-critical,

and never carried away by his own success.
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To make better acquaintance with this most gifted poet and
human being, one must read his boola. Certainly he will-then be-
come a lifeJong admirer of an author whose creative work does much
to confirm the- simple truth that a gteat talent can just as easily be
born in a small mountain village as in a large city.

POEMS OF RASAL GAMZATOV
_ Follqodng are thlee poems of Rasul Ganzatoo u:hich beafiifulty anit

1{ectloely llpture the humanistic concerfl and, owarcness uthi,ch inSorm

\* aork. ?@ Wn7*ril also dn Fifty Sovlet poets, edited by Vlai,imtr
Ogneo and Dorian Rottenberg (progress publishers, Moscou, ig6g}

Three songs thzre be that thrilt the la"tman breast
Three songs uith human loy and, sor"rou) lnd.en,
And. one of them is lm.ppter tlnn the rcst-
The song a mother sings beside a crad.l,e.

The second bq a mother, too, is stmg -
C_aressingicy"cheetc*lthmournlng"furrgrrr,
She sings it at the graaesid,e of a son.
The third, is atng bg all the other singere.

*Happhess-tarry; 
say *riurO", you flyy*Into a l.ootng hea.rt."

'Touth, to rcturn-uhith,er haste gou and, whgfolnto a lood,ng heart,'
'Courage and, strmglh-tell me, uhither and, usherep
'Into a l,ooing heafi.'
'And, uhither haste yOU, O sofiou and carefnlnto a looing heart,"

Eoen some of those *lroi*, at best
Fioe short mi,rurtes left to line-na more,
Toil anil moil u:ithofi a mi;rwtds rest
As if theg hd. some hundred gea.rs in store
While $wDy poalc, coeoal uith Creation,
In silence stern regard,ing petty Man,
Stond. frozen still in moumful expectation
As if but fioe morc minutes were their span,

Pooms fiawldeil bg Lcrols Zsu.Eorr
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Mao reprinted from Russia Re-Examined, by W'illiam
Maildef (Hilf & \flans, 1964, 1967), by couney
of thc authot.

The Soviet National Republics:

Background Data

MMEDIATELY following the November, 1917 Revolution, the

Russian Federation (RSFSR) and the Ukraine declared them-

selves independent Soviet Republics, as did Byelorussia in 1919, Ar-
menia and Azerbaidzhan in 1920 and Georgia in 1921, the last three

forming the Transcaucasian Federation. At the end of L922, the
Congress of Soviets of each of these republics agreed to set up a

singG Union State. On December 30, L922, the First Congress of
Soviets, with elected delegates from these original Republics, ,ap-
proved a declaration forming the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The original USSR thus consisted at that time of the two federative
Republics, the Russian Federation (RSFSR), the Transcaucasian Fed-

eration (Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaidzhan), the Ukraine and Bye-
lorussia. (Finland and Poland, formerly part of the Tsarist Empire,
seceded in 1918 and 1919 respectively, and their independence was

recognized by the Soviet Government. See page 8).
By early 1923, the Russian Federatjon included 10 autonomous

republics, most important of which were the Turkestan Autonomous

Soviet Socialist Republic, the Yakut ASSR in Northeastern Siberia,

the Tatar ASSR in the mid-Volga area and, formed soon after, the
Tadzhik ASSR. The RSFSR also included 1l Autonomous Regions.

The Georgian SSR included the Abkhazian and Adzhar ASSRs and

Azerbaidzhan included the Nakhichevan Autonomous Region.

Other constituent republics joined the USSR as follows: The Turk-
menian and Uzbekistan SSR s in L924; the Tadzhik SSR, transformed
from an autonomous republic in 1929; the Kirghiz SSR ( also for-
merly an autonomous republic) in 1986; the Azerbaidzhanian, Ar-
menian and Georgian Republics ioined as seParate union republics,
ending the Transcaucasian Federation, under the new Soviet Con'
stitution adopted in 1936.

The Baltic States declared themselves Soviet Socialist Republics

i, Ioly, 1940 and the following month joined the USSR as the Latvian
SSR, the Lithuanian SSR and the Estonian SSR.

The Moldavian SSR, combining the former Moldavian ASSR with-
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in the ukraine with Bes,sarabia (whose annexation by Romania in
1918 was never recognizedby either the ussR or the us ) was created
and joined the USSR in 1940.

-_, Tu U^SSR today contains the following Union Republics; RSFSR,
ukraine, Byelorussia, uzbekistan, Turhne'nia, Tadzhikistan, Kazath-
stan,-Kirghizia, Azerbaidzhan, Georgia, Armenia, Lithuania, Estonia,
Latvia and Moldavia. Autonomous republics, autonomous regions and
national districts within the union republics are as follows:"

within the RSFSR the autonomius republics are as follows:
Bashkirian AssR, Buryat ASSR, Daghestan 

-Assn, 
Kabardino-Balka-

riau ASSR, {{tyt ASSR, Karelian ASSR, Komi ASSR, Mari ASSR,
Mordovian ASSR, North Ossetian ASSR, Tatar ASSR, Tuva ASSR,
Udmurt ASSR, Checheno-Ingush ASSR, ihrvash ASSR: yakot ASSR.

The RSFSR autonomoui regions are as follows: the Adygei,
Gorny-Altai, Jewish (Biro-Bidzhan), Karachai-cherkess and rhakass
Autonomous Regions.

The 10 RSFSR National Districts are: the Aginski-Buryat. Komi-
lermyak_Korylh {"r1."jr,- Taimyr (Dolgan-Ne"nets), Ust-Ordynski
Buryat, Khanti-Mansi, chukchi, Evenki an-d yamaro-irienets National
Districts.

The Uzbek SSR contains one autonomous republic, the Kara-
Kalpak ASSR.

. ^3u G-eorgian ssR has two autonomous repubrics, the Ablhazian
ASSR and the Adzharian ssR, and the south^ ossetian Autonomous
Region.

The Azerbaidzhanian ssR contains one autonomous republic, the
Nakhichevan ASSR, and one autonomous region, the Karabi}fi Auton-
omous Region.

The Tadzhik ssR contains the Gorny-Bada}fishan Autonomous
Region.

In the course of the fffay-yu"rtd"relopment of the USSR, as the
abo'e chronology shows, a number of chalnges have taken place, with
the accession of new union republics, some-of them transfo'rmed from
former autonomous republiesf and new autonomous regions and na-
tional areas. space does not permit enumeration of all ihese internal
changes. A few of the more important ones should be noted.

In accordance with exchanges of territory between the ussR and
{in!_nd, agreed-to in the soviet-tr'innish peace Treaty of March, 1g40,
the Karelian Isthmus and other areas became part of soviet territo4r.
In Apri-I 194Q most of this area was joined *ith the Karelian Auton-
omous soviet socialist Republic, wbich had been a part of the RsFsR,
[54
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to forrr the Karelian-Finnish Soviet Socialist Republie. At a meoting

of the ussR supreme Soviet in August 1956 President otto Kuusinen

*pp"a"a on bJha[ of the Karelian-Finnish Supreme- So-v-ret.yd tho

p"fpt of the Republic that it be transformed into the Karelian Au-

too6*orx Republlc within the RSFSR. He based his request on the

fact that hariships during World War II had resulted in continuing

economic difficuliies wtriIU could be better handled as part of the

RSFSR. Furthermore much of its former Finnish population had re'
settled in Finland and Russians now constituted three'fourths of &e
population. The appeal was granted 1n_{ 

the Karelian-Finnish ssR

became the Karelian ASSR within the RSFSR.

The main Tatar center of the union has always been ttre Tatar

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic within the RSFSR, with Kazan

as its capital. In the early days there was also a crimean-Tatar Auton-

omous flepublic, atto *ithi, the RSFSR, organized on the basis of

the Tatar ?ninority, at that time only a qulrte,r of the population. In
1945, this autonomous republic was abolished, because some of the

Tatars had collaborated with the German invaders, and the crimean

Tatars were resettled in other parts of the USSR. This territo_ry then

became part of the Ulcraine "rt ,r"* settlers were established ttrere.

Asked why the Crimean-Tatar Republic had not been reestablished

(as was the'ease with several autonomous 
'9q-ol1 

that had been

ubolirh"dl, at a press conference held in May,1972 during the Nixon

visit, ]ustus Paleikis, of the Foreign Afiairs Commission of the Soviet

of trirtiorr"liUes, replied: 'The U}rainian Government considers that

the percentage of brimean Tatars living in the area is too small to

wa#nt the 
"establishment of a new administrative national eDtity.

But Tatars who lived there in the past have the right to rehrrn.

Crimean Tatars living elsewhere have also been offered the oppor-

tunity to resettle in -the Tatar Autonomous- Republic, (referred to

atove; where they have facilities to publish their own boo}s and

newspapers anc{ to develop their culture."
Tie-Baltic States-Estoiria, Latvia anrl Lithuania-formerly part of

the Tsarist Empire, formed their own soviet Bgve*t"* during J.917

and 1918. Torri away from the young soviet,Republic by- the-robber

Brest-Litovsk Treaty, they were then utilized by injernal and inter-

national counter-revolutionary forces in the armed intervention to

overthrow the soviets, and when that failed, used as part of the

cordon sanitaire against them. This opened the way for reacti_onary

fascist regimes which became vassals of Nazi Germany. A broad anti-

fascist mivement, led by the Communists, restored Soviet power.

The new Baltic governments applieil for admission to the ussR and
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entered the union in 1940. Ravaged by the Hitlerite invading forces,
their real economic reconstructigi t"gu" onry after the 1g45"victory.

Il^9"-,!-"Sr""ing the US had refused io recofnize their indeperra"o""
from the new Soviet state. us secretary oT stutu Robert'Lansing,
for instance, declared in rgrg that in the'American view ..the 

Bartic
Provinces of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia shal be autonomous statesof a Russian Federation." r{s recognition came soon after, however,
and absurdly, embassies of the t[r"" for-", B;fti"-r;;il"1, ro"g
passed from the stage of history, still exist in Washingto"l O.C.

l\lational Groups and Languages:

Soviet Census Figures

Th:t:PPfg figures are lrom the official Sooiet censt$es, and, are based, on
Nnat'olctual' declaratiors. children are giaen the national l,anguage ilesigna-
tiotts declared by thetr parents.

Proportion of
each national- Proportion of

ity which claims each national-
the given na- ity (in f970)
tionality's lan- speaking another
gua-ge as its Soviet language
mother tongue fluently
(in per cent) (in per cent)

1959 1970 Russian others

Population
(in thousands)

1959 1970

The USSR, overall
Russiaos
Ukrainians
Uzbela
Byelorussians
Tatars
Kazalds
Azerbaidzhanians
Armenians
Georgians
Moldavians
Lithuanians
I"o*
Tadzhiks
Germans
Chuvash
Turkrnens
Kirghit
I-atvians

I56

208,827
1L4,t14
97,253
6,0r5
7,glg
4,969
8,422
2,940
2,787
2,692
2,214
2,926
2,268
1,997
1,620
L,470
1,002

969
1,400

241,720 94.8
129,015 99.8
40,758 87J
9,195 98.4
9,052 94.2
5,981 92.1
5,299 98.4
4,880 97.6
8,559 89.9
8,24.5 98.6
2,698 95.2
2,665 97.8
2,15L 21.5
2,18A 99.1
1,846 75.0
1,694 90.8
1,525 98.9
7,452 98.7
1,480 95.r

98.9 17.3 4.2
99.8 0.I 8.0
85.7 86.8 6.0
98,6 L4.5 8.S
80.6 49.0 7.S
89,2 62.5 5.S
98.0 4r.8 1.8
98.2 16.6 2.5
91.4 80.1 6.0
98.4 21.8 1.0
95.0 36.1 8.0
97.9 85.9 1.9
t7.7 16.8 28.8
98.5 t5.4 12.0
66.8 59.6 1.1
86.9 58.4 5.5
98.9 15.4 1.8
98.8 19.1 8.8
s5.2 45.2 2.4

Peoples of
Daghestan
Inclu&ng:

Avars
Lezghians
Dargins
Kumyls
Lals
Tabasarans
Noghays
Rutuls
Tsakhurs
Aguls

Mordovians
Bashkirs
Poles
Estonians
Udmurts
Chechens
Mari
Ossetes
Komi and Ko-
mi-Pemryaks
Including:

Komi
I(omi-Permyaks

Koreans
Bulgarians
Greeks
Buryats
Yakuts
Kabardians
Katakalpal<s
Gypsies
Uighurs
Hungarians
Ingushes
Gagauz
Peoples of
the North,
Siberia and
the Far East
Including:

Nenets
Evenks
Khants
Chukchi
Evens
Nanalans
Mansi
Kory"lo
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1,865 96.2 96.5945

/

270 896 97.2 97.2
228 324 92.7 98.9
158 231 98.6 98.4
1S5 18S 98.0 98.4
a4 86 95.8 95.6
s5 55 99.2 98.9
s9 52 90.0 89.8
6.7 12 99.9 98.9
7.s 11 99.2 96.5
6.7 8.8 99.4 99.4

1,285 1,263 78.1 77.8
989 L,240 61.9 66.2

1,880 LLAT 45.2 32.5

989 1,007 95.2 95.5
625 704 89.1 82.6
419 618 98.8 98.7
504 599 95.1 91.2
418 488 89.1 88.6

481 475 88.7 88.7

287 322 89.8 82.7
L44 r58 87.6 85.8
8r4 857 79.8 68.6
824 851 79.4 78.1
809 887 41.5 99.8
253 815 94.9 92.6
2S8 296 97.A 96.8
204 280 97.9 98.0
t7s 286 95.0 96.6
182 r75 59.8 70.8
95 L7S 85.0 88.5

155 166 97.2 96.6
106 158 97.9 97.4
r24 L57 94.0 93.6

151 75.9 67.4

29 84.7 88.4
25 55.9 51.3
2L 77.0 68.9
t4 98.9 82.A

L2 81.4 56.0
l0 86.3 69.1
7.7 59.2 52.4
7.5 90.5 81.1

4L.7 8.9

87.8 5.7
31.6 22.8
43.0 2.8
57.4 L.2
56.0 .85
81.9 LA.z
68.5 1.1
30.7 18.8
r2.2 485
89.8 9.6
65.7 8.1
58.8 2.6
87.0 L2.7
29.0 2.0
68.S 6.9
66.7 1.0
62.4 A.2

58.6 10.J

64.8 5,2

68.1 5.4
68.5 4.6
50.3 11
58.8 7.9
85.4 14.5
66.7 2.7
41.7 1.1
7L.4 0.8
10.4 8,6
58.0 16.4
35.6 9.5
25.8 9.8
71.2 0.9
68.8 8.6

52.5 7.t

55.1 S.8
54.9 7.5
48.r 7.8
58.7 4.8
46.4 fl.A
58.0 9.4
88.6 5.4
64.3 5.5

1S0

28
25
19
L2
9.1
8.0
6.45
6.8
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Dolg"*
Niv}his
Selkups
Olcha
Sasmi
Udeghes
Itslmens
Kets
Oroches
I{ganasanr
Yukrghirs

Karelirns
Tuvinians
Kahyks
Romanians
Karacbays
AdygLe
Kurdr
Finst
Ablhsz
Tuttl
Khakass
Balkrrs
Altayens
Circarsians
Dungans
Iraui (Persians)
.Abazinians
Ass5rians
Czachs
Tats
Shorb
Sloval$
Otbec nationalities

The Supreme Soviet

THE 15 constituent republics make up the union of soviet soeialist
.r.Reqrb-lics,_in which all have eqrral rights. The highest governing
pody of _the USSR, pe Supyye Sovieiis_ ma{e 

"fr ot tiuo 
"qo"ihouses. one is the soviet of tt e union, erected by' airect vote of

numerical constituencies throughout the country, or'th" basis of one
l"pqty -pe-r 

300,000 people. T[e other is the soviet of N"uo""riu".
in which there are 82 seats for each of the _I]nion Republics irrespec-
tive of size, 11 for each Autonomous Republic, ffve ftr eaeh autong
r5E
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8.9 4.9 98.9 89.8
8.7 4.4 76.3 49.5
8.8 4.S 50.6 51.1
2.t 2.4 84.9 60.8
t.8 1.9 69.9 56.2
1.4 r.5 7s.7 55.1
1.1 Lg 86.0 85.7
1.0 1.2 77.L 74.9
0.8 l.l 68.4 48.6
0.75 t.0 9s.4 75.4
o.4 0.6 52.5 46,8

167 t48 71.8 68.0100 189 99.r 98.7106 r87 91.0 91.7106 119 88.8 63.9
81 lt8 96.8 98.1
80 r00 96.8 96.559 89 89.9 87.698 85 59.5 5l.o
65 83 95.0 95.9
85 79 82.2 92.88l 87 86.0 88.7
4t2 60 s7.o 97.245 56 88.5 87.2
80 40 89.7 92.022 89 95.1 94.S2t 28 4.7 86.920 25 94.8 96.122 24 64.8 U.5
25 2t 49.0 42.91l t7 7o.s 72.6t5 t6 8S.7 75.515 t2 6t.2 52.O108 tza 61.6 69.4

61.9 B.g
48.8 5.6
40.8 8.8
56.8 7.O
52.9 S.8
4A.0 10.1
82.5 4.8
59.1 2.O
M.4 6.6
40.0 t5.7
29.1 82.8
59.r t5.t
88.9 0.4
8l.l r.5
99.6 16.8
67.6 1.2
67.9 t.1
19.9 W.2q.0 8.5
59.2 2,8
22.4 81.2
65.5 8.4
7L.5 2.6
54.9 8.9
70.0 2.
48.0 5.7
88.9 12,
69.5 6.1
4A.2 t4.7
85.6 21.4
57.7 15.8
59.8 5.S
89.8 Bt.8
88.4 12.8
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mous re$on and one for each national area. In addidon, the 15

chairrnen of each of the Union Republics are vice-chairmen of the
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, which takes action between
sessions of the latter, subject to its ratiffcation. This system ensures
morc than proportional representation of the smaller nations and
nationalities in the Supreme Soviet as a whole.

There are 1,517 deputies in the Supreme Soviet-7ff/ in the Soviet
of the Union, 750 in the Soviet of Nationalities. 62 nationalities are
represented. Workers (31.8 per cent) and farmers (18.6 per cent)
make up over half the deputies; one third are women; one third non-
party people. In Soviets at all levels are over 2 milliop deputies and
over 23 million volunteer activists.

Both houses of the Supreme Soviet have equal powers in initiating
legislation and all other matters, and all laws must be passed by
both houses, a simple maiority in each being required. There are
frequent joint sittings. Each house elects its own chaimran. lte &air-
men of the two houses preside altemately at joint sessions.

Each Union Republic has its own Constitution, based on tbe
USSR Constitution, but taking specrfic national needs into considera-
tion, and its own Supreme Soviet. I-ower bodies are the local Sovieh
in cities and villages, and district and regional Soviets. Each Union
Republic has its own Union-Republic aud Republic Ministries.

Elections at all levels are on the basis of universal, equal and
direct sufirage by secret ballot. AII citizrns who havo reached &e
age of 18, irrespective of race or nationality, sex, religion, eduea-
tion, domicile, social origin or past activities, have the right to vote
with the exception of persons who have been legally certiffed insane.
Every citizen of the USSR who has reached the age of 23 is eli$ble
for election to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, or lower bodies,
on the same basis.

ISIUAIL ALT ABUKAR
Yice-Presiilent, Supretne Reoolutionary Counail,

Somnli Denocratic RePublic

THE SOVIET people have turned their country from a backward iato a

modern powerful industrial state. Socialism has proved that it not only
ensures equality, social justice and rapid economic Progress but elso helpr
forward the growth of a multinational economy.
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EDITORIAL INTTRODUCMON
(contirrued from poge 5)

By."ry step in Soviet policy since then has been in accord with this program,
in a ''peace offensive" that has won worldwide attention. Most importait t6 tle
people_of the I{s and to the peace of the world, were the us-usSR agreements
at the Moscow Summit meeting_ (covered in NWR #sg, rg72) and espe-cially the
sdLT agreement, the ffrst step by the two biggest nuclear powers limit-ing o*l""t
armaments. ft -can_ 

only be considered a historic victory for the sovi,et peace
pollcy thlt Richard Nixon felt compelled to sign, along-with Leonid Brezirnev,
1.s ffrst of the_principles governing Us-ussn r"btions, that 'in the nuclear age
there is no alternative to conducting their relations on the basis of p""c"6l
coexistence."' October 18,'the US-USSR trade agreement was signed, expected to expand
greatly the recent $200 million trade level, and includi-ng us &edits and eilorts
to secure most-favored-nation treatment for the ussR by congress. The ussR
agreed to a $722 million Lend Lease settlement insisted on by the Nixon admin-
istration, although the blood of over 20 million soviet people shed in our com-
mon anti-fascist cause surely repaid this debt many times 

-over. 
Most important

for us workers is the opiriing'of new job opportirnities thorugh soviet irders.
The billion dollar grain purchase was a grea[ boon to the usSR in preventing
shortages due to this year's difficult harvest conditions.

In addition to the eonstant strengthening of friendly, peaceful relations with
the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, we ha-ve seen the improvement
of relations with France and other European nations, especially the nJw treaties
of the USSR and Poland with the Federal Republic of Germann opening the
wly to the all-European Security Conference long sought by the USSn- and
talks on troop reductions in the NATO and Warsaw Pact countries, The USSR
has proposed a similar Security Pact for Asia; has sought indefatigably to end
the rift with the People's Republic of China; supported all realistic opportunities
for_ peace tbroughout Southeast Asia; strengthened friendly relations with India
and improved relations with Japan, looking toward conclusions of a peace

Trg"ty. In the Middle East the USSR continues its friendship and support in
defensive weapons and economic aid for Egypt and other Arab countries, and
stands for a peaceful settlement, providing for withdrawal of Israel from occupied
territories and guaranteeing the rights of all peoples in the area, including of
course, both Israel and the Palestine Arabs.

The Soviet call for a World Disarmament Conference, adopted by the UN
General Assembly in 1971, met with warm support by many governments and
organizations throughout the world. The USSR proposed further in the 1g72
General Assembly that all UN member states agree to abandon the use or tlueat
of force in international relations and prohibit for all time the use of nuclear
weaPons,

In closing, we wish to express our gratifude to the writers who have con-
tributed to this issue, and to the Novosti Press Agency whose cooperation made
possible the inclusion of articles by leading Soviet authorities on the national
que,sHon It is our hope tha.t this special issue will open the way to a deeper
study_ of this subject which is so important in ftn&ng solutions to the problerns
that beset our country and the world in these tur ulent times.

And once again we urge unending action to compel the signing and fulffll-
ment of tlre. peace treaty to end the war in Indochina. (Nooember S)
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